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Abstract 

Nowadays, there is a strong drive to design new and optimize existing large-scale chemical processes 

in the pursuit of sustainability and increased profitability. Theoretical and computational advances have 

made predictive first principles based modelling of gas-phase processes feasible. This is in sharp contrast 

with the limited fundamental understanding of reactions important in many liquid-phase processes. The 

liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane to cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol is investigated, since it is an 

important industrial process for the synthesis of nylon-6(,6) which is only partially understood. Genesys, 

an in-house automatic kinetic model generation code, is used to construct a kinetic model for the gas-

phase oxidation of cyclohexane to confirm well-functioning of the framework for the gas phase. 

Potential energy surfaces are constructed to uncover the important reaction paths. Experiments from 

literature are used for validation. Experimental trends are predicted well with one adapted parameter. 

Subsequently, an algorithm to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation is implemented in Genesys 

as a first extension to introduce liquid-phase effects. The latter is validated with available databases and 

allows calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation with a mean absolute error of 2.5 kJ mol-1. 

Keywords: Automatic kinetic model generation, computational chemistry, cyclohexane oxidation, 
liquid-phase modelling 
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Abstract 
Nowadays, there is a strong drive to design new and 

optimize existing large-scale chemical processes in the 
pursuit of sustainability and increased profitability. 
Theoretical and computational advances in the last decade 
have made predictive first principles based modelling of 
gas-phase processes feasible. This is in contrast with the 
limited fundamental understanding of reactions important 
in liquid-phase processes. The liquid-phase oxidation of 
cyclohexane to cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol is 
investigated, since it is an important industrial process for 
the synthesis of nylon-6 and nylon-6,6 which is only 
partially understood. Genesys, an in-house developed 
automatic kinetic model generation code, is used to 
construct a kinetic model for the gas-phase oxidation of 
cyclohexane to confirm well-functioning of the framework 
for the gas phase. Potential energy surfaces are constructed 
to uncover the important reaction pathways. To include 
accurate reactivity of smaller (oxygenated) hydrocarbons, 
the generated model from Genesys is merged with 
AramcoMech 2.0. Experiments from literature are used to 
assess the final model for its performance. The 
experimental trends of the conversion and major product 
formation are predicted well, especially in the low-
temperature oxidation zone after fitting of one parameter. 
For this work, this low-temperature oxidation regime of the 
gas phase is of interest since the same type of reactions take 
place during liquid-phase oxidation. Subsequently, an 
algorithm to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation at 
298 K and standard conditions is implemented in Genesys 
as a first extension to introduce liquid-phase effects. The 
latter is validated with a  data set containing both ab initio 
and experimental values.  The implemented scheme allows 
calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation with a 
mean absolute error of 2.5 kJ mol-1 for the complete 
validation set. 

Keywords 
Automatic kinetic model generation, computational 

chemistry, cyclohexane oxidation, liquid-phase modelling 

I. INTRODUCTION 
An accurate chemical microkinetic model is an extremely 

powerful and valuable tool. Integrated within an overall process 
model, design and optimization of the chemical process 
becomes possible. Currently these topics are on the mindset of 
many people, considering that process optimization can result 
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in significant energy savings and associated reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions, more specifically CO2 emissions, as 
well as reduction of waste streams. 

The last decade, great progress has been made in the 
construction of reliable microkinetic models for a variety of 
technologically important gas-phase processes including 
pyrolysis and oxidation. The corresponding models typically 
contain thousands of species and accompanied several tens of 
thousands of reactions. Manual construction of a microkinetic 
model by hand becomes thereby tedious, error prone and often 
incomplete. To prevent this, automatic microkinetic model 
generation codes have been developed, e.g. the in-house 
developed code Genesys [1]. 

First principles based modelling of gas-phase processes is 
currently feasible due to the increased computational and 
theoretical advancements the last decade. This is in sharp 
contrast with the limited fundamental knowledge concerning 
modelling of important liquid-phase processes. In this work the 
liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane to cyclohexanone and 
cyclohexanol (cf. Figure 1) is investigated. This is an important 
process in the production chain of nylon-6 and nylon-6,6 for 
which the chemistry is only partially understood on the 
molecular level. Other industrial relevant liquid-phase 
processes include the production of phenol and terephtalic acid 
by oxidation of respectively cumene and p-xylene. The long-
term objective is therefore to extend the framework of Genesys, 
which is currently tailored to the gas-phase, to also allow 
automatic microkinetic model generation for liquid-phase 
processes.  

 
Figure 1: Reaction scheme for oxidation of cyclohexane to 
cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol. 

First, a gas-phase model is constructed with Genesys for the 
oxidation of cyclohexane to gain insight in the elementary 
chemistry between cyclohexane and molecular oxygen. From 
the developed microkinetic gas-phase model, several reaction 
families can be reused for the development of a liquid-phase 
model. Especially since literature indicates that in the low 
temperature gas-phase oxidation zone similar reactions occur 
as during the liquid-phase oxidation. The microkinetic model is 
assessed for its performance by experimental data from 
literature. 



 
Figure 2: Benson group additivity theory and ab initio calculations for thermodynamic parameter assignment.

A second part concerns implementation of a calculation 
algorithm for the Gibbs free energy of solvation at 298 K and 
standard conditions in Genesys via the empirical Abraham 
equation, as a first inclusion of liquid-phase effects. 
Assessment is made of the accuracy by comparison of 
calculated and tabulated solvation energies which are obtained 
from an experimental database and from ab initio calculations. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Automatic microkinetic model generation with Genesys 

requires specification of the reaction families which are used 
for reaction network generation. Reaction termination criteria 
have to be defined to limit the reaction network to the essential 
chemistry. In addition, accurate thermodynamic parameters for 
all species and kinetic parameters for all reactions in the 
network are crucial for model development. 

A. Kinetic model construction 
Kinetic model generation starts with user-defined reactants. 

These are subjected to the defined reaction families giving birth 
to new products, which can subsequently be subjected to the 
reaction families themselves giving birth to second-generation, 
third-generation, and so on products. The kinetic model 
generation iteratively continues until the reaction network is 
considered complete by user-defined criteria.  

Typical acyclic hydrocarbon oxidation reaction families are 
defined in the model, e.g. hydrogen abstraction by molecular 
oxygen, molecular oxygen addition, chain-branching reactions, 
hydrogen shifts, cyclic ether formation, -scission of carbon-
carbon and carbon-hydrogen bonds and -scission of carbonyl.  

To avoid models with tens of thousands of reactions where 
most of them do not significantly affect the kinetic model, 
several reaction rules are introduced. These criteria or rules 
determine when to stop the generation of new reactants which 
allows one to attain a manageable size of the microkinetic 
model for reactor simulations and optimization, that still 
contains the essential chemistry. In the generated model for 
example, reactions can only generate products with maximal 
two oxygen atoms. Due to the latter (severe) constraint chain-
branching reactions do not take place, which are therefore 
separately included.  

When the model is generated both accurate thermodynamic 
and kinetic parameters are supplied for oxidation reactions 
starting from cyclohexane. The often pressure dependent 
kinetics of small molecules are not yet available in Genesys, in 
addition the used thermodynamic calculation scheme fails for 
small compounds. Therefore, the Genesys model is merged 
with a base mechanism before reactor simulations are 

performed in ANSYS Chemkin. AramcoMech 2.0 [2] is used 
which includes thermodynamic parameters for C1 to C4 
(oxygenated) compounds and associated reactions.  

B. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameter assignment 
In order to generate a reliable microkinetic model, it is 

necessary to assign both accurate thermodynamic parameters to 
all species, i.e. ∆ Ὄ° , Ὓ° , ὅ (Ὕ), and (modified) 
Arrhenius parameters to all reactions present in the kinetic 
model. The latter are necessary to calculate the reaction rates 
and equilibrium compositions. 

When thermodynamic parameters, are not available in the ab 
initio database of Genesys, these can be calculated via Benson 
group additivity theory [3] or ab initio calculations, as indicated 
in Figure 2. Benson group additivity is a powerful scheme 
which allows calculation of the thermodynamic parameters in 
which every group, which a molecule is built from, contributes 
and includes several corrections for special interactions within 
the molecule. A group is defined as a polyvalent atom in the 
molecule together with its immediate neighbors. The final 
outcome only deviates 4 kJ mol-1 on average compared with ab 
initio calculations and experimental measurements. However, 
for cyclic compounds the GAVs are less accurate due to ring 
strain in  six-membered ring structures. 

Quantum mechanical calculations have been carried out in 
Gaussian V16 to obtain thermodynamic parameters for 
important molecules where GAVs are missing or unreliable. 
High-level geometry optimization is performed at the CBS-
QB3 level of theory, see Figure 2. To take into account the 
different rotational conformers of a molecule, one-dimensional 
hindered rotor potentials have been calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31G(D) level of theory which are included as an extra 
contribution to the partition function. The outcome is manually 
corrected with bond additive corrections and spin-orbit 
corrections.  

For assignment of kinetic parameters, a similar approach is 
applied. Rate rules and kinetic parameters from literature are 
used for several reactions. A group additive scheme is used for 
the Arrhenius and pre-exponential parameters of -scission and 
hydrogen abstraction reactions as proposed by Saeys et al. [4]. 
In addition, ab initio calculations are carried out for the most 
important reaction paths which allows calculation of the 
modified Arrhenius parameters via transition state theory.  

III. GAS-PHASE MODEL FOR CYCLOHEXANE 
OXIDATION 

A microkinetic model for the gas-phase oxidation of 
cyclohexane is developed focused on the low-temperature 



oxidation regime since the reactions proceeding are similar as 
the reactions proceeding during liquid-phase oxidation. Ab 
initio calculations are carried out to obtain accurate 
thermodynamic parameters and to uncover the important 
reaction paths by construction of a potential energy surface. 
The final model is assessed with experiments for its 
performance. 

A. Ab initio calculations for thermodynamic parameter 
calculation and potential energy surface construction 

To start, accurate thermodynamic parameters are calculated 
for the important species. For accuracy, it is observed that it is 
important to treat both axial and equatorial positioned 
substituents on the six-membered ring since the energy 
difference between the geometries can reach beyond 
10 kJ mol-

 

1. For example consider 2-oxyocyclohexan-1-olate 
in Table 1, the equatorial positioned geometry is unfavorable 
due to interaction between the oxy group and the carbonyl 
group. This is less for the axial positioned geometry. The 
difference in enthalpy of formation at 298 K amounts to 
18.9 kJ mol-1. In case of a single substituted species without 
radicals and double bonds in the six ring, the equatorial position 
is always favored both for the enthalpy of formation and the 
entropy. In addition to repulsive interactions, also attractive 
interactions can be formed such as a hydrogen bond which do 
decrease both the enthalpy of formation and the entropy. 

Table 1: Spatial arrangement and enthalpy of formation for 2-
oxyocyclohexan-1-olate of the axial and equatorial positioned oxy 
group. 

 Axial Equatorial 
 

  
∆������ 
[kJ mol-1] 

-164.7 -145.9 
 

The potential energy surface (PES) for the addition of 
molecular oxygen to the cyclohexyl radical has been 
constructed by high-level ab initio calculations at the CBS-QB3 
level of theory. Ab initio calculated (modified) Arrhenius 
parameters are used to replace rate rule parameters which are 
developed for acyclic alkanes. The most important reaction 
pathways are depicted in Figure 4. From the PES, it is clear that 
the peroxide radical can be converted to a hydroperoxide by a 
hydrogen shift reaction with a barrier for the 1,5-shift and 1-6 
shift of 108 kJ mol-1 and 129 kJ mol-1 respectively at 0 K. This 
barrier is below the dissociation reaction enthalpy to molecular 
oxygen and the cyclohexyl radical for which an enthalpy 
difference between reactants and products of 156 kJ mol-1 is 
calculated. The barrier for the 1,4-shift amounts to 164 kJ mol- 1 
which is slightly higher than the enthalpy of reaction of the 
reverse dissociation reaction. It can be expected that the 1,5-
shift will also occur because it is entropically favored compared 
to the other shifts. These formed hydroperoxide radicals can 
react further mainly through cyclic ether formation and β-
scission reactions, as depicted in Figure 4. Alternatively, oxygen 
addition on the hydroperoxide radicals leads to chain 
branching, which is not shown on the PES. 

Besides the hydrogen shifts, also hydroperoxide elimination 
can take place with formation of cyclohexene for which the 
activation barrier amounts to 134 kJ mol-1, which is below the 
reverse dissociation to molecular oxygen and the cyclohexyl 
radical. The unimolecular decomposition reaction considered 
with the highest enthalpy of formation is a 1,3- hydrogen shift 
for which 113 kJ mol-1 is released due to the formation of the 
energetically favorable cyclohexanone. However, an activation 
energy of 165 kJ mol-1 makes proceeding of this reaction 
unlikely. Other hydrogen shifts, carbon-carbon and carbon-
hydrogen β-scissions are calculated and do not play an 
important role except for one β-scission possible after the 1,5-
shift which forms the hex-5-enal and hydroxyl radical. This 
reaction has an energy barrier equal to 106 kJ mol-1 (but still an 
energy barrier of 162 kJ mol-1 compared to the starting 
products) with an enthalpy change of -70 kJ mol-1 which is 
entropically favorable due to ring-opening.  

B. Model assessment 
The developed microkinetic model of Genesys is validated 

with experiments published in literature, performed in a jet-
stirred reactor at l’Université de Lorraine by the group of Prof. 
Battin-Leclerc [5]. The experimental conditions are a pressure 
of 1.07 atm, a reactor volume of 85 cm3, an equivalence ratio 
of 1.0 and a molar inlet flow of cyclohexane of 0.667 dilution 
with helium. The model predicts well the experimental 
conversion in the low-temperature oxidation region, as 
depicted in Figure 3, when the alternative activation energy of 
the modified Arrhenius equation for the mentioned β-scission, 
a sensitive reaction, is lowered from 24.2 kJ mol-1 to 
12.2 kJ mol-1. The on-set temperature is a bit early, but both the 
experimental and modelled low-temperature oxidation peak 
reach a maximum around 610 K which do also qualitatively 
agree (50% versus 40% conversion). For the high-temperature 
oxidation zone, the on-set temperature is correct, but the 
increase in conversion is predicted too slow. Extra ab initio 
calculations for the important reactions in this region are 
suggested. Major model formation is predicted rather well and 
follows the experimental trend in the temperature range 
between 500 and 750 K, formation of carbon monoxide, as 
depicted in Figure 5, is underestimated in this region.  

 
Figure 3: Plot of the cyclohexane conversion in function of the 

reactor temperature [K] for the oxidation of cyclohexane. The blue line 
indicates model predictions and black dots represent experimental 
measurements from Nancy [5].  



 
Figure 4: Relevant part of the potential energy surface for the addition of molecular oxygen to the cyclohexyl radical, i.e. the radical formed 
after hydrogen abstraction from cyclohexane. The values are enthalpies of formation calculated at the CBS-QB3 level of theory at 0 K relative 
to the cyclohexyl peroxide radical. Reactions are only depicted when the activation energy is below 180 kJ mol-1.

 

 
Figure 5: Carbon monoxide (blue) and carbon dioxide (red) production 
rate in function of the temperature. Lines represent the model 
predictions and dots represent experimental measurements. 

IV. FAST ASSIGNMENT OF LIQUID-PHASE 
THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS WITH GENESYS 

Automatic kinetic model generation for liquid-phase 
processes requires the fast assignment of thermodynamic 
parameters to solute molecules surrounded with solvent. The 
Gibbs free energy of a molecule in a solvent, or more generally 
a liquid phase (Ὃ ) can be calculated by the sum of the Gibbs 
free energy of a molecule in the gas phase (Ὃ ) adding up the 
Gibbs free energy of solvation (∆Ὃ ), cf. Eq. 1, since it are 
state functions. 

Ὃ = Ὃ + ∆Ὃ  Eq. 1 

To obtain gas-phase parameters, the framework is available 
in Genesys and now for calculation of ∆Ὃ  an algorithm is 
included in Genesys which assigns a value based on the 
availability of data. The algorithm first searches the database 
with experimental and ab initio data if the combination of 
solute and solvent is tabulated. Carrying out on-the-fly ab initio 

calculations allows to obtain an accurate ∆Ὃ  in the solvent 
of interest, but this requires a high computational effort. 
Therefore, a correlation, i.e. the Abraham equation [6], is used 
to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation at standard 
conditions and 298 K. The latter is an empirical based 
correlation which calculates the gas-solvent partition 
coefficient (ὑ ) based on solvent (a,b,c,e,l,s) and solute 
descriptors (A,B,E,L,S), cf. Eq. 2. 

ln ὑ = ὧ + ὥὃ + ὦὄ + ὩὉ + ὰὒ + ίὛ Eq. 2 

Via the relation between the Gibbs free energy and the 
partition coefficient, the Gibbs free energy of solvation is 
obtained. Solvent descriptors are tabulated for most common 
solvents. If solvent descriptors are not available in the database, 
the correlation cannot be used. Solute descriptors are tabulated 
for solutes, but in addition these can be calculated from a group 
additive scheme, i.e. Platts fragments method [7], that 
calculates the unknown solute descriptors of a molecule based 
on the Platts fragments the molecule is built from. It is 
impossible to calculate ∆Ὃ°  if solute descriptors are not 
tabulated and if not all non-hydrogen atoms can be assigned a 
contribution via Platts fragments. Currently, Platts fragments 
are missing for radical species and the peroxide group, both 
important for oxidation processes. 

Validation of both the Abraham equation and the Platts 
fragments methodology is carried out with two data sets. One 
set with 3922 data entries in 20 different solvents is obtained 
from ab initio calculations post-processed by COSMOtherm 
and the other set is the FreeSolv database with 643 Gibbs free 
energies of hydration constructed by Mobley et al. [8]. Typical 
values for the Gibbs free energy of solvation amount to 
- 30 to 0 kJ mol-1. 

First, the Abraham equation is tested by calculating the Gibbs 
free energy of solvation at standard conditions and 298 K for 
the data points of which both solute and solvent descriptors are 
tabulated. In Figure 6, the result is depicted of tabulated minus 



calculated values with the Abraham equation for ∆Ὃ° . For 
1438 of the 4565 data points, ∆Ὃ°  can be calculated with a 
mean absolute error (MAE) of 1.1 kJ mol-1. A small error is 
expected since tabulated solute descriptors are regressed from 
experimental data. However, 1-octanol stands out as solvent, 
indicated in Figure 6, with a significant higher MAE of 
2.2 kJ mol-1.  

Subsequently, the Platts fragments method was implemented 
with C, H, O, N-containing fragments and validated with the 
same data set. From the complete data set with 4565 entries, 
3549 combinations can be calculated using the Platts fragments 
method for determination of the solute descriptors which 
amounts to three times more than only with tabulated solute 
descriptors. However, the MAE increases to 2.5 kJ mol-1 with 
82.6% of the compounds calculated within 4 kJ mol-1. Even for 
exceptional high energies the calculation of ∆Ὃ°  using Platts 
fragments is good, e.g. the Gibbs free energy of hydration of 
mannose amounts to -106.6 kJ mol-1 and the calculated value 
amounts to -107.7 kJ mol-1. 

 

 
Figure 6: Plot of tabulated minus calculated values for ∆Ὃ°  with the 
Abraham equation in kJ mol-1 using tabulated solvent and solute 
descriptors, points in the shaded area are calculated with an error 
smaller than 4 kJ mol-1. Outliers for the solvent 1-octanol are 
encircled. 

However, if the results with calculated solute descriptors via 
Platts fragments are considered more in detail, cf.  Figure 7, it 
stands out that several solvents perform better than other ones. 
Especially the polar solvents perform worse such as water, 
ethyl acetate, acetonitrile, etc. Moreover, several outliers are 
detected, covering all functionalities, e.g. acyclic, nitrous, 
oxygenated compounds which in general do not systematically 
return in the other solvents. One exception is carbon dioxide 
which is for every solvent an outlier. Carbon dioxide is via 
Platts fragments composed out of two double bonded oxygen 
atoms and a carbon atom bond to two species. With solute 
descriptors for CO2 via Platts fragments, inaccurate 
calculations are performed with a MAE of 10.0 kJ mol-1. As 
carbon dioxide plays an important role in oxidation processes, 
it is important to have good values for the solvation of CO2 in 
solvents. Therefore, new solute descriptors were regressed for 
CO2, listed in Table 2, via least-squares regression of the 
COSMOtherm data, which results in an improved MAE of only 
0.4 kJ mol-1.  

Table 2: Regressed solute descriptors for carbon dioxide. 

A B E L S 
0.017 0.040 -1.133 0.480 1.101 

 
 Figure 7: Plot of tabulated minus calculated values for ∆Ὃ°  with 
the Abraham equation in kJ mol-1 for tabulated solvent descriptors and 
solute descriptors calculated by the Platts fragments method. Different 
colors indicate different solvents: red shades for acyclic hydrocarbon 
solvents, orange shades for cyclic hydrocarbon solvents, blue shades 
for oxygenated hydrocarbon solvents and green shades for nitrogen-
containing solvents. 

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 
A microkinetic model has been constructed for the low-

temperature oxidation region with the in-house automatic 
kinetic model generator Genesys. The generated model is 
assessed with experiments performed in a jet-stirred reactor at 
l’Université de Lorraine by the group of Prof. Battin-Leclerc. 
Experimental trends are well-described by reducing the 
alternative activation energy of the modified Arrhenius 
parameter from 24.4 kJ mol-1 to 12.4 kJ mol-1 for the -scission 
of a hydroperoxide radical which forms a sensitive reaction. 
The developed model can be improved by performing ab initio 
calculations for the high-temperature reaction pathways to 
obtain a model valid in the low- and high-temperature region. 
Several elements, e.g. the reaction families, of the developed 
low-temperature gas-phase model can be reused for the 
construction of the liquid-phase model since literature states 
that the same reactions proceed. 

Genesys has been extended with an algorithm to calculate the 
Gibbs free energy of solvation at 298 K and standard conditions 
via the empirical Abraham equation. Solvent descriptors are 
available for most common solvents. Solute descriptors are 
tabulated for several solutes and if unavailable these can be 
calculated via Platts fragments for most C, H, O and N 
containing molecules with a mean absolute error of 
2.5 kJ mol-

 

1. Though, the peroxide group and radicals, both 
important for oxidation reactions, are missing which will have 
to be regressed. 
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Glossary 

Ab initio 

A Latin term for “from first principles”. It refers to the fact that the results are obtained by applying the 

established fundamentals of nature without assumptions or experimental input. Ab initio methods 

determine the energy of a system by solving the corresponding Schrödinger equation. 

Arrhenius equation 

The mathematical expression of the rate coefficient Ὧ = ὃ Ὡὼὴ −  where A is the temperature 

independent pre-exponential factor and Ea is the activation energy. 

Basis set 

Set of Gaussian functions used to describe the molecular orbitals in ab initio calculations. 

Chemical reaction 

Chemical reactions are processes whereby one or more species, i.e. the reactants, are converted into one 

or more different species, i.e. the products, by rearrangements of the constituent atoms. 

Density Functional Theory 

Computational method that derives the properties of a molecule based on the determination of the 

electron density of the molecule. Unlike the wave function, which has no physical reality but is only a 

mathematical construction, electron density is a physical characteristic of all molecules. 

Diffusion 

Movement of the center-of-mass of a molecule in a reaction mixture. 

Elementary reaction step 

The transformation of reactants to products in a single step with a single transition state, i.e. without 

passing over an intermediate. 

Enthalpy 

H, thermodynamic quantity that is calculated from the internal energy, i.e. U, as H = U + pV, with p the 

pressure and V the volume of the system. 
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Entropy 

S, thermodynamic quantity that is related to the disorder, randomness/disorder of the system. A system 

with a larger number of states which can be occupied will have a higher entropy. 

Gibbs free energy 

G, thermodynamic quantity that is calculated as G = H – TS with H the enthalpy, T the absolute 

temperature and S the entropy. 

Group additivity theory 

Methodology which allows the prediction of molecular properties based on the different groups a 

molecule is built from. 

Level of theory 

Approach to solve the Schrödinger equation. In general, there are two degrees of freedom: the treatment 

of electron correlation and the basis set. 

Lumping 

Grouping of species, which are considered isomers or homologous species with similar properties, in 

order to reduce the total number of species in a microkinetic model. 

Mechanism 

A sequence of elementary steps in which reactants are converted into products, often through the 

formation of intermediates. 

Microkinetic model 

A kinetic model that described processes using only elementary reaction steps. 

Modified Arrhenius equation 

The mathematical expression of the rate coefficient Ὧ = ὃὝ exp −  where A is the temperature 

independent pre-exponential factor, T the absolute temperature, n and B constants. 

Partition function 

A measure for the statistical properties of a system. For a canonical ensemble, the partition function is 

the Boltzmann sum over the different microstates the system can occupy. 

Reaction family 

A class of reactions that are characterized by the same pattern of molecular rearrangements. 

Solute 

The minor component in a solution, dissolved in a solvent. 
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Solvent 

A solvent is the component of a solution that is present in the greatest amount. It is the substance in 

which the solute is dissolved. 

Transition state 

Saddle point on the potential energy surface along the minimum energy path. A normal mode analysis 

on the transition state structure yields exactly one imaginary frequency. 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 

1D One-dimensional 

2D Two-dimensional 

3D Three-dimensional 

ASC Apparent surface charge 

BAC Bond additive correction 

B3LYP Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr  

CBS Complete basis set 

CDK Chemical Development Kit 

COSMO-RS Conductor like screening model for real solvents 

DFT Density functional theory 

FID Flame ionization detector 

GAV Group additive value 

GC Gas chromatography 

Genesys Generation of reacting systems 

HF Hartree-Fock 

HIR Hindered internal rotor 

InChI International Chemical Identifier 

IRC Intrinsic reaction coordinate 

LCT Laboratory for Chemical Technology 

LFER Linear free energy relationship 

LSER Linear solvation energy relationship 

MAE Mean average error 

MC Monte Carlo 
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MM Molecular mechanics 

MS Mass spectrometry 

NNI Non-nearest neighbor interactions 

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

PCM Polarizable continuum model 

PES Potential energy surface 

QM Quantum mechanics 

SCRF Self-consistent reaction field  

SMx Solvation model x 

SOC Spin orbit correction 

RES Resonance correction 

RMG Reaction Mechanism Generator 

RMS Root mean square 

RSC Ring strain correction 

TST Transition state theory 

SMARTS SMILES Arbitrary Target Specification 

SMILES Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System 

XML Extended Markup Language 

Roman symbols 

A Pre-exponential factor s-1 or m3 mol-1 s-1 

═ Single-event pre-exponential factor s-1 or m3 mol-1 s-1 

╒▬ Heat capacity J mol-1 K-1 

Ea Activation energy kJ mol-1 

H Enthalpy kJ mol-1 

k Rate coefficient s-1 or m3 mol-1 s-1 

▓ Single-event rate coefficient s-1 or m3 mol-1 s-1 

▪ Constant - 

▪▄ Number of single events - 

▪▫▬◄ Number of optical isomers - 
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q Molecular partition function - 

R Universal gas constant J mol-1 K-1 

S Entropy  J mol-1 K-1 

T Temperature K 

 

Greek symbols 

∆╖▼▫■○ Gibbs free energy of solvation kJ mol-1 

∆█╗ Enthalpy of formation kJ mol-1 

∆►╗ Reaction enthalpy kJ mol-1 

∆╗▼▫■○ Enthalpy of solvation kJ mol-1 

∆‡╗ Standard enthalpy of activation kJ mol-1 

∆╢▼▫■○ Entropy of solvation J mol-1 K-1 

∆‡╢ Standard entropy of activation J mol-1 K-1 

ⱥ Tunneling coefficient - 

 

Subscripts 

elec Electronic 

rot Rotational 

ref Reference 

trans Translational 

solv Solvation 

vib Vibrational 

 

Subscripts 
‡ Transition state 

° Standard  
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Nowadays, one cannot imagine a world without chemical processes, providing society with a broad 

spectrum of daily used products. Design and operation of the associated chemical plants requires a 

thorough understanding of the process, from the molecular scale to the scale of the entire installation. 

Because experiments are expensive, time-consuming and can only cover a rather narrow range of 

conditions, simulations are often preferred. The core of these process simulations is the model describing 

the chemistry itself, i.e. the microkinetic model [1]. 

An accurate chemical microkinetic model is an extremely powerful and valuable tool. The availability 

of such a model allows integration of the reactor compartment, i.e. the place where the chemical 

transformations take place, into the model covering the overall process. Associated with the overall 

process model, design and optimization of the process becomes possible [2]. Currently these topics are 

on the mindset of many people, considering that process optimization can result in significant energy 

savings and associated reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, more specifically CO2 emissions, as well 

as reduction of waste streams.  

In the last decade, great progress has been made in the construction of reliable kinetic models for a 

variety of technologically important processes including combustion, pyrolysis and oxidation of hetero-

atomic mixtures in the gas phase [3-6]. However, for a lot of production processes such kinetic models 

are not available yet, since it is time consuming and very difficult to construct reliable models. The 

corresponding models typically contain thousands of species, and hence, as indicated in Figure 1-1 

several thousands of associated reactions [7]. The general trend in the amount of reactions as function 

of the amount of species in a kinetic model is linear, although an exponential trend would be expected. 

Furthermore, increasing the number of heavy atoms, i.e. the number of non-hydrogen atoms, in the 

reactant molecule(s) increases exponentially the size of the reaction network and generation of models 

by hand becomes thereby tedious, error prone and often incomplete. To prevent this, automatic 

microkinetic model generation codes have been developed. Some examples of such codes are RMG 

developed at MIT (based on the earlier codes XMG and NETGEN) [8], RING developed at the 

University of Minnesota [9], EXGAS developed at l’Université de Nancy [10], the in-house developed 

tool Genesys [11] and more are listed in a recent review by Van de Vijver et al. [7] considering the 

general framework of automatic kinetic model generation codes.  
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Figure 1-1: The number of reactions as function of the number of species in various pyrolysis and combustion kinetic 
models published in the last two decades. The secondary axis indicates the number of heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms in 
the reactant molecule(s). The color bar indicates the size of the reactant molecule. The number of reactions follows a 
linear trend as function of the number of species and can reach several tens of thousands for large reactants [7].  

Accurate (micro)kinetic models for the oxidation of cyclic compounds are crucial to simulate the 

combustion of typical commercial gasoline, diesel and jet fuels, since these can contain considerable 

amounts of cycloalkanes, e.g. they can represent at least 30 % of diesel fuel [12]. Cyclohexane is 

therefore frequently used as a simple model surrogate to describe the chemistry of cycloalkanes in real 

fuels. A lot of research has already been performed on the oxidation of cyclic compounds in the gas 

phase with several models being available in the open literature for the oxidation of cyclohexane. The 

combination of automatic kinetic model generation with affordable quantum chemical calculations, to 

resolve the scarcity of accurate chemical and thermodynamic parameters, forms an outstanding 

framework for kinetic modelling. Theoretical and computational advances have made predictive first 

principles based modelling of several important gas-phase processes, e.g. steam cracking [13, 14], 

nowadays feasible. This is in sharp contrast with the limited fundamental understanding and limited 

performed research on production processes carried out in the liquid phase. Understanding the 

theoretical aspects for liquid-phase oxidations is essential to allow automatic model generation for 

relevant processes and is therefore the key objective for further improvement of such processes. 

The given master dissertation fits in a bigger project, for which the objective will be to expand the 

current gas-phase framework of the in-house developed automatic microkinetic model generation tool 

Genesys, by extending the application domain to liquid-phase processes. The latter extension will 

require adaptations to the way kinetic and thermochemical parameters are retrieved by including the 

presence of a solvent. As proof of concept of the newly developed framework, the oxidation of 

cyclohexane to cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol will be investigated. The oxidation of cyclohexane is 
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an industrial important process, since it is an essential step in the nylon-6 and nylon-6,6 production chain 

which is up-to-date still not fully understood.  

In the first part of this master dissertation, it will be started with the construction of a gas-phase kinetic 

model with Genesys which will prove the power of the latter framework. The generated gas-phase model 

will be validated with experimental data obtained from literature. The second part is to include 

adaptations in Genesys which will allow the calculation of thermodynamic properties for species in the 

liquid phase. Therefore, an empirical method for calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation at 

standard conditions will be implemented. The latter will be validated with experimental and ab initio 

calculated results. The extended framework of Genesys will not be limited to the investigated process, 

i.e. the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane, but will also be applicable to other liquid-phase processes 

with similar operating conditions. Some other industrial applications include the liquid-phase oxidation 

of cumene and p-xylene to synthesize respectively phenol and terephthalic acid, the formation of engine 

and fuel injector deposits and free radical polymerizations in solvents [15].  
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1.1. Industrial production of cyclohexanone and 

cyclohexanol 

Several important oxidation processes which play an important role in the petrochemical industry are 

performed in the liquid phase. In this master dissertation, the focus will be on the production of 

cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol by the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. Similar to gas-phase 

oxidations, liquid-phase oxidations have a reaction network with a lot of species and a lot of associated 

reactions. The latter makes it interesting to extend and apply the developed framework of automatic 

kinetic model generation for gas-phase processes also to liquid-phase processes.  

Cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol are important precursors for the production of nylon-6 and nylon-6,6, 

as indicated in Figure 1-2. The liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane, with a global capacity of 6 million 

tons per year, is one of the most important production routes for cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol. It is 

industrially performed in the liquid phase at 140 - 180 °C and 0.8 - 2.0 MPa either uncatalyzed or with 

a soluble cobalt catalyst [16]. However, the envisaged applicability is broader since the fundamental 

knowledge of this specific process can be extended to processes with similar operating conditions. For 

example, the oxidation of p-xylene to terephthalic acid (an important building block for the production 

of PET) with a capacity of 30 million tons per year and the oxidation of cumene for the production of 

both phenol and acetone with an annual production capacity of 5 million tons.   

 

Figure 1-2: Production chain starting with the oxidation of cyclohexane to eventually form nylon-6 and nylon-6,6. 

For the oxidation of cyclohexane, two reactants are required, i.e. molecular oxygen and cyclohexane. 

Oxygen is supplied by the addition of compressed air to the first reactor. The main production route for 

cyclohexane production is the hydrogenation of benzene with a noble metal catalyst [17]. Subsequently 

cyclohexane is oxidized in a series of agitated reactors with the formation of cyclohexanone, 

cyclohexanol and cyclohexyl hydroperoxide, this is the so-called air-oxidizing part. The total residence 

time in these reactors amounts to 15 - 60 minutes. In another reactor, the cyclohexyl hydroperoxide 

reactor, the cyclohexyl hydroperoxide intermediate is further reacted into cyclohexanol and 

cyclohexanone by using a catalyst. The catalyst has a big influence on the obtained cyclohexanol to 

cyclohexanone ratio. For example, the normal cobalt-catalyzed deperoxidation results in a ratio of 
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approximately 3.5 mol cyclohexanol per mol cyclohexanone. However, if chromium(III) is added during 

deperoxidation, the dehydration of cyclohexyl hydroperoxide is promoted leading to a lower 

cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone molar ratio of 0.4. An intermediate molar ratio of 1.4 is possible with 

nickel or palladium as catalyst in the deperoxidation step. Because the products cyclohexanone, 

cyclohexanol and the intermediate cyclohexyl hydroperoxide are more readily oxidized than 

cyclohexane, the conversion is kept low, i.e. a cyclohexane conversion of around 5 %, to maximize the 

yield and avoid byproducts formation [15]. The byproducts of the oxidation include a wide range of 

mono- and dicarboxylic acids, esters, aldehydes and other ring-opened products. In this master 

dissertation, the focus will only be on the first step, i.e. the air-oxidizing part, and more specific the 

autoxidation case for which no catalyst is used. 

Although, the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane is the primary production route of interest, there 

are still other conventional production routes used in industry, as indicated in Figure 1-3, for the 

production of cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone.   

 

Figure 1-3: Overview of production routes to cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone. 

Cyclohexanol, cyclohexanone or a mixture of both depending on the used metallic catalyst, can be 

produced by hydrogenation of phenol, which was also the first industrial production route. Cyclohexanol 

can be prepared in high yield, by either gas- or liquid-phase hydrogenation of phenol. Frequently applied 

for the gas-phase hydrogenation is a supported nickel catalyst which can contain copper, cobalt or 

manganese. For the latter, yields have been described to achieve 98 % [18]. To obtain cyclohexanone 

the hydrogenation can be carried out at in the gas phase at 140 - 170 °C and atmospheric pressure with 

a supported noble metal catalyst, e.g. palladium, platinum or ruthenium. Yields as high as 95 % have 

been obtained for complete conversion of phenol. Commercial liquid-phase hydrogenation of phenol 

with a supported palladium catalyst on carbon results in yields higher than 99 % cyclohexanone with a 

phenol conversion of 90 %. With a nickel catalyst on the other hand, a selectivity to cyclohexanol of 
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99.9 % can be obtained. The hydrogenation conditions can be adjusted to produce mixtures of 

cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone which is desired for adipic acid producers. 

Another production route for cyclohexanol is via the synthesis and hydration of cyclohexene. First 

selective hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexene is carried out after which non-reacted benzene and 

cyclohexene are separated by extractive distillation. The cyclohexene is subsequently hydrated with a 

heterogeneous nickel catalyst and for a conversion of 50 % results in a mixture of about 35 % 

cyclohexene, 15 % cyclohexane and 50 % unreacted benzene. The selectivity is however highly 

influenced by the presence of iron and sulfur impurities. Therefore, only very pure benzene and vessels 

with an inline inert coating material are used. The actual hydration of cyclohexene is performed in a 

slurry reactor but is limited by the equilibrium constant, which restricts the conversion to approximately 

14 %. Although, yields of 95 % and higher are achieved with not a lot of byproduct formation, the 

disadvantage is that no cyclohexanone is produced with this synthesis method and that the investment 

cost is higher than that of a conventional oxidation plant [16]. 

Besides the conventional oxidation process with air, it is also possible to produce cyclohexanol by 

oxidation of cyclohexane with anhydrous metaboric acid, also known as the Halcon process. A slurry 

of anhydrous metaboric acid is added to the first stage of several staged air oxidation vessels. During 

the reaction, cyclohexyl hydroperoxide is trapped as cyclohexyl perborate ester which reacts further 

with cyclohexane to form cyclohexanol and the borate ester. The advantage is that the borate ester is 

stable and does not have the intention to form ring-opened products. Hydration of the borate ester ends 

up with cyclohexanol and boric acid, the latter can be dehydrated and recycled as metaboric acid to the 

air oxidizer. Notwithstanding, a higher investment cost and production cost (for recovery of the boric 

acid), a higher yield of cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol is obtained (88 %) and a cyclohexanol to 

cyclohexanone ratio of 10 is achieved. 

Cyclohexanol can also be dehydrogenated to form cyclohexanone which is performed by passing the 

vapors through a tube furnace at 400 – 450 °C without a catalyst. The purity of the resulting 

cyclohexanone stream amounts to 98 – 99 %. Catalytic dehydrogenation can be carried out with a variety 

of catalysts, e.g. chromium oxide – copper, copper chromate or nickel, at milder conditions with an even 

higher selectivity.  

Both cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone are precursors for adipic acid and caprolactam [19]. Around 90 % 

of the caprolactam is synthesized from cyclohexanone. For this synthesis, cyclohexanone is first 

converted to the oxime (=NOH functional group) [16]. Treatment of the oxime with a strong acid, mostly 

sulfuric acid induces a Beckmann rearrangement which results in the bisulfate salt of caprolactam. 

Neutralization of the salt with ammonia releases the caprolactam and cogenerates ammonium sulfate. 

For the production of caprolactam starting from cyclohexanol, the cyclohexanol is first mildly oxidized 
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or catalytically dehydrogenated to obtain cyclohexanone which can be converted into caprolactam by 

the latter route. A mixture of cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone with nitric acid (HNO3) can be converted 

catalytically by ammonium vanadate into adipic acid [20]. Nevertheless, the latter production route is 

claimed to produce 5 to 8 % of the anthropogenic emission of the greenhouse gas nitrous oxide (N2O), 

since nitrous oxide is formed as byproduct [21]. 

Finally, nylon-6, also called polyamide 6 is synthesized by ring-opening polymerization from heating 

caprolactam above 260 °C in an inert atmosphere [22]. In Europe, the demand of nylon-6 amounts to a 

million tons per year with an annual production of 240 ktons per year by the biggest producer of Europe, 

i.e. BASF. Nowadays, nylon-6 is the most significant construction material used in many industries, e.g. 

automotive industry, aircraft industry, clothing industry and electrotechnical industry. Nylon-6,6 is 

synthesized by polycondensation of equal amounts of hexamethylenediamine and adipic acid [23]. As 

byproduct water is formed which is removed from the reactor to drive the equilibrium to polymer. The 

worldwide production amounted to 2 million tons in 2011 which was mainly consumed by the fiber 

market for the production of carpets and textiles. The rest is consumed in other applications as a 

thermoplastic mostly by injection molding for 3D structural objects, e.g. auto applications, pipes and 

electro-insulating elements.  
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1.2. Dissertation Outline 

The objective of this master dissertation is twofold. A first goal is to develop a validated gas-phase 

model for the oxidation of cyclohexane, as a proof of concept, which will confirm the proper functioning 

of the automatic kinetic model generation framework for gas-phase processes, more specifically the gas-

phase oxidation of cyclohexane. The second goal is to get familiar with the effect of liquid-phase effects 

on thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for kinetic modelling. As a first step towards a fully 

functioning liquid-phase framework for automatic kinetic model generation, the implementation of an 

automatic fast assignment algorithm for thermodynamic parameters in Genesys is intended. 

In Chapter 2, a literature survey concerning the effect of a liquid phase on kinetic modelling, and more 

specifically determination of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters for liquid phase processes, is 

elaborated.  

In Chapter 3, the working principle of automatic kinetic model generation and more specifically Genesys 

is covered. Moreover, the methodology for performing ab initio calculations, carried out to obtain 

accurate gas-phase thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, is explained. 

Chapter 4 covers the development and results of the gas-phase model for the oxidation of cyclohexane. 

Ab initio calculations are performed to construct a potential energy surface (PES) for important reactions 

starting from cyclohexane after the addition of molecular oxygen, as well as calculations to obtain 

accurate thermodynamic parameters for associated species. To validate the developed model, a 

comparison is made with experimental data obtained from literature and other models proposed in 

literature. 

In Chapter 5, the first extension of Genesys to include liquid-phase effects is described which will be 

limited to the assignment of thermodynamic parameters. An empirical methodology is implemented for 

the calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation at 298 K and standard conditions which requires 

solvent and solute descriptors. The working principle, i.e. the algorithm, implemented in Genesys is 

described. To investigate the accuracy of the newly implemented code, it is validated with 

experimentally determined and ab initio calculated Gibbs free energies of solvation.  

In the final Chapter, the conclusions are summarized, and the future work is listed. 
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2.1. Introduction 

Accurate chemical kinetic models are extremely powerful and valuable. Many significant public policy 

and business decisions are made on the basis of kinetic model predictions. For example, the Montreal 

Protocol, which imposed a worldwide ban on production of certain halocarbons, was based on a kinetic 

model for the ozone layer [1]. To construct a reliable kinetic model for a chemical process, it is necessary 

to have both accurate kinetic parameters and thermodynamic parameters [2].  

In the past decades, a lot of fundamental knowledge in the chemistry on the molecular scale of gas-phase 

processes has been gained, which resulted in reliable models for novel process design and full-scale 

process optimization. Validation of these models has involved a lot of experimental work and provided 

empirical data both for kinetic and thermodynamic parameters to be stored in databases which now can 

be used as input for model generation. Nevertheless, for a lot of compounds data is missing, wherefore 

a wide variety of estimation methods for thermochemical and kinetic parameters for gas-phase reactions 

have been developed, e.g. group additivity values (GAVs), empirical correlations like Evans-Polanyi 

[3], electronic structure calculations and more recently also machine learning techniques [4] are applied. 

Since model generation for oxidations involves in most cases several thousands, even up to several ten 

thousands of reactions, fast estimation methods, such as GAVs, are highly necessary to keep the 

computational time reasonable. Despite the great progress and good agreement of model predictions 

with experiments for gas-phase kinetic model generation, liquid-phase processes have been investigated 

to a much lesser extent and the framework for automatic kinetic model generation is also much less 

developed. In this literature survey, it is attempted to gain insight in both fast estimation techniques and  

developed quantum chemistry models to predict the effect of the liquid phase on the reaction rate 

coefficients and the thermodynamic properties with a view on applications for (computer-aided) 

(micro)kinetic modelling.  

Many cases are known where the gas-phase and liquid-phase reaction rate coefficients differ by several 

orders of magnitude [5-7]. This can be a direct consequence of the change in barrier height for reaction, 

cf. Figure 2-1, due to the differences in solvation energy between reactants and transition states or other 

effects such as diffusion limitations, e.g. the solvent cage effect [8]. As a result, reaction pathways 

unimportant in the gas phase may become important in the liquid phase, and vice versa. Thermodynamic 

equilibria are affected as well by differences in solvation free energy between reactants and products. 

Moreover, a change in type of solvent can also significantly change the reaction rate coefficients. As an 

example, the rate coefficients differ three orders of magnitude for the hydrogen abstraction from phenol 

to cumyloxyl radical with methanol as solvent compared to isooctane as solvent at 298 K [2]. Another 

example is the equilibrium coefficients (in mol l-1) at 298 K for the dissociation of N2O4 that differs with 

a factor of thousand for reaction performed in the gas phase and in cyclohexane [9]. Hence, the presence 
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of a liquid phase cannot be neglected for modelling purposes. Estimation of the liquid-phase 

thermochemistry and kinetics requires an accurate prediction of solvation energies, which is a key 

subject during this literature survey. 

 

Figure 2-1: Difference in potential energy surface for a gas-phase (black) and liquid-phase (blue) reaction [8]. 
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2.2. Thermodynamic and physical aspect of solvation 

A number of different effects contribute to the solvation energy, and it is often convenient to consider 

them separately. In Figure 2-3, an example is given of a hypothetical solvation path starting from a 

molecule in a real non-ideal gas mixture to the same molecule in a real non-ideal solution [10]. Eight 

discrete events are considered during this transfer which all have an associated change in the Gibbs free 

energy. Taking into account solvation effects ideally requires a model which allows one to approximate 

all these energy contributions. However, most solvation models described in the literature only estimate 

the energy change accompanied by transfer from an ideal gas to a dilute state in a pure solvent, as 

indicated in Figure 2-3 by the blue arrow. The free energy change accompanied by this transition is 

referred to as ∆Ὃ  since it is an approximation of the true solvation energy, i.e. ∆Ὃ . Though, not 

only gas-solvent transitions are of interest, also the difference in Gibbs free energy related to a transfer 

of solutes from one solvent to another is sometimes of importance. As the Gibbs free energy is a state 

function, the energy change by transfer between different solvents (A and B) can be approximated as 

the total energy change associated with a solvent A-to-gas followed by a gas-to-solvent B process. A 

good solvation model that accurately describes energy changes for gas-solvent transitions is thus 

sufficient to also estimate properties related to solvent-to-solvent transitions. Calculations to account for 

Gibbs free energy contributions from mixed non-ideal solvents and concentrated solutions as well as for 

non-ideal gas phase contributions are more difficult to perform and are typically not considered in the 

models further described.  

 

Figure 2-2: Thermodynamic cycle describing the global change in Gibbs free energy of the global oxidation reaction to 

cyclohexanone in the gas phase and in the liquid phase. 
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The Gibbs free energy of a molecule in the liquid phase can be written as the sum of the Gibbs free 

energy of formation of the molecule with the true energy change of solvation as indicated in equation 

(2-1) which is also depicted in Figure 2-2. The latter is the most correct definition of the Gibbs free 

energy in a liquid, however it is mostly simplified to equation (2-2), by considering ∆Ὃ  instead of 

∆Ὃ . 

∆Ὃ , = ∆Ὃ , + ∆Ὃ  (2-1) 

∆Ὃ , ≅ ∆Ὃ , + ∆Ὃ  (2-2) 

The formation free energy for most molecules in the gas phase can be obtained by experimental data or 

by conventional ab initio calculations. Gas-phase electronic structure calculations are nowadays well 

established and result in reliable outcomes. Without going further into detail in the gas phase, it is 

mentioned that different methods have been developed which treat the molecules with different levels 

of theory, e.g. Hartree Fock [11], density functional theory (DFT) [12], classical physics (Molecular 

Mechanics) with corresponding basis sets. From these electronic structure calculations, more 

specifically from the partition functions, the absolute energy of molecules at 0 K is obtained, which still 

has to be converted to the enthalpies of formation, i.e. ∆ Ὄ  
° . The latter is done by the atomization 

energy method which converts the enthalpy of the molecule to the enthalpy of formation at 298 K, by 

subtracting the experimentally determined atomization enthalpies of the constituting gaseous atoms 

from the ab initio calculated atomization enthalpy of the species [13].  

 

Figure 2-3: Thermochemical cycle for the solvation of molecules from a real gas to a real solution. The blue arrow 

denotes the transition which is approximated in most solvation models [10]. 
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The Gibbs free energy related to the solvation can be split up into several contributions indicated in 

equation (2-3) which correspond with the thermochemical cycle indicated in Figure 2-3. 

∆Ὃ =  ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ  

+∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ∆ + ∆Ὃ∆  
(2-3) 

From this same thermochemical cycle, a definition is given for ∆Ὃ  by equation (2-4). 

∆Ὃ =  ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ + ∆Ὃ  (2-4) 

A brief description of the eight steps and the according changes in Gibbs free energy, i.e. ∆Ὃ, are 

provided next. In a first step, the gas-phase mixture containing the solute must first be taken from the 

real, i.e. non-ideal, state to a hypothetical ideal gas mixture with the same concentration of solute 

molecules. The presence of solvent molecules is thereby temporarily neglected but will be added back 

in a later step. Energy changes, i.e. ∆Ὃ , related to this type of transitions can be calculated using 

fugacity relationships and equations of state. Next the ideal gas mixture is expanded, which reduces the 

concentration of the species to so-called infinite dilution or dilute limit, accompanied with a change in 

Gibbs free energy ∆Ὃ . The corresponding infinite dilution concentration, i.e. ὅ , is by definition 

small enough that the molecule can accurately be treated as isolated with respect to the surrounding 

molecules in the gas phase. The molecule is subsequently wrapped in a hypothetical shell that blocks all 

interactions between neighbor molecules, this serves to screen the molecule and its charge from the 

surrounding environment. This contribution, ∆Ὃ , is actually equal to zero, since the molecule is 

already in the dilute, non-interacting ideal gas phase. In a next step, the shielded molecule is inserted 

into a polarizable continuum representation of the solvent with a corresponding change in free energy 

of ∆Ὃ . In general, a liquid phase has a much lower free volume than a gas phase, which results in a 

significant loss of translational entropy. Also, the introduction of cavity formation for the solute in the 

solvent will possibly induce entropy and enthalpy changes. The actual entropy loss depends on both the 

size of the solute molecule and the properties of the solvent. Next, the shield is removed from the 

molecule, which allows interactions between the continuum dielectric and the solute. Two free energy 

terms are associated with this process, the electrostatic solvation energy, i.e. ∆Ὃ , and the solvation 

energy originating from van der Waals interactions, which is typically written as a repulsion, i.e. ∆Ὃ  

and dispersion term, i.e. ∆Ὃ . The polarized continuum models, a certain type of solvation models 

cf. next section, assume a continuum representation of the solvent and do not take into account the 

contributions further discussed. The indicated blue arrow in Figure 2-3 is thus not applicable for this 

type of solvation models. In a next step, the continuum representation of the pure solvent is “converted” 

into a discrete version of the pure solvent which involves a “solvent relaxation” energy, i.e. ∆Ὃ . 

With this conversion to a real solvent, molecules are introduced which will change the solvent and solute 
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orientations since the continuum model cannot accurately capture the discrete interactions. Good 

techniques to capture this effect are Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics approaches, the reader is 

referred to the references for more information concerning these approaches [14-16]. Thereafter, the 

environment is changed from the dilute limit in a pure solvent to the dilute limit in a real multi-

component solvent mixture accounted for by ∆Ὃ∆ . The accompanied Gibbs free energy change 

will depend on the real solvent composition. In a final step, the concentration of the solute is increased 

from infinite dilution to the actual solute concentration in the solvent, this can be accompanied with the 

appearance of solute-solute interactions. The infinite-dilution of a liquid solution is defined as a solution 

that contains so much solvent molecules that when you add more solvent, there is no change in 

concentration. As a result, no matter how much solvent is added to the solution, the properties of the 

solute and the system will not change. Moreover, the infinite-dilution limit makes sure that the solute 

molecule is only surrounded with solvent molecules and that no solute-solute interactions can take place. 

This excess energy correction can be presented in the form of an activity coefficient. The accompanied 

change in free energy is indicated with ∆Ὃ∆ .  

Other thermodynamic properties which are linked to transition of molecules from one phase to another 

phase are the Henry coefficient and partition coefficients. Henry’s law states that the dissolved amount 

of molecules from a gas phase is directly proportional to its partial pressure above the liquid. The 

proportionality factor is called Henry’s coefficient or Henry’s constant. Multiple versions of Henry’s 

law are formulated in which the concentration in both phases can have different units and thus care 

should be taken to make sure one uses the Henry coefficient with correct units. Equation (2-5) is an 

example of Henry’s law in which the Henry coefficient is defined in common units mol l-1 atm-1. 

ὅὃ  =  Ὄ ∙ ὖὃ (2-5) 

With ὅ  the concentration in the liquid phase of component A [mol l-1], Ὄ the Henry coefficient and ὖ  

the partial pressure of component A in the gas phase [atm]. Note that the Henry coefficient is a function 

of temperature and that the temperature dependency can be described by a van ‘t Hoff equation. The 

partition coefficient is in essence a generalization of Henry’s law which equals the ratio of 

concentrations of a compound in a mixture of two immiscible phases at equilibrium. This measure is 

therefore an indication of the solubility of a compound in the two phases. An important example is the 

octanol-water partition coefficient (KOW) which indicates the potential of a compound to bioaccumulate 

in organisms, cf. equation (2-6). 

ὑ  = ὅὕ
ὅ  (2-6) 
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With ὅ  the concentration of a certain molecule in the 1-octanol phase and ὅ  the concentration of the 

molecule in the water phase. The link with bioaccumulation is related to the polarity of 1-octanol which 

is very similar to the polarity of human tissue [17].  

In the next section different solvation models are introduced and the different categories to which these 

models belong, but it should be stressed again that not all models take into account all eight 

thermodynamic steps as previously discussed. 
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2.3. Solvation models for estimation of Gibbs free energy 

of solvation 

Computational modelling of liquids and solutions is a rather difficult research topic and multiple 

research groups around the globe have developed models to capture the solvation effect [10, 18, 19] and 

more specifically the Gibbs free energy of solvation. The properties of molecules in a liquid phase are 

influenced by the interactions with fluctuating neighboring molecules, therefore calculation requires an 

efficient sampling and averaging methodology over all the possible arrangements of solute and solvent 

molecules. Obviously, this is a very complicated and highly computational task, and thus the need for 

simplifications is imminent. 

Many efficient solvation models have been developed in the last decades to capture the solvation effects. 

A thorough understanding of these solvation models is important to understand the assumptions made 

and the accompanied limitations for each group of models. Most solvation models allow a direct 

calculation of the desired property, i.e. the Gibbs free energy of solvation, but also related properties 

can be obtained from these solvation models, e.g. Henry coefficients. However, in detail discussion of 

all solvation models is out of the scope of this literature study, therefore in the following sections the 

most important elements of the different categories are discussed as well as a more detailed discussion 

of two examples of popular, well described solvation models, i.e. COSMO-RS [20] and SMx (with x 

depicting the version number) [18, 21]. 

2.3.1. Classification of solvation models 

The many developed solvation models are classified in different categories depending on the 

fundamental origin of the model and the approximations which are made for solute and solvent 

molecules. A first distinction can be made between ab initio and empirical methods. Empirical methods 

or data driven models allow property predictions if sufficient (accurate) experimental data is available 

for the same or structurally similar compounds. Examples of empirical methods to estimate 

thermodynamic equilibrium properties are the GE-models like UNIQUAC [22] and NRTL [23]. 

UNIFAC [24] is a similar model in the way that it estimates the activity of species in non-ideal mixtures 

but makes use of group-contribution theory [20, 25]. Of main interest in this work are the linear free 

energy relationships which do relate Gibbs free energy related quantities, e.g. equilibrium coefficients 

and partition coefficients, via a linear relationship with empirical constants. The Abraham model [26, 

27] is discussed since it is the most frequently used relationship in numerous applications including the 

implementation in automatic kinetic mechanism generation codes, e.g. it is used in RMG [28] to estimate 

the effect of a liquid phase on thermodynamic parameters [29]. The advantage of empirical methods is 

the low computational effort and the associated accuracy. A trade-off has to be made between the 
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computational calculation time of a method and the corresponding accuracy, generally a higher 

computational method results in higher accuracy and the other way around. Note that accurate 

experimental data is mostly not available for reactive intermediates and transition states despite that it 

is important for the estimation of reaction rate coefficients. 

The increasing computational power has led to the development of atomistic simulation methods with a 

fundamental description of molecular interactions. These models are referred to as ab initio models as 

they do not require direct experimental input. The strength of these models is the ability to model the 

system of interest on the molecular level with theoretical fundamentals, i.e. first principles based. 

Several models are available which can again be split up into different categories. A first distinction is 

made between models that treat all the molecules in a system equally, and methods that treat the solute 

and solvent molecules differently. Models in the first category surround the solute molecules with a 

large number of solvent molecules on the same level of theory which are represented explicitly, 

represented in Figure 2-4 (a) and (b). The other extreme is represented in Figure 2-4 (f), a continuum 

model treats only the solute molecules at a molecular level and the solvent is represented by a continuum 

defined by a small number of properties, e.g. the dielectric constant or the cohesive energy. Between 

these extremes, discrete models are available treating the solute and solvent molecules at different levels 

of theory (Figure 2-4 (c)) and continuum models which explicitly account for some solvent molecules 

with molecular mechanics or with quantum mechanics. The combination of the solute and some solvent 

molecules treated on the same or a different level of theory in a continuum is also referred to as a super-

molecule approach, for example indicated in Figure 2-4 (d) and (e). 

 

Figure 2-4: From discrete to continuum models. Filled dots represent molecules treated by force field calculations, white 

dots represent molecules treated by quantum mechanics, colored space represents a continuum dielectricum [10]. 

2.3.2. Empirical solvation models 

A lot of empirical based models have been published in literature related to estimation of properties for 

species in a solvent. Activity coefficient models and linear free energy relationship methods are the ones 

discussed in this research to estimate the Gibbs free energy of solvation. Activity coefficient models are 

used to take into account that solvation models mostly assume an ideal solvent, but in reality a non-ideal 

solvent has to be considered. This discrepancy can be overcome by calculation of an activity coefficient 

which can be used to estimate the chemical potential of species more accurately. The actual description 

and general aspects of some activity coefficient models, the ones which are frequently used in modelling 
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software, can be found in Appendix A. For more specific information concerning the derivation and the 

complete set of equations, the reader is referred to more detailed literature. 

The linear free energy relationships are not discussed in this section, although that they belong to the 

category of empirical methods. A separate section is devoted to these methods since they are an 

interesting starting point for (computer-aided) development of microkinetic models. 

2.3.3. Discrete solvation models 

Discrete solvation models surround the solute molecule with a large number of solvent molecules, each 

modeled separately, as indicated in Figure 2-4 (a), (b) and (c). The objective is a detailed description of 

the sample that is representative for the complete system. Discrete methods are popular for biomolecular 

systems for which quantum mechanical polarized continuum methods are less used [30]. It is known 

that the presence of a solvent can introduce notable changes in the molecular structure both for the 

nuclear and electronic distribution [31]. For example, nuclear structure changes may arise from the 

tendency of polar solvents to stabilize compounds with large charge separation, cf. Figure 2-5. The 

example is given of glycolaldehyde, for which a transition from the circular conformer to the extended 

conformer in the gas phase is less favorable, since it has a Gibbs free energy change of +5.4 kJ mol-1. In 

contrast to a Gibbs free energy change of -12.5 kJ mol-1 in an aqueous solution, which makes the 

transition favorable in these environments [31]. Moreover, the solvent can also influence the equilibrium 

concentrations between different isomers. The amount of possible arrangements of the solvent molecule 

around a solute is countless. Therefore, the solvation free energy and related properties, e.g. the effect 

of the solvent on the geometry, are averaged properties sampled over all the accessible conformations 

of the molecular system. Monte Carlo (MC) [32] and Molecular Dynamics (MD) [33] algorithms are 

used thereby for sampling. 

 

Figure 2-5: Conformational equilibrium of glycolaldehyde (HCOCH2OH) between circular and extended form 

 in the gas phase and in an aqueous solution [31]. 

2.3.3.1 Quantum mechanical treatment 

The most obvious method is the representation of solute and solvent at the same level of theory. The 

highest detailed simulations are at a quantum mechanical level of treatment usually with density 

functional theory as used method in combination with common used basis sets, but also the less detailed 
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Hartree Fock method is used in literature. An example of a fully quantum mechanical approach is given 

by the Car-Parrinello method [34], which uses density functional theory and molecular dynamics to 

average the properties. However, the large number of solvent molecules that need to be treated explicitly 

in combination with the many MC or MD moves results in very expensive computational tasks. Despite 

the high computational expense, these methods are not always more accurate than less detailed 

approaches such as Molecular Mechanics (MM), in part because commonly-used DFT functionals do 

not accurately describe van der Waals forces. A quantum mechanical method using DFT supplemented 

with dispersion corrected potentials has been proposed by Aeberhard et al. to better describe these weak 

interactions which might lead to improved solvation energy calculations [35, 36]. For calculations at 

this high level of theory, i.e. QM treatment of both solute and solvent molecules, the computational 

effort can amount to a hundred of CPU-hours, already for systems with species containing four heavy 

atoms and having hydrogen donor and acceptor abilities. 

2.3.3.2 Molecular mechanics treatment 

Due to the high computational cost, it is sometimes more common to use the pure classical molecular 

mechanics treatment which relies upon parameterized force fields describing the molecular interactions 

for the complete system of solute and solvent molecules. One of the major difficulties with this approach 

is the lack of classical force-field potentials that are sophisticated enough to reproduce the bulk behavior 

of the solvent, such as long-range dielectric effects. Also, the accurate determination of the many 

parameters in force-field potentials and the challenge of adequately sampling the configuration space of 

the solvent molecule positions can form a difficulty. Performing classical molecular mechanics 

simulations are exceptionally useful for the determination of structural and dynamic information, e.g. 

the solvation free energy can be obtained by these simulations. The difference in free energy between 

two related states from MD and MC simulations can be obtained by two popular methods: Free Energy 

Perturbation (FEP) [37] and Thermodynamic Integration (TI) [38]. The thermodynamic cycle 

integration technique, for example, calculates the work, related to the solvation Gibbs free energy, 

required to gradually change one solvent molecule (from a bulk of molecules) into a solute molecule by 

gradually changing the force field parameters. 

2.3.3.3 Combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanics treatment 

With methods combining quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics (QM/MM), a part of the system 

is treated quantum mechanically and the remainder is modeled using a molecular mechanics force field. 

Generally, the solute particles are treated with the highest level of theory, i.e. QM, and the solvents with 

a lower level of theory, i.e. MM. A combined treatment of the solvent with molecular mechanics, and 

the solute with quantum mechanics, requires adaptations to account for the solvent phase in the quantum 

mechanical calculations and the other way around. Usually point charges are assigned to atomic sites of 
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the solvent molecules. In addition polarizable sites can be added on the solvent molecules to account for 

polarization of the solvent. Popular molecular mechanics supporting quantum mechanical codes are 

GROMACS [39] and CHARMM [40]. Computational cost is currently large for calculations with a 

larger basis set, although advances may speed them up in the future. An example of this hybrid approach 

is the Effective Fragment Potential (EFP) method [41] which represents the molecules surrounding the 

quantum mechanical zone as fragments. Each fragment contributes a one-electron potential by 

Coulombic, induction and repulsion interactions to the ab initio electronic Hamiltonian of the solute, 

both Hartree Fock and DFT calculations can be performed. For simple solvent molecules, e.g. water, 

the computational time is in the order of minutes even for a large basis set such as pVTZ. However, 

when the solvent molecules become more complicated, e.g. acetone or DMSO, the computational time 

rises to above 100 CPU-hours for the pVTZ basis set [41]. 

2.3.4. Continuum solvation models 

In the polarized continuum solvation models, the solvent molecules are not explicitly considered but are 

represented by a continuum dielectricum, as indicated in Figure 2-4 (d), (e) and (f). Also in this 

paragraph, two well-known solvation models from literature are described in some more detail. Both 

models are classified in the category of continuum solvation models. The first one is the COSMO-RS 

model developed by Klamt et al. and which has already been used at the LCT amongst others by Gilles 

Desmet and Maarten Sabbe [42-45]. The second solvation model is a collection of solvation models so-

called SMx with x the version number developed by Cramer and Truhlar [18]. 

2.3.4.1 General concepts and assumptions 

The concept of a continuum solvation model can be translated into a division of the system into two 

parts: a focused part (F) and the remainder (R). The focused part is the treatment of the solute molecule 

possibly extended with incorporation of some solvent molecules, cf. Figure 2-4 (d) and (e), and the 

treatment of the surrounding solvent molecules are the remainder. The Hamiltonian of the complete 

system may then be written as in equation (2-7). 

Ὄ (Ὢ, ὶ) = Ὄ (Ὢ) + Ὄ (ὶ) + Ὄ (Ὢ, ὶ) (2-7) 

Where f and r indicate the degrees of freedom of the F and R parts. The F part is treated with more 

molecular detail than the R part. In the continuum solvation models the complete Ὄ (ὶ) is eliminated 

and the total Hamiltonian is reduced to an effective Hamiltonian for the solute in the form indicated in 

equation (2-8). 

Ὄ (Ὢ, ὶ) = Ὄ (Ὢ) + Ὄ (Ὢ, ὶ) (2-8) 
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In this approach, there is no need to have a detailed description of the solvent, only a good description 

of the interactions is sufficient. The contribution of the R part to the Hamiltonian has to be removed, 

since a continuum representation of this part will be introduced in the F part of the Hamiltonian, in the 

other case it would count twice the presence of solvent. In the discrete solvation models the term Ὄ (ὶ) 

is retained by incorporation of solvent molecules in the system of interest, but the degrees of freedom 

of R can be reduced by limiting the amount of solvent molecules considered. However, elimination of 

the solvent Hamiltonian is not sufficient to eliminate the r degrees of freedom since they also appear in 

the interaction Hamiltonian. An almost complete elimination is obtained by introduction of an 

appropriate solvent response function ὗ(ὶ⃗, ὶ⃗′) in which ὶ⃗ and ὶ⃗′ indicate position vectors and not the 

complete set of solvent coordinates. In the effective Hamiltonian, an electronic potential function, i.e. 

ὠ , which is a function of the solvent response function and the amount of solute parameters, is 

introduced which accounts for the interactions between solvent and solute molecules, as indicated in 

equation (2-9). 

Ὄ (Ὢ, ὶ) = Ὄ (Ὢ) + ὠ [Ὢ, ὗ(ὶ⃗, ὶ⃗′)] (2-9) 

Dielectric continuum solvation models are a good framework for the solvent description when modelling 

the solute with quantum mechanics. The list of solvation models using this continuum methodology is 

large, with the general framework in mind some different types are discussed next.  

2.3.4.2 General continuum models 

A lot of the developed solvation models can be categorized in the family of continuum solvation models 

or also referred to as polarizable continuum models (PCM). The solvent is not explicitly solved, but 

described as an infinite, isotropic dielectric into which the solute is placed. Models differ in the way the 

interaction potential, i.e. ὠ , is described between solute and solvent. The solute polarizes the 

dielectric, which also polarizes the solute. The shape and size of the cavity in which the solute is inserted 

depends on the method used and will affect the interaction potential, but usually this cavity is divided 

into a finite number of elements called tesserae. In most continuum solvation methods, the apparent 

surface charge (ASC) is solved iteratively for each tessara. Thereby, the reaction field of the solvent is 

self-consistent with the wave function, these methods are also referred to as self-consistent reaction field 

(SCRF) models. As a result, the keyword to perform calculations in the presence of a solvent, i.e. to use 

a solvation models, in Gaussian [46] is “SCRF” [47]. The electrostatic-dielectric interaction is usually 

the biggest contribution to the solvation free energy, still additional terms must be added to account for 

entropy losses, dispersion interactions and other effects. Although these methods are now all classified 

under the category of ab initio methods, i.e. based on first principles, some of these methods still contain 

parameters in the model which are derived from regression of model predictions to experimental data. 

Furthermore, most of these models require the input of a dielectric constant of the solvent which has to 
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be determined by experiments. For most solvents, the dielectric constant is readily available in literature, 

e.g. the dielectric constant of cyclohexane amounts to 2.0 at 20 °C [48]. Note that the latter parameter 

is temperature dependent. Sometimes these methods are also referred to as semi-empirical quantum 

mechanical solvation models. 

The original PCM model, which is now referred to as DPCM [49] in which the D stands for dielectric, 

uses the normal component of the electric field for determination of the apparent surface charges on the 

tesserae. The integral equation formalism PCM, or short IEFPCM [50, 51], instead uses the electrostatic 

potential in its derivation. Another variant of PCM is CPCM [19], in which the C stands for COSMO, 

the conductor-like screening model (COSMO) introduced by Klamt and Schüürmann. This latter method 

has already been applied for studies at the LCT [44, 45] and is further elaborated in the latest section. 

To obtain the ASC, COSMO replaces the surrounding medium by a conductor, with an infinite 

dialectical constant. An extension to COSMO is the conductor-like screening model for real solvents, 

i.e. COSMO-RS [25]. COSMO-RS uses the screening charge densities available from COSMO 

calculations to model interactions between the molecular surfaces of all the molecules in the liquid. 

Therewith the thermodynamic properties of mixed fluids, including mixtures of different solvents can 

be predicted. Most of these methods are executed at the density functional theory level for electronic 

structure calculations. 

An alternative for determining the ASC is expressing the solute charge distribution as a multipole 

expansion. The easiest model is the Onsager reaction field model, which assumes the cavity (in which 

the solute is placed) to have a fixed spherical shape in the solvent field. Inside the center of the sphere a 

dipole is inserted. When a dipole is present in the solute it will induce a dipole to the surrounding 

medium, and the electric field applied by the solvent dipole will in turn interact with the molecular 

dipole. This in turn will result in a net stabilization. However, when a system is considered which does 

not have a dipole moment, i.e. the dipole moment of the solute amounts to zero, there will be no 

interaction with the surrounding field and therefore the Onsager model calculations will give the same 

results as for the gas phase. This is an inherent limitation of the Onsager approach. Although its 

simplicity the Onsager model can be used with advanced quantum mechanical approaches. 

 

Figure 2-6: Representation of different multipole expansion approaches [52]. 
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Extensions of this simple spherical model include expanding the series to a cavity with multiple 

moments, expanding over multiple centers and changing shape of the cavity, so-called multipole 

extension, as indicated by several models in Figure 2-6. For example, the IEFPCM, also called Tomasi’s 

PCM, defines the cavity as a union of different atomic spheres each carrying a dipole, these spheres may 

overlap each other. Another model is the isodensity PCM (IPCM) [53], which defines the cavity as an 

isodensity surface of the molecule. This isodensity is determined by an iterative process in which a 

SCFR cycle is performed and converged using the current isodensity cavity. The resulting wavefunction 

is then used to compute an updated isodensity surface, and the cycle is repeated until the cavity shape 

no longer changes upon completion of the SCF. An isodensity surface is a very natural, intuitive shape 

for the cavity since it corresponds to the reactive shape of the molecule (rather than being a simpler, pre-

defined shape such as a sphere or a set of overlapping spheres). However, a cavity defined as an 

isosurface and the electron density are necessarily coupled. The self-consistent isodensity polarized 

continuum Model (SCI-PCM) was designed to take this effect fully into account. It includes the effect 

of solvation in the solution of the SCF problem. This procedure solves for the electron density which 

minimizes the energy, including the solvation energy, which itself depends on the cavity, which in turn 

depends on the electron density. In other words, the effects of solvation are folded into the iterative 

SCFR computation rather than comprising an extra step afterwards. Hence, SCI-PCM accounts for the 

full coupled relation between the cavity and the electron density which includes coupling terms 

neglected by IPCM. The Onsager, Tomasi’s, isodensity and self-consistent isodensity model are all 

included in the Gaussian software. In Table 2-1, the arguments for the keyword “SCRF” and the 

necessary input to launch the different solvation models in Gaussian is indicated.  

Table 2-1: Keywords and required input for continuum models included in Gaussian [47]. 

Model Keyword Required input 

Onsager model SCRF=Dipole Solute radius in Angstroms, 

Dielectric constant of the solvent 

Default model, integral equation 

formalism PCM (IEFPCM) 

SCRF=PCM Dielectric constant of the solvent 

Isodensity Polarized Continuum Model 

(IPCM) 

SCRF=IPCM Dielectric constant of the solvent 

Self-Consistent Isodensity Polarized 

Continuum Model (SCIPCM) 

SCRF=SCIPCM Dielectric constant of the solvent 
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Model Keyword Required input 

Solvation Model (SM) SCRF=SM Dielectric constant of the solvent, 

refractive index, hydrogen bond 

acidity, hydrogen bond basicity, 

surface tension, aromaticity, 

electronegative halogenicity  

COSMO  SCRF=COSMO Klamt’s radii, 

Optional: 

Dielectric constant of the solvent 

COSMO-RS - Generates the data file 

necessary for COSMO-RS 

SCRF=COSMORS None, structures may be optimized 

prior with SCRF=COSMO 

Moreover, the Generalized Born (GB) approximation methods are considered as an extreme example of 

multi-center multipole expansion, with expansions centered on each nucleus but truncated at the first 

term. A difficulty is the determination of the Born radii for each nucleus. The most widely used GB 

methods are collected under the name SMx, where x represents the version number, introduced by 

Cramer and Truhlar. Additional terms are introduced in the solvation models to represent non-

electrostatic contributions from the cavitation, dispersion and solvent structural rearrangement on the 

solvation free energy. Due to the popularity of this model, it is described in more detail in the next 

section.  

A general weakness of the continuum solvation models is the inability to model specific interactions 

between the solute and nearby solvent molecules. An option is to include some of the solvent molecules 

in the calculations as a kind of “supermolecule”. Other options are quantum mechanical/molecular 

mechanics/continuum methods in which some solvent molecules are treated with force fields surrounded 

by a polarizable continuum. An example of such an explicit/implicit solvation model is the general liquid 

optimized boundary (GLOB) model. 

2.3.4.3 COSMO-RS by Klamt 

In 1995, the first work on COSMO-RS was published by A. Klamt [20]. The quantum chemical basis 

of COSMO-RS is COSMO, i.e. the COnductor-like Screening MOdel, which is classified in the category 

of quantum mechanical continuum solvation models. The molecule is treated as if it is embedded in a 

dielectric medium via a molecular surface or “cavity” that is constructed around the molecule. Normally, 

the macroscopic dielectric constant of the solvent is used. COSMO is a quite popular model that has 

been incorporated in many quantum chemistry program packages, e.g. Gaussian, Molpro and 

Turbomole. If combined with accurate quantum mechanical calculations, COSMO-RS has been proven 
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to produce good results for Henry coefficients and partition coefficients. The necessary input file for 

COSMO-RS calculations can be generated with Gaussian by using the ‘SCRF=COSMORS’ keyword. 

There is an additional option to add as extra input the solvent dielectric constant which will make sure 

that the lowest energy conformer is searched before the actual COSMO calculation, but this is in essence 

not necessary for the COSMO calculations. Since DFT methods are available with about the same 

computational costs, and with more consistent inherent electrostatics, the use of HF-level calculations 

is at present not recommended [54]. COSMOtherm is the tool developed by the group of Klamt to 

perform the property estimation of liquids by calculation of the chemical potential of almost any 

molecule in almost any pure or mixed liquid at variable temperatures [55]. This is the key for the 

prediction of for example solubility, partitioning, vapor pressures, complete phase diagrams and the 

Gibbs free energy of solvation. 

From the perspective of dielectric theory, vacuum with a dielectric constant which amounts to 1, and a 

conductor, corresponding with a dielectric constant of infinity, are the extremes to embed solutes. Where 

most computational chemistry methods start with a molecule in vacuum as reference, the COSMO-RS 

theory starts from molecules embedded in in a conductor for fluid phase simulations. Before performing 

COSMO-RS calculations, one has thus to perform COSMO calculations to obtain the self-consistent 

state, i.e. the energy, the electron density, the polarization charge densities, and the geometry of the 

molecule in a virtual conductor. This state is also referred as “the COSMO state”. 

The conceptual value of the COSMO state as reference state for molecules in the liquid phase was only 

detected in the context of the COSMO-RS (Real Solvent) theory. In a perfect conductor all interactions 

are completely screened on the conductor interface, i.e. on the surface of the solute, by the conductor 

polarization charge density „. Therefore, for an ensemble of molecules virtually moving in a conductor, 

there are no intermolecular interactions. Hence each molecule in the COSMO state can just be 

considered individually. This decoupling makes the COSMO state a very attractive, clean reference 

state. In Figure 2-7, an example is given of a „-profile for water, i.e. a histogram of the molecular 

COSMO surface with respect to the polarization charge density. In the profile of water, two pronounced 

peaks are observed at -1.5 e nm-2 and +1.5 e nm-2, which result from the polar hydrogen atoms and the 

lone pair regions of the oxygen atom, respectively. From this picture it is also easy to introduce the color 

coding of the COSMO cavities with respect to „; blue stands for a surface area with negative polarization 

charge density, i.e. positively polar parts of the molecule, green for neutral parts of the surface and red 

for positive parts of the COSMO surface. The sign inversion between the polarization charge density 

and the molecular polarity just originates from the fact that the conductor has to compensate for the 

molecular polarity by opposite polarization charge density. 
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Figure 2-7: σ-profile of water, x-axis: σ, i.e. the polarization charge density, [e nm-2] and y-axis: amount of surface (non-

normalized) [25]. 

In reality molecules are not moving separately in an ideal conductor but do have interaction with each 

other. Starting from a reference ensemble of molecules swimming in the conductor, in which each 

molecule has its COSMO “state” with its corresponding energy and its polarization charges, it is tried 

to approximate a closely packed liquid system by the iterative introduction of molecular contacts. Thus, 

from a thermodynamic point of view, the concept is a free enthalpy or Gibbs free energy concept of 

non-compressible fluids. 

 

Figure 2-8: Schematic representation of the COSMO-RS interaction concept ( E is the difference in energy when both 

molecules are in contact and when they are separated,  and ’ are the polarization charge density at the contact 

surfaces) [25]. 
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For example, two molecules are considered A and B, which may be different or from the same chemical 

nature, and their virtual distance is now reduced until they make close contact with each other as depicted 

in Figure 2-8. As there are no interactions between conductor-screened molecules, there is no energy 

change coupled to this approximation. Only in the final step, when the surfaces of both molecules will 

chemically interact with each other and the conductor is removed between them at a certain surface area, 

a change of energy is accompanied since the AB complex is now screened by the conductor as a whole. 

When the polarization charge densities of A and B, i.e. V and V’, on their contact surface area are equal 

but just opposite in sign, then the electrostatic energy change amounts to zero because in total there is 

zero screening charge between the two molecules shortly before and after making the close contact. 

Thus, the electrostatic energy and the polarization charge densities on the remainder of the conductor 

surface do not change during optimal contact. 

While the considered approach above just represents a single liquid-like configuration of our molecular 

ensemble, the only way to calculate the macroscopic thermodynamic properties of a liquid system is 

application of statistical thermodynamics, i.e. to calculate thermodynamic averages over all possible 

configurations of the liquid via the Boltzmann distribution. This is usually done employing MC or MD 

techniques in the context of force-field based energy expressions. The resulting chemical potential can 

subsequently be used for calculation of other thermodynamic properties, e.g. activity coefficients, 

solubility, partition coefficients, vapor pressure and the Gibbs free energy of solvation. It is obvious that 

such averaging always goes along with a loss of information. Statistical averaging of the COSMO-RS 

energy expression by MC or MD methodologies, in contrast to force-field energy expressions, does not 

explicitly depend on the full 3D geometry of the ensemble, but boils down to averaging the sum of local 

surface contact energies. These complicated statistical thermodynamics of the nestled, 3D molecules is 

reduced to the much simpler statistical thermodynamics of just independently pair-wise interacting 

surface pieces. The given approach accounts for group-group interactions, e.g. hydrogen bonding, 

mesomeric effects and inductive effects. Generally, it is not necessary to use the same computational 

level for the COSMO-RS calculations for ∆Ὃ  and the ab initio quantum mechanics level used for 

calculation of the formation Gibbs free energy and thermal contribution [56]. Below the assumptions 

are listed up which are included in the COSMO-RS theory: 

x The liquid state is incompressible; 

x All parts of the molecular surface can be in contact with each other; 

x Only pairwise interactions for the molecular surface patches are allowed. 

2.3.4.4 Solvation model x (SMx) by Cramer and Truhlar  

In 1991, the first solvation model, i.e. Solvation Model 1 (SM1), in a series of models has been published 

by Cramer and Truhlar which is able to describe the solvation of ions and molecules in an aqueous 
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solution, well suited for description of chemical reaction dynamics and reaction intermediates [57]. In 

particular the SM8 model is well described in literature and is therefore discussed. It has had meanwhile 

several predecessors (SM1-7) [58, 59]. The SM8 model is stated to be both a universal model, i.e. it can 

be used for any liquid condensed phase for which certain bulk properties can be obtained, and it is the 

most accurate continuum solvation model present at the moment of publishing in 2008 for prediction of 

Gibbs free energies of solvation. More recent newer solvation models have been published by the same 

authors, e.g. SM12 [60] and SMD [61] where the D stands for density to denote that the full solute 

electron density is used. While for the other developed models, i.e. SMx with x a number, it was 

necessary to define partial charges on all atoms of the solute molecule. In addition another variant on 

the solvation models was developed, i.e. SMVLE, which explicitly takes into account the volume 

polarization and local electrostatics as new elements beyond these already available in previous SMx 

versions [62]. Though, the theoretical principles behind the solvation models remain the same. Similar 

to COSMO-RS, it allows the calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation and partition coefficients, 

but the model is also particularly effective for determination of pKa values and oxidation and reduction 

potentials in contrast to COSMO-RS. Both Hartree-Fock and density functional theory methods are used 

for the electronic structure calculations [63, 64]. 

For the solvation models, the Generalized Born approximation is used. In this approach, the quantum 

mechanical charge distribution of the solute is represented by atom-centered monopoles, i.e. partial 

atomic charges ή  on atom Ὧ. The resulting reaction field potential, i.e. ὠ , for atom Ὧ by these charges 

is then given by equation (2-10). 

ὠ = 1 −
1

‐(Ὕ) ή 
 

 (2-10) 

with ‐(Ὕ) the permittivity of the medium which is temperature, i.e. Ὕ, dependent and   is an actual 

Coulomb integral between atom Ὧ and Ὧ′. A good approximation for this latter term is the following 

formula, i.e. equation (2-11). 

 = ὶ + ὦ ὦ Ὡ  (2-11) 

with ὶ  an interatomic distance, ὦ  the effective atomic Born radius and Ὠ  a parameter for the model 

without direct physical meaning. The different models of Cramer and Truhlar differ in the way the 

atomic Born radius is calculated and the extra parameter, i.e. Ὠ , which is introduced into the model. 

Also, for the calculation of the partial atomic charges, different theoretical formulas, i.e. charge models 

(CM), have been used. Determination of the unknown parameter, Ὠ ,  is obtained by fitting modelled 

data to the experimental available data. Also in the formulas for determination of the partial atomic 
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charges, empirical constants pop up. The earlier solvation models were not universal but were fitted to 

specific groups of chemical compounds and application for compounds out of this regression group was 

thus not advised. Although it is unclear for which data the model has been fitted, it performs readily 

better than other models as indicated in , data taken over from [18]. For temperatures different than the 

temperature of fitting, i.e. 298 K, an extension of the solvation model is available the so-called SM8T 

model. Due to the input of experimental data in the model, it is often referred to as a semi-empirical 

quantum mechanical solvation model. In Table 2-2, the better performance of SM8 compared to other 

common solvation models is indicated for neutral, cationic and anionic species. Note that a lot of 

parameters are required to launch the Solvation Model (SM) of Truhlar and Cramer (cf. Table 2-1) in 

Gaussian, but all these parameters are available for common used solvents in the Minnesota database 

freely available for non-commercial usage [65]. 

Table 2-2: Mean unsigned error [kJ mol-1] in Solvation Free Energies calculated using SM8 and other continuous 

solvation modelsa [47]. 

Solute class # samples SM8 
IEF-PCM 

G03/UA0 

C-PCM* 

GAMESS 

COSMO-RS* 

NWCHEM 

Neutral 940 2.5 23.7 10.2 17.9 

Cations 124 16.3 53.1 42.6 35.6 

Anions 208 19.0 33.3 30.3 62.3 

a The calculations were performed at the mPW1PW/6-31G(d) level of theory, except for the calculations 

indicated with an asterisks, which used B3LYP in place of mPW1PW. 

In general, continuum solvation models differ in the manner in which the potential, i.e. V, is constructed. 

Also the different solvation models of Truhlar and Cramer differ in this way. Once the definition of the 

potential for the solvation model is known, the electronic structure calculations can be started from 

which the electrostatics part of the Gibbs free energy of solvation is obtained by as stated in equation 

(2-12). Note that this formula is generally applicable to all continuum solvation models and thus not 

solely for the solvation models of Truhlar and Cramer. 

∆Ὃ = 〈Ψ1 Ὄ +
1
2

ὠ Ψ1〉 − 〈Ψ0|Ὄ|Ψ0〉 (2-12) 

where the subscript ENP denotes electronic, nuclear and polarization components of the free energy and 

the superscripts 0 and 1 refer respectively to the gas and liquid phase. The factor ½ in the equation 

originates from the linear response of the surrounding medium to the solute’s charge distribution because 

half of the induced favorable solute-solvent is canceled by the reorganization of the solvent. Since ὠ is 

a function of Ψ , the corresponding Schrödinger equation is non-linear and requires an iterative solution. 
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The temperature dependency of the SM8T model is fully situated in the ∆Ὃ  term. The total free 

energy of solvation can eventually be calculated by using equation (2-13). 

∆Ὃ° = ∆Ὃ + ὋὅὈὛ + ∆Ὃὧέὲὧ
°  (2-13) 

with the term Ὃ  including the free energy changes associated with solvent cavitation, changes in 

dispersion energy and possible changes in local solvent structure. The final term ∆Ὃ° , accounts for 

the difference in molar concentrations of the two phases in their standard states and can be linked to the 

dilution steps from real concentration to infinite-dilution or vice versa in Figure 2-3. If this term is 

omitted, the equation is only valid for mixtures in which the concentration in the gas and liquid phase 

equals 1 mol l-1 at 298 K [66]. The terms corresponding with ENP and CDS are not separable 

thermodynamic observables, only their sum is physically meaningful and corresponds with the other 

steps of the thermodynamic cycle represented in Figure 2-3. Though, one or the other of these terms 

may be expected to dominate under certain conditions, for example ∆Ὃ  is expected to be much larger 

than Ὃ  for a charged solute, while the reverse can be expected for a large, uncharged solute that lacks 

any polar functionality. 
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2.4. Linear Free Energy Relationship (LFER) methods 

Parallel to the atomistic-simulation methods, a completely different approach for predicting solvation 

energies has been developed. In contrast to the previously discussed theoretical models which are mainly 

based on fundamental knowledge, this approach is based on empirical input. The term Linear Free 

Energy Relationships (LFER) is used to denote relationships between logarithms of reaction rates and/or 

equilibrium coefficients, i.e. Gibbs free energy related quantities [67]. These relationships are 

formulated by using empirical constants and are linear with respect to at least one parameter. As is 

generally the case for thermodynamics, these LFER methods can be used without detailed knowledge 

of the reaction mechanism. Due to the empirical nature of this approach, the only proof of its correctness 

is the agreement of the estimation with experiments.  

The oldest known and simplest LFER is the Hammett equation [68]. This relationship, developed in 

organic chemistry, is used to relate equilibrium coefficients and reaction rates for many reactions 

involving benzoic acid derivatives with meta- and para-substituents. Usually the corresponding 

relationship are expressed in the form of equation (2-14) and equation (2-15) for respectively the 

reaction rate and the equilibrium coefficient.  

log Ὧ = log Ὧ + ”„ (2-14) 

log ὑ = log ὑ + ”„ (2-15) 

In these equations, k and K represents respectively the reaction rate and equilibrium coefficient for a 

compound with substituent R and the corresponding k0 and K0 refers to a reference constant when the 

substituent is a hydrogen atom. The substituent constant, i.e. „, depends only on the specific substituent 

and the reaction constant, i.e. ”, depends only on the type of reaction considered. Other examples of 

LFERs are the Taft equation [69], the Evans-Polanyi principle [3] and the BrInsted equation [70]. 

Similarly, LFER methods have been developed for liquid-phase properties and more specifically 

estimation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation, also commonly referred to as linear solvation energy 

relationships (LSERs). These relationships start from a set of parameters to characterize the solvent and 

the solute, so called solute descriptors (ὖ ) and solvent descriptors (ὴ ). The gas-solvent or solvent-

solvent partition coefficient is then estimated by a formula in the form of equation (2-16). 

ὑ = ὴ ὖ  (2-16) 

This partition coefficient can then be used to estimate to the Gibbs free energy of solvation, as indicated 

by equation (2-21). 
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ὑ = Ὡὼὴ −
∆Ὃ

ὙὝ  (2-17) 

If the solute and solvent descriptors are available, this very simple formula is able to predict solvation 

free energies with an accuracy similar to those of computationally intensive methods. However, the 

complete set of parameters for solutes is only available for a limited list of stable molecules and also the 

availability of solvent descriptors is limited. This makes it less useful for estimation of kinetic 

parameters, especially for solutes, since there is no data for transient species, i.e. unstable, highly 

reactive species for which experiments are difficult, and transition states. Although there is a 

fundamental aspect to the meaning of the descriptors, it is still an empirical method, as the solute and 

solvent parameters are obtained from experiments. 

2.4.1. Historical development 

The earliest LFER method for liquid-phase property estimation was introduced by Kamlet and Taft who 

developed a “solvatochromic comparison method” [71-73]. Solvatochromism is the term used to 

describe the phenomenon of a change in color when a solute is dissolved in different solvents. The idea 

was that the electronic transitions that occur when a solute is transferred to the solvent phase, could 

provide a quantitative measure of the types and relative strengths of the solute-solvent interactions 

responsible for these transitions. More specifically, the transitions were attributed to three types of 

solute-solvent interactions, i.e. dipolarity/polarizability related to electrostatic interactions, hydrogen 

bond donation and hydrogen bond acceptance. Which led to the establishment of three solvent 

parameters, respectively given by “∗,  and , one for each type of interaction. Kamlet and Taft 

proposed a simple and general form for spectroscopic properties XYZ, e.g. measures for UV/Vis spectra 

or X-ray absorption spectra, of a solute in a solvent given by: 

ὢὣὤ = ὢὣὤ + ί“∗ + ὥ + ὦ (2-18) 

In which ὢὣὤ  refers to the property XYZ in a reference solvent, i.e. XYZ is a property related to the 

same solute but in another solvent than the reference solvent. The so-called solvatochromic coefficients 

ί, ὥ and ὦ can be seen as sensitivity parameters of the solute property SP to changes in the corresponding 

solvent parameters. The developed theory was motivated by the fact that the electronic transitions 

accompanied by a transfer of a solute molecule to the solvent phase (which causes the measurable 

spectroscopic shifts), could provide a quantitative measure of the types and relative strengths of the 

solute-solvent interactions. 

Following the work on the solvent parameters, Kamlet and Taft extended their work by introduction of 

solvatochromic solute parameters, with the assumption that the “∗,  and  for a solvent molecule are 

adequate enough to describe its behavior as a solute in another medium, i.e. the solvent parameters are 
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used as solute parameters. One immediately recognizes a drawback as the chemical environment of a 

molecule as a solute drastically differs from that as a solvent. In a solvent each molecule is surrounded 

by molecules like itself, while as a solute it is surrounded by solvent molecules that can have quite 

different properties, as indicated in Figure 2-9. The ordered hydrogen bond interactions between the 

water molecules (black dots) are replaced with new less favorable interactions between water and 

cyclohexane (yellow dots). Note that cyclohexane is immiscible in water since cyclohexane is an apolar 

molecule and water is a polar molecule, which is an indication of the less favorable interactions between 

these compounds. Compounds, such as alcohols, which are highly associated as solvents, are expected 

to behave differently as solvent compared to when single molecules are introduced in another kind of 

solvent, i.e. having other molecules as near neighbors. Although the rough approximations, the idea of 

using solvent descriptors for an initial estimate for the descriptors of the same species as a solute is 

viewed as one of the cornerstones in the development of solute descriptors. 

 

Figure 2-9: Indication of solvent-solvent (blue dots) interactions and solvent-solute (yellow dots) interactions. 

Still the solvatochromic comparison method had some disadvantages when looking at the physical 

connection of the solvation process. Cavity formation is a crucial step in the solvation process, which is 

not taken into account as a solvatochromic parameter. Moreover, the solvatochromic parameters are 

derived from spectroscopic energies, which are not expected to reveal all aspects of the physical 

sovlation and do only partially describe the solvation process. These shortcomings of the preliminary 

model were handled by the introduction of descriptors based on measurements of Gibbs free energy 

related quantities, e.g. partition coefficients and column retention times, leading to new types of LSERs. 

A transition originated in which solvatochromic data was replaced with chromatographic data in the 

determination of new molecular descriptors. Several descriptor formulations have been proposed, the 

most notable are from Carr [74, 75], Laffort [76], Rohrschneider [77, 78] and Abraham [26, 27]. 

Currently, the work of Abraham is accepted as state of the art in the development of molecular 
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descriptors from chromatographic data. None of the other models is as adaptable as the Abraham method 

for describing systems different to those they were trained on, and moreover, the other models have not 

been used as widely as the Abraham solvation parameter model to characterize a broad range of 

chemical, environmental and biological systems. The Abraham method has also been included in an 

automatic kinetic mechanism generator with successful results [79], therefore this method will be further 

elaborated. 

2.4.2. Theoretical background of the Abraham model 

The work of Abraham et al. [27] continued on the fundamentals introduced by Kamlet and Taft [71]. In 

a review by Abraham et al. [26], the solvatochromic equation was stated to be a good starting point but 

suggestions were made to account for special classes of solvents and the cavity formation process. Also, 

the meaning of XYZ was extended to stand for any solute property in contrast to the original equation 

in which XYZ was limited to spectroscopic properties. Therefore, the notation for the property, i.e. 

XYZ, was also changed to SP, which stands for solute property as written in equation (2-15). Note that 

this is not the form in which the equation is generally known today, but in literature the symbols used 

in this older equation still appear. 

Ὓὖ = Ὓὖ + ί“∗ + Ὠ + ὥ + ὦ + ℎ( )  (2-19) 

The physical interpretation of “∗,  and  remains as described earlier. The Hildebrand solubility 

parameter, i.e.  , is used to account for the cavity formation. Moreover, an extra term Ὠ was added as 

an empirical polarizability correction factor for solvents which are highly polarizable, e.g. 

polychlorinated aliphatics. 

Abraham proposed two equations, depending on whether the solute is transferred from a gas phase to a 

solvent or transfer between two different solvents. The equation for gas to solvent transfer and solvent-

solvent transfer are given by equation (2-20) and equation (2-21) respectively. 

SP = ὧ + ὩὉ + ίὛ + ὥὃ + ὦὄ + ὰὒ (2-20) 

SP = ὧ + ὩὉ + ίὛ + ὥὃ + ὦὄ + ὺὠ (2-21) 

SP can be any Gibbs free energy-related property of the solute, e.g. a partition coefficient. The upper-

case parameters refer to the solute descriptors and the lower-case parameters represent the difference in 

the properties of the two phases between which the solute is being transferred (be it gas-solvent or 

solvent-solvent). Later the different solvent and solute descriptors will be discussed in more detail. When 

SP represents the partition coefficient for a molecule between a gas phase and a liquid phase, i.e. ὑ , it 

can be used to directly calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation at standard conditions for the 

transition of the molecule from the vapor phase to the gas phase, as indicated in equation (2-22). 
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ὑ = exp −
∆Ὃ°

ὙὝ  (2-22) 

The application range of this formula is thus very broad since the solvation energy can be calculated for 

any solvent and solute for which the descriptors are known. Moreover, the Abraham equation can also 

be modified to account for the presence if ions as set out below: 

SP = ὧ + ὩὉ + ίὛ + ὥὃ + ὦὄ + ὺὠ + Ὦ ὐ+ + Ὦ−ὐ− (2-23) 

where ὐ  is used when the solute is a cation and ὐ  when the solute is an anion, both descriptors cannot 

be included in equation (2-23) at the same time [80].  

The Abraham equation is also generally known as the solvation parameter model and is based on the 

parameterization of the cavity model of solvation, depicted in Figure 2-10 [80]. In this model, transfer 

of solute molecules from one phase to another is simplified to a three-step process. Firstly, a cavity is 

formed in the receiving phase of a suitable size to accommodate the solute molecules with the solvent 

molecules in the same configuration as in the bulk solvent. This cavity formation requires the disruption 

of solvent-solvent interactions in the receiving phase and this may or may not be favorable for transfer 

depending on whether the solvent-solvent interactions in the receiving phase are weaker than those in 

the donating phase. For transfer from a gas phase, where intermolecular interactions are generally 

assumed to be negligible (i.e. an ideal gas), cavity formation in the liquid cannot be compensated for by 

collapse of a similar cavity in the gas phase. In this situation, the proportion of the free energy of transfer 

associated with the cavity formation is always unfavorable for solute transfer. In a second step, 

reorganization of the solvent molecules around the cavity takes place to minimize the disruption created 

by the cavity and to form a more favorable orientation for possible solute-solvent interactions. The Gibbs 

free energy change associated with the latter is not expected to be significant since the enthalpy-entropy 

compensation and is usually negligible. In a third step, the solute is inserted into the cavity and various 

solute-solvent interactions appear (the same interactions, if any, are collapsed in the donor phase). For 

non-ionic solutes, these interactions are identified as dispersion, orientation, induction and hydrogen 

bonding. 

In what follows, the theoretical background of the six different solute and solvent descriptors used in 

equation (2-24) and equation (2-25) is briefly discussed. The descriptors used to calculate the solvation 

energy of ionic species are not discussed. 
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Figure 2-10: Simplified representation of the cavity model of solvation for the transfer of solute S from the gas phase to 

a liquid with formation of solute-solvent interactions [80]. 

2.4.2.1 Solute descriptor ‘V’ and ‘L’ 

It was recognized quite early that the size of the solute molecule had to be included in the LSER 

formulation. Still, there is some discussion on whether the volume or surface area constitutes the most 

relevant descriptor, especially for aqueous solutions. A variety of methods are available to characterize 

the solute size and is also a general issue for modelling of the cavity formation term. Studies suggest 

that the molecular area rather than the volume may be better correlated for solute partitioning involving 

water as solvent. This can be explained since molecules with the same volume can have a range of 

solvent-accessible surface area values by the presence of ring structures, branching or other molecular 

interactions. Currently most LSER models calculate the cavity term based on the molecular volume, 

although suggestions are made to allow better modelling of the cavitation energy by addition of an area 

or shape term [81].  

Two different solute descriptors are used to represent the solute size, i.e. ‘V’ and ‘L’, depending on 

whether the correlation is for gas-solvent or for solvent-solvent transfers. This characteristic volume 

descriptor is the same for all isomers of a molecule. There is a fundamental difference in interactions 

when a solute is transferred from the gas phase to the solvent phase compared to a transfer between two 

solvent phases. Both transfers lead to the disruption of solvent-solvent interactions for the formation of 

a cavity, but the dispersion interactions contributing to the solvation free energy are different. An 

isolated solute in the gas phase is not affected by dispersion interactions, by consequence transfer to the 

solvent phase results in “fresh” dispersion interactions between solute and solvent. In contrast to solvent 

to solvent transfers, in which the solute already encounters dispersion interactions. Dispersion 

interactions of a solute are proportional to the size of the molecule, from which follows that the gas-

solvent transfer of a solute has an additional dependency on the solute volume. However, it was observed 

that the solute volume alone is not able to explain the increase in tendency of dispersion interactions for 

larger molecules. Since it has been impossible to deconvolute the size dependence of the dispersion and 

the cavity formation contributions they have both taken up in the solute volume descriptor ‘L’. This 
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descriptor is defined as the logarithm of the gas-hexadecane partition coefficient of a solute. The 

reference for hexadecane as solvent was due to its non-polar and non-hydrogen bonding nature and thus 

all other contributions cancel out in the LSER equation. The descriptor can be obtained through 

empirical measurements of the retention volume from gas-liquid chromatography. 

2.4.2.2 Solute descriptor ‘S’ and ‘E’ 

The solute descriptor ‘S’ is a measure of the solute molecules for electrostatic interactions related to 

dipolarity and polarizability effects. This parameter is similar to the “∗ parameter earlier introduced 

in the solvatochromic equation which was an empirical measure of the solvent dipolarity/polarizability. 

The two main types of interactions which are related to this descriptor are dipole-dipole interactions and 

dipole-induced dipole interactions, since descriptors to describe either interaction independently could 

not be identified. A relation of this parameter to the solute dipole moment resulted in poorer fits, this 

eventually led to establishment of an empirical solute polarity/dipolarity scale based on gas-

chromatography data. The ‘S’ parameter can be determined along with the hydrogen bonding descriptors 

using experimental data from water-solvent partition coefficients. The origin of the scale, i.e. the zero, 

is taken for n-alkanes for which the ‘S’ parameter amounts to zero by definition. By consequence, 

molecules having a lower tendency to interact via dipole-dipole or dipole-induced dipole interactions 

than n-alkanes are characterized with a negative value, for example, fluorocarbons and organosilicon 

compounds. 

The descriptor ‘E’ finds it origin in the  solvent descriptor from the original solvatochromic approach 

and takes into account the correction necessary for solvents whose blend of polarizability/dipolarity 

differed significantly from the one contained in the “∗ descriptor. This term is intended to capture the 

additional dispersion interactions between the solute and the solvent beyond what is already 

accounted for by the cavity and dispersion interaction terms which are respectively included in the ‘L’ 

and ‘S’ solute descriptors. By definition the ‘E’ descriptor amounts to zero for n-alkanes, and can take 

both negative and positive values. 

2.4.2.3 Solute descriptor ‘A’ and ‘B’ 

The ‘A’ and ‘B’ descriptors model the hydrogen bonding interactions between the solute and the 

neighboring solvent molecules. The hydrogen bonding between solute and solvent molecules can 

involve the solute as the hydrogen bond donor and the solvent as the acceptor or vice versa. Thereby 

two categories of hydrogen bonding arise and the difference between them should be noted. The 

descriptor ‘A’ is a quantitative measure of the hydrogen bond donor ability, i.e. the acidity, of the solute 

and it is traced back to the  parameter of the solvent as defined by Kamlet and Taft. Similarly, the 
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solute descriptor ‘B’ originates from the  parameter and is a measure of the hydrogen bond accepting 

ability, i.e. the basicity, of the molecule. 

2.4.2.4 Lower-case constants in the Abraham LSER 

So far, the interpretation of the solute descriptors has been developed from a physical point of view. 

However, the lower-case coefficients (ὧ, Ὡ, ί, ὥ, ὦ, ὰ), i.e. the solvent descriptors, that characterize the 

solvent have not been developed with the same physical background meaning. Although there seem to 

be a few theoretical developments correlating the solvent descriptors to bulk solvent properties like 

dielectric constants and refractive indices, they are obtained from an empirical procedure, i.e. from 

regression analysis. Still, it is possible to attach a reasonable amount of qualitative understanding to 

their values and the trends observed.  

An important characteristic of the solvent descriptors is that they are relative, and thus represent the 

difference in the ability of the two phases, i.e. gas-solvent or solvent-solvent, to participate in the various 

types of interactions. The LSER models reported in literature primarily focus on the gas-solvent transfer 

and the water-solvent transfer. As such, Abraham parameters have been tabulated for both gas-solvent 

transfers and water-solvent transfers. In addition, also water-gas transfers have been reported. To check 

if the parameter sets are perfectly consistent, one would expect that the difference in free energy 

predicted by Abraham’s LSER would satisfy equation (2-24). 

∆Ὃίέὰὺ(Ὣὥί − ίέὰὺὩὲὸ) = ∆Ὃίέὰὺ(Ὣὥί − ύὥὸὩὶ) + ∆∆Ὃίέὰὺ(ύὥὸὩὶ − ίέὰὺὩὲὸ) (2-24) 

Which is equivalent with equation (2-25). 

ὧ + ὩὉ + ίὛ + ὥὃ + ὦὄ + ὰὒ = ὧὥή + ὩὥήὉ + ίὥήὛ + ὥὥήὃ
+ ὦὥήὄ + ὰὥήὒ + ὧ′ + Ὡ′Ὁ
+ ί′Ὓ + ὥ′ὃ + ὦ′ὄ + ὺ′ὠ 

(2-25) 

If it holds that the solute parameters are uncorrelated, i.e. independent of each other, and the water and 

solvent are perfectly immiscible, the solvent parameters should satisfy several simple identities, e.g. 

equations (2-26). 

ὧ =  ὧὥή + ὧ′ 
Ὡ = Ὡ + Ὡ′ 
ί = ί + ί′ 
ὥ = ὥ + ὥ′ 

(2-26) 

For miscible mixtures these equations will not satisfy, since a mixture of water and solvent will form 

for which the properties cannot be estimated with the Abraham equation. However, usually these 

equations are not satisfied for solvent parameters reported in literature neither. A part of it can be 
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explained by the difference in the ὰὒ and ὺὠ terms which are not equivalent and due to error propagation 

in the derivation of the solute parameter sets. But it can also indicate that the assumption of uncorrelated 

solute descriptors is violated, e.g. it is observed that solutes with large values for S also tend to have 

large values for L. Therefore, the review by Green et al. proposes to comprehensively refit the solvent 

and solute parameters which include the identities as constraints to obtain better results [79]. 

2.4.3. Determination of Abraham solute parameters 

In the previous section the physical interpretation and the structure of the Abraham model has been 

elaborated. All the different solute-solvent interactions contribute to the Gibbs free energy of solvation, 

but to use the model in a predictive way, one should be able to determine a priori the solute parameters 

from the molecular structure or other calculations for the species of interest. Most attempts described in 

literature are limited to estimation of only one or two parameters. More general methods to estimate all 

parameters simultaneously by group additivity-based approaches [82, 83] and neural networks [84] have 

also been reported. For the solvent descriptors the need for these methods is of less importance since for 

most common solvents these solvent descriptors have been determined experimentally. 

2.4.3.1 Solute descriptor ‘L’ and ‘V’ 

Less research has been reported concerning the estimation methods for the ‘L’ and ‘V’ descriptors, 

which is a measure for the volume of the solute. The descriptor ‘V’, introduced to include the molecular 

volume, can be estimated by a solute structure-based additivity scheme to calculate the species 

characteristic volume, i.e. McGowan’s volume (Vx), to serve as a measure of the cavity effect [85, 86]. 

The characteristic volume is then used as a measure for the cavity effect. More recently group additivity 

methods have been proposed based on multilinear regression to estimate the descriptor ‘L’ and ‘V’ of 

which the Platts method is further elaborated as a method for estimation of all solute parameters at once. 

2.4.3.2 Solute descriptor ‘S’ and ‘E’ 

The solute descriptor ‘E’, taking into account the correction for the polarizability and dipolarity effects 

not included in ‘S’, is the easiest one to estimate as it is not obtained by fitting experimental data. An 

analytical expression for the descriptor is given by equation (2-27). 

Ὁ = ὓὙ − 2.83195 ὠ + 0.52553 (2-27) 

With ὓὙ  the solute’s molar refraction obtained from refractive index measurements and the quantity 

 ὠ  is the McGowan’s characteristic volume which only depends on the molecular structure of the 

species. As a result, knowledge from the refractive index and the solute structure allows one to estimate 

‘E’ with little effort. Estimation of the refractive index of a specie is possible with empirical relationships 

between the Hildebrand solubility parameter  and the refractive index. The Hildebrand solubility 
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parameter is on its turn related to the cohesive energy density. Literature values of the refractive index 

for liquids often vary between different sources, which contributes to the uncertainty in calculated E 

descriptors. 

Several correlations have been researched with more fundamental molecular quantities, e.g. usage of 

feed forward neural networks to correlate ‘S’, describing the electrostatic interactions from dipolarity 

and polarizability, with a set of 29 structural molecular descriptors by S. Svozil et al. [87]. A similar 

approach using atomic charges and polarizability from quantum mechanical calculations has been tried 

to determine the solute descriptor ‘S’ [88]. More recent research has extended this approach by splitting 

the contribution of polarizability and the electrostatic component. The polarizability is related to the ‘E’ 

descriptor, which can be derived as discussed from the molar refractive index and the molecular 

structure, while the electrostatic component is related to the interaction energy between solute and 

solvent. Finally, the combination of both parts was proposed to obtain the descriptor for polarizability 

and electrostatic interactions as indicated in equation (2-28). 

Ὓ = ‗ Ὁ + ‗ ∆Ὗ  (2-28) 

With ∆Ὗ  the interaction energy between solute and solvent, which can be determined using continuum 

solvation models and the parameters ‗  and ‗  are obtained by multiple linear regression. An analytical 

expression was given for the ‘E’ descriptor which allows one to use this formula and calculate ‘S’. 

2.4.3.3 Solute descriptors ‘A’ and ‘B’ 

A lot of research has been dedicated to understanding the molecular origins of the solute parameters 

introduced in the Abraham equation, especially the ‘A’ and ‘B’ descriptor which are related to hydrogen 

bond donor and acceptor properties respectively. Attempts have been made to correlate experimental 

‘A’ and ‘B’ values with molecular properties, followed by attempts to estimate them using various semi-

empirical methods, e.g. AM1 [89] and PM3 [90], to model the hydrogen bonding ability of the 

molecules. However, it was the work of Platts and co-workers who did significant amounts of research 

to relate ‘A’ and ‘B’ descriptors to fundamental molecular properties. By performing quantum chemical 

calculations on the isolated molecules and complexes with hydrogen cyanide, it became possible to 

correlate ‘A’ to the electrostatic potential at the donor hydrogen’s nuclear position. Also, the enthalpy 

of stabilization from the hydrogen bonding with the reference base is found to be correlated. 

Analogously, quantum mechanical calculations were performed to correlate the ‘B’ descriptor with 

atomic and molecular properties, e.g. geometry, atomic charges of H-bonded complexes, electric fields 

and gradients at nuclear positions. This time complexes were made with HF instead of HCN. The 

response properties having the best correlations with ‘B’ were found to be the H-bond energy, the H-F 

bond critical point and the electron density at the H-bond critical point. The bond critical point is defined 
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as the point along the bond path at the interatomic surface, where the shared electron density reaches a 

minimum.  

Still, a less computational method was of interest that could characterize large molecules, e.g. for 

biological research. For research of Cacelli et al. [91], Hartree-Fock calculations were performed to 

obtain effective nuclear charges which were weighted by ‘atomic factors’ and subsequently correlated 

with the experimental ‘A’ and ‘B’ descriptors. Also, ‘the atomic factors’ were obtained from regression 

analysis on a training set with 55 compounds. More recently an estimation scheme has been proposed 

only using molecular properties of the isolated molecules for ‘A’ and ‘B’. The hydrogen bonding 

interaction energy is decomposed by the Morokuma method [92] into contributions from electrostatic 

interactions, polarizability, charge transfer, dispersion, short range exchange repulsion and higher order 

contributions. The estimation scheme was fitted to a dataset with ‘A’ descriptors of 506 compounds with 

a single H-bond donor site, which is freely accessible [93]. The model showed good predictive ability 

which was found to have no significant bias. It is stated qualitative that a similar accuracy as models 

based on ab initio calculations is achieved although that it allowed faster screening of larger molecules 

[10]. 

2.4.4. Experimental determination of descriptors 

To apply the Abraham equation, both solute and solvent descriptors are necessary. For the solvent 

descriptors, the user should rely upon the availability of accurate experimental data, which is the case 

for most commonly used solvents, in particular for cyclohexane. For the solute descriptors, experimental 

data is necessary to regress the available methods and accurate experimental data should always be 

preferred above model estimated data. The most useful methods for determining descriptors 

experimentally are chromatographic, liquid-liquid partitioning and solubility. Not a single method is 

suitable to be applied for all compound types, however, to obtain robust descriptor values a combination 

of methods is mostly the preferred approach. The ‘V’ descriptor is easily calculated for all compounds 

with a known molecular structure from McGowan’s characteristic volume and ‘E’ can be similarly 

calculated for all liquids with a known value for the refractive index. The refractive index on its turn can 

be obtained by performing optical measurements. The ‘E’ descriptor can be estimated for solids in a 

similar way. Usually a combination of estimation and fitting of experimentally obtained data is used to 

obtain values which are in accordance. This is done simultaneously with the estimation of the ‘L’, ‘S’, 

‘A’ and ‘B’ descriptors, for which experimental approaches are generally required. The estimation 

methods based on group contribution approaches, e.g. Platts fragments, are possible alternative options 

for the unknown descriptors, but cannot be considered as reliable as experimental methods. In Table 

2-3, the solute descriptors are listed for cyclohexanol, cyclohexanone and cyclohexane, and in  

Table 2-4 the solvent descriptors for cyclohexane are listed. Note that different solvent descriptors are 

required as input in the Abraham equation for calculating the gas-solvent partition coefficient or the 
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solvent-solvent partition coefficient corresponding respectively with equation (2-20) and equation 

(2-21). The descriptors for these compounds are listed up since they are of importance for the further 

study of the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane.  

Table 2-3: Experimental values of Abraham solute descriptors. 

Compound ‘E’ ‘S’ ‘A’ ‘B’ ‘L’ ‘V’ 

Cyclohexane [94] 0.305 0.100  0 0 2.960 0.845 

Cyclohexanol [80] 0.474 0.650 0.237 0.592 3.715 0.904 

Cyclohexanone [80] 0.403 0.895 0 0.530 3.759 0.861 

 

Table 2-4: Experimental values of Abraham solvent descriptors for cyclohexane, solvent-solvent descriptors are used 

for the water-solvent partition coefficient [95]. 

Applicability ‘c’ ‘e’ ‘s’ ‘a’ ‘b’ ‘l’ ‘v’ 

Gas-Solvent 0.163 -0.110 0 0 0 1.013 0 

Solvent-Solvent 0.159 0.784 -1.678 -3.740 -4.929 0 4.577 

 

2.4.5. Fast estimation methods for solute parameters using group 

additivity 

The methods described until now were related to prediction of the individual descriptors based on 

fundamental molecular properties. Other methods have been described able to estimate all descriptors 

together of which Platts method [82, 83] and the neural network approach of Jover et al. [84] are notable 

and discussed. 

2.4.5.1 Platts fragments approach 

One of the earliest and most used solute descriptor estimation schemes is the fragmental approach 

developed by research of Platts et al. [82]. A standard least squares regression analysis on a database of 

4200 molecules in different solvents was used to develop the contributions belonging to the fragments 

and a filtration was performed for significance based on a t-test, i.e. filtration was performed to only 

keep fragments which have an essential contribution to the estimation of the descriptors. By introduction 

of some modifications to account for non-adequately modelled classes of compounds, a set with a total 

of 81 fragments was obtained, working for all descriptors except the hydrogen bond acidity (the ‘A’ 

solute descriptor). A new set of 51 fragments was developed to fit the experimental data explicitly for 
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the ‘A’ descriptor. The Platts fragments do contain more complex structural fragments which take into 

account hydrogen bonding and other interactions between groups in the same molecule. A subset of the 

“group values” are actually correction factors to consider the presence of specific functional groups, e.g. 

lactones and ortho, meta and para interactions. Note that Platts fragments approach originally uses 

different symbols for the solute descriptors, but the link and physical meaning of the symbols remains. 

One drawback of the approach, especially of importance in this thesis, is the lack of data for peroxide 

linkages, which is currently to be estimated by two ester-functionalities. For an optimal outcome of the 

liquid-phase model, it can be of interest to regress a value for these peroxide fragments. In Table 2-5, 

the corresponding fragment contributions of the Platts fragments approach are shown such as 

implemented in RMG [28], a well-known automatic microkinetic model generator. 

Table 2-5: Platts fragments definitions and the corresponding group contributions to Abraham solute descriptors [79]. 

 

In contrast to the group additivity theory, the method of Platts uses a different regression scheme of the 

fragments. For example, in group additivity theory the carbonyl group is defined as a whole having one 

contribution for the carbon and oxygen atom, while for Platts fragments the carbonyl group is composed 

out of an sp- or sp2-hybridized carbon atom and a double bonded oxygen atom. A group is thus defined 

as an atom itself not taking into account the neighbors. In Table 2-5 only the carbon and oxygen plats 

fragments are listed, however, the original publication of Platts fragments does contain a much broader 

range of structural fragments, including halogen interactions, sulfur functionalities, nitrogen 

functionalities and multiple corrections for special non-neighbor interactions. The latter are of minor 

importance in this case, as oxidation processes of (oxygenated) hydrocarbons only requires knowledge 
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from the C, H, O-containing species. Since the aim of this thesis is to introduce the effect of a liquid 

phase in the in-house developed code, i.e. Genesys, this scheme forms an interesting starting point. In 

Figure 2-11, an example is given for the calculation of the solute descriptors for cyclohexanone. These 

estimated values can be compared with the tabulated values from experiments denoted in the bottom 

row (and also listed in Table 2-3. It can be concluded that these estimated values approach the 

experimental values rather well. If the Abraham equation is used with the tabulated solute descriptors 

and the Platts fragmental approach solute descriptors, the corresponding values for log Pgas-vapor is equal 

to 3.888 and 3.869 respectively and the error amounts to only 0.5 %. Note that by default for every 

solute descriptor, there exists a fixed value or so-called interception value on which the additional 

fragmental contributions are added to obtain the resulting descriptor value. These fixed values are equal 

for all molecules and are indicated in Table 2-5 with “intercept”, in Figure 2-11 this value is also referred 

to as “intercept”. 

 

 

Figure 2-11: Application of Platts fragment method for cyclohexanone with RMG fragment values and definitions.  

2.4.5.2 Application of the Abraham equation in automatic model generators 

The group of Prof. Green has published an article in which they test the accuracy and performance of 

the combined approach of Platts and Abraham methods for estimation of the free energy of solvation. 
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Results are obtained by comparing experimental values with values obtained from RMG, the automatic 

microkinetic model generator, in which the Abraham equation and extensions (Mintz theory and Platts 

fragments) have been implemented. Solvent descriptors were obtained from a database and the solute 

descriptors were determined with Platts method. The calculated value for ὑ  is then converted by 

equation (2-22) into a value for ∆Ὃ° . The comparison of estimated values and experimental values 

are depicted in the parity plot in Figure 2-12. The root mean squared error (RMS error) was found to 

amount to 1.96 kJ mol-1. However, discrepancies up to 12 kJ mol-1 were detected. The big advantage of 

this methodology is the low computational effort, only some seconds are required to estimate the Gibbs 

free energy of solvation, in contrast to several quantum mechanical approaches which require several 

up to hundreds of CPU-hours.  

 
Figure 2-12: Comparison of estimated ∆╖▼▫■○ calculated by RMG and experimental values [79]. 

In the method of Platts there are no structural fragments for radical compounds, which are necessary for 

calculation of the reaction rate coefficients. Neither is there a lot of experimental data available, although 

there have been attempts to determine Abraham descriptors for radical intermediates [79]. The approach 

adopted in RMG for radical intermediates is to use the descriptors for saturated compounds as a starting 

point. For carbon-centered radicals for example, the descriptors of the parent species were adopted 

without any modification. For oxygen-centered radicals, the descriptor ‘A’ which accounts for the 

acidity was corrected by subtraction of the contribution of the hydroxyl (-OH) group for the missing 

hydrogen atom on the radical site. Usage of this methodology for the hydroxyl and the hydroperoxyl 

radical solvation in water results in values of -19.6 and -31.4 kJ mol-1 respectively, while the 

experimental values were determined to amount to -16.3 and 28.4 kJ mol-1.  

The performance of the approach was also tested on the SAMPL2 blind data set, of which the results 

are summarized for several other solvation models in Table 2-6 [79, 96]. Due to the presence of halogens 

and phosphorous compounds in the blind data set, it was required to extend the Abraham/Platts 
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methodology of RMG. From the results it can be observed that the Platts method is comparable and, in 

some cases, better than other more sophisticated models. The main outliers for the Abraham/Platts 

approach belong to the family of halo-uracil compounds with an RMS error close to 12.5 kJ mol-1. 

Comparison of the data with the MNSOL database is not interesting, since it is expected that the Platts 

fragments were regressed from these data. As such, this test can only be considered as a kind of 

reproducibility.  

Table 2-6: Performance of predictive solvation models on the SAMPL2 blind data set, All-atom Molecular Dynamics 

(MD), First-Shell Hydration (FiSH), Conductor like Screening Model for Real Solvents (COSMO-RS), ZAP and the 

Abraham/Platts approach in RMG  [79, 96]. 

Method RMS error [kJ mol-1] 

All-atom MD (Mobley) 11.4 

FiSH (Purisima) 9.4 

COSMO-RS (Klamt) 6.5 

ZAP (Nicholls and Ellingson) 9.1 

Abraham/Platts (Green) 9.7 

 

2.4.5.3 Machine learning approach 

Jover et al. [84] performed research on the same topic by performing both multilinear regression analysis 

and machine learning techniques, for this case computational neural networks, on a large set of 470 

experimental solute descriptors freely available with a broad range of functional groups, e.g. alcohols, 

ethers, halogens, esters, ketones, amines, nitro and amide [97]. Since the V descriptor can be calculated 

accurately by the McGowan characteristic volume, this descriptor was omitted for regression and thus 

only models for the four remaining descriptors were to be determined, i.e. ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘E’ and ‘S’. For each 

of these solute descriptors, the objective was to obtain a model with only properties related to the 

molecular structure. Each newly proposed model to estimate the solute descriptors ended up with 5 

‘molecule’ descriptors, filtered out of a set of 600 ‘molecule’ descriptors, calculated solely from the 

corresponding molecular structure, by a significance test. More than 5 ‘molecule’ descriptors lead to 

insignificant contributions and a more complex model. Thus, every solute descriptor is determined by a 

set of 5 descriptors of the molecular structure, but it is stressed that the descriptors of ‘A’ are not 

necessarily equal to the ones of descriptor ‘B’. For example, for the ‘S’ parameter the corresponding 

descriptors are the number of aromatic bonds, the total dipole of the molecule, the number of fluorine 

atoms, the average valency of the carbon atoms and a non-physical parameter called WNSA-3 related 

to partial charges.  
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Computational neural networks lend themselves very well for determination of nonlinear relationships 

between parameters. Although both machine learning and multi linear regression result in rather good 

outcomes, the best results were obtained from the neural network approach, as indicated in Figure 2-13 

(analogue plots can be found in the work of Jover et al. for the ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘S’ descriptors). This is also 

quantitatively proven by the standard deviation, e.g. for the ‘E’ descriptor which amounts to 0.52 and 

0.10 respectively for the regression model and the neural network model. As drawback, it was observed 

that the physical meaning that was given to the parameters by Abraham is not completely maintained 

anymore, e.g. donor hydrogen interactions do contribute to the ‘E’ parameter as well as to the ‘S’ 

parameter. These facts can be explained taking into account the huge complexity of solute/solvent 

interactions and also the difficulty of isolating closely related physicochemical properties by performing 

experimental measurements. Thus, although the Abraham parameters reflect mainly the initially 

proposed physical meaning, the participation of other characteristics and/or capabilities of the solutes 

cannot be ruled out. The authors have not applied the Abraham equation itself for the determination of 

the solvation free energy, and thus, direct comparison of the models with experimental determined 

solvation free energies is not performed. 

 

Figure 2-13: Plot of calculated vs experimental ‘E’ solute descriptor for multilinear regression analysis (left) and 

computational neural networks (right) [84]. 

Besides the availability of solute descriptors and methods to predict these descriptors, there is also the 

need for solvent descriptors. For the most important solvents these solvent descriptors have been 

determined experimentally. Though, similarly models have been developed to estimate solvent 

descriptors for species for which these descriptors are unavailable. The work of Bradley et al. [98] for 

example, allows estimation of solvent descriptors for organic solvents, with an open random forest 

model. Though, the used model omits the ‘c’ descriptor in the Abraham model.  

2.4.6. Temperature dependency of the solvation free energy 
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The Abraham equation discussed so-far is focused on computing the ∆Ὃ  at room temperature for 

which many experimental data is available for validation. However, for microkinetic models to be 

useful, they should be valid over a broad range of operating conditions, e.g. temperature and pressure, 

to study the influence of these parameters on conversion and selectivity, and to finally optimize a given 

process. As such, it is necessary to obtain values for ∆Ὃ  at different temperatures. Modelling the 

temperature dependence of solvation thermodynamics is still identified as a major area for 

improvement [21].  

The working principle used for the extension of the Abraham equation to other temperatures than for 

which the parameters are fitted, is based on first order estimation of the temperature dependence. The 

working equations for this category are given by both equation (2-29)and equation (2-30). 

∆Ὃ° (Ὕ ) = ∆Ὄ° − Ὕ ∆Ὓ°  (2-29) 

∆Ὃίέὰὺ
° (Ὕ) = ∆Ὄίέὰὺ

° − Ὕ∆Ὓίέὰὺ
°  (2-30) 

For which it is assumed that the enthalpy and entropy of solvation are independent of temperature which 

results in a linear dependence of the free energy of solvation on temperature. The subscript (°) remains 

to indicate that the standard state concentrations in both phases are the same at Ὕ = Ὕ . The quantities 

∆Ὄ°  and ∆Ὓ°  can be obtained by splitting ∆Ὃ° (Ὕ ) values estimated through empirical or 

quantum chemical methods. Mintz et al. [99-101] have correlated experimental data of ∆Ὄ°  for gas-

solvent transfer for different solvents, with the Abraham parameters of the respective solutes, to 

determine equations of the form similar to equation (2-31). 

∆Ὄ° =  ὧ + ὩὉ + ίὛ + ὥὃ + ὦὄ + ὰὒ (2-31) 

The constants (c, e, s, a, b and l) have different values as the ones used in the Abraham equation, which 

are to be determined using multiple linear regression analysis. The tabulated solute descriptors can thus 

be used both for the Abraham and Mintz correlation. Solvent descriptors, to be used in  equation (2-31), 

have been developed for several commonly used solvents: water, benzene, toluene, alkanes, alcohols, 

acetone, etc. [99-104]. This includes data for cyclohexane which is listed in Table 2-7 since this is the 

solvent of interest used in the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. Mintz et al. also developed 

correlations using the V solute descriptor for transfer of solute molecules between different solvents. 

Remark that for the determination of the solute descriptors, for most cases the temperature of the 

experiments was limited to the range of 283 to 318 K, in order to avoid errors from temperature 

dependence of ∆Ὄ° . In essence this is thus also the range in which the Mintz extension is applicable, 

which is clearly not ideal for oxidation and pyrolysis processes.  

Table 2-7: Mintz solvent descriptors for cyclohexane, solvent-solvent descriptors are used for the water-solvent partition 

coefficient [103]. 
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Applicability ‘c’ ‘e’ ‘s’ ‘a’ ‘b’ ‘l’ ‘v’ 

Gas-Solvent -6.507 3..375 0 0 0 -9.078 0 

Solvent-Solvent 3.046 -8.735 -6.353 -1.264 -2.449 0 -33.550 

The standard deviations of the linear fits given by the Mintz approach, in the temperature range between 

283 and 318 K, lie in the range of 1.8 to 3.7 kJ mol-1. The standard deviation for cyclohexane amounts 

in the same temperature range to 1.6 and 2.6 kJ mol-1 for respectively the solvation enthalpy for gas-

solvent and solvent-solvent [103]. In Figure 2-14, the corresponding parity plot of the predicted values 

and the experimental determined values are depicted, from which a rather good fit of the Mintz method 

is observed [103].  

 

Figure 2-14: A parity plot of the observed and calculated values of the solvation enthalpy, i.e. ∆╗╢▫■○ in [kJ mol-1] [103]. 

Generally, it is stated that the correlations provide a robust and simple method for the estimation of 

∆Ὄ°  from the Abraham parameters of the solute under consideration. Combining an estimate of 

∆Ὄ°  with the conventional Abraham equation for ∆Ὃ° (Ὕ ) allows one to estimate ∆Ὓ°  from 

equation (2-29). Using this value, it then becomes possible to predict ∆Ὃ° (Ὕ) using the linear equation 

(2-30) above. 

The limitations of the approach proposed by Mintz et al. are essentially similar to the limitations of the 

Abraham model, they are extremely dependent on experimental data and hence cannot be applied to any 

solvent for which experimental data is lacking. Moreover, the Mintz correlations are applicable for only 

small deviations, approximately in the range 283 to 318 K, but should be used with caution at 

temperatures beyond the range of the experimental data fitted. This limitation, in general, will apply to 

all methods that assume the temperature independency of ∆Ὄ°  and ∆Ὓ° . 
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Other methods to capture the temperature dependency of the free energy of solvation are out of the scope 

of this literature survey [64, 105-107], but some of them are briefly mentioned. Next to empirical 

models, there have also theoretical models been developed. For example, the scaled particle theory 

(SPT) provides a way to estimate the gas-to-liquid entropy change for a solute. Therefore, the implicit 

assumption is made that the entropy change related to the cavity formation counts for the bulk of the 

total entropy change. In the model, the equations of Pierotti [108] are used for the calculation of the 

Gibbs free energy of solvation, which are also used in many continuum solvation models to estimate the 

Gibbs free energy of cavitation formation, i.e. ∆Ὃ  [109]. Extension to higher order temperature 

dependence of the solvation free energy can expand the application domain by taking into account the 

heat capacity of solvation formalism (∆ὅ ), e.g. equation (2-32) used by Chamberlin et al. in the SM6T 

model [110]. However, these methods are more complex since they require the availability of the 

entropy change and the heat capacity of solvation, which is to be determined by e.g. ab initio 

calculations. 

∆Ὃ° (Ὕ) = ∆Ὃ° (Ὕ ) − ∆Ὓ° (Ὕ )(Ὕ − Ὕ0) + ∆ὅὴ
° (Ὕ0) (Ὕ − Ὕ0) − Ὕὰὲ

Ὕ
Ὕ0

 (2-32) 
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2.5. Validation and accuracy of predicted thermodynamic 

parameters  

Judging the accuracy of the predicted solvation energy for different models is still a difficult issue, 

mainly due to lack of experimental data. A helpful recent development is the introduction of the so-

called blind challenges. 

2.5.1. Accuracy tests 

The discrete solvent models which use molecular mechanics can estimate free energies of hydrations 

with an average error of 4.2 kJ mol-1 for small neutral solutes. Cramer and Truhlar introduced several 

solvation models, e.g. SM8 as one of the most universal and accurate continuum solvation methods with 

a mean absolute deviation (MAD) of only 2.5 kJ mol-1 based on experimental data for 2346 solvation 

free energies of 940 neutral solutes to train the parameters [10]. Klamt et al.  [19]reports a MAD of only 

2.0 kJ mol-1 for COSMO-RS for the same set of 940 neutral solutes. 

The main conclusion appears to be that several continuum solvation models can yield quite accurate 

solvation free energies for neutral solutes, if care is taken by the user to the specific details of the 

parameterization for each of the methods. Predicting solvation energies of ions is more difficult and 

currently less accurate than neutral species. 

The empirical Abraham LSER method is said to be quite accurate when tabulated values of both the 

solvent and solute descriptors are used. For a given solute with known Abraham descriptors tested in a 

range of common used solvents, errors in partitioning of about 0.8 to 1.3 kJ mol-1 are typical. If the 

Abraham parameters for the solute are unknown these can be calculated using the Platts fragmental 

method [83], which will introduce an additional error. After proposing the fragmental approach, Platts 

applied it to predict water-solvent partition coefficients, amongst others for cyclohexane, octanol and 

chloroform, with a typical RMS error of 0.9 to 1.0 log units, corresponding to a ∆∆Ὃ  of 4.2 to 

4.8 kJ mol-1. Therefore, the estimated values were validated against an experimental database with 

partition coefficients, the so-called MedChem97 database [111]. Although, later research indicated that 

the results are much less accurate with a standard error of  15.1 kJ mol-1 reported by Schüürmann et al. 

[112]. 

2.5.2. Blind challenges 

The idea of blind challenges was introduced by Nicholls et al. [113] inspired by similar efforts in the 

protein folding and other communities. It describes an informal blind test in which molecules with 

available, but unpublished or inaccessible experimental solvation free energy data, i.e. ∆Ὃ , is used 
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to test the accuracy of several computational solvation models. Making the data set inaccessible is 

preferred, to reduce the chance that the data is used to train the model parameters. A test set, called 

SAMPL0 (Statistical Assessment of the Modelling of Proteins and Ligands), was introduced in 2008 

with 18 polyfunctional and highly polar molecules containing a wide range of functional groups, since 

these are important and challenging for solvation models. The successor of the blind challenge, called 

SAMPL1, proposed originally 63 drug-like molecules, but 7 of them were omitted due to errors with 

the data preparation. The objective of the blind challenges is to ease comparison of different solvation 

models and are valuable in helping researchers to identify and correct problems with their developed 

methods. Since 2008, the SAMPL database has attracted much attention from scientists engaged in the 

field of kinetic modelling around the world, and has resulted in well over 100 of publications with many 

of them highly cited.  

The SAMPL1 challenge was taken up by different research groups to test the performance of the 

developed solvation models. Table 2-8 shows the root-mean-square (RMS) error as obtained for the 

SAMPL1 challenge set for the best version of each listed method. The Abraham method with descriptors 

as implemented in RMG was tested on its accuracy by Green et al. [10], which is noticeably worse than 

the other methods based on quantum mechanical or molecular dynamics calculations. Note the 

difference with the accuracy data tabulated in Table 4, from which results are more recent but less 

solvation models were tested. In that accuracy test, the Abraham equation did reach accuracies similar 

to higher computational effort methods. It is a general trend that the tabulated accuracies are really 

depending on the validation set used. The sulfonyl-urea family of compounds is detected as outliers in 

the evaluation of almost all participants and the experimental hydration energies have as such been 

called into question. Removing this type of compounds and 3 extra components which are outliers for 

some of the other methods as well, results in an RMS error of only 10.9 kJ mol-1 for the Platts/Abraham 

method. This result would certainly be satisfying for a quick estimation of the solvation energy in an 

automatic microkinetic model generator. For the crucial reactions, where a more accurate prediction is 

necessary it is then recommended to perform more computational-expensive calculations. 

Although larger and more complex molecules are used in the training sets for solvation models, the 

species in the SAMPL1 set are still smaller than most drugs and species of interest. Comparisons for 

drug-like molecules found that the uncertainty for the solvation models is proportional to the solvation 

energy, so the mean absolute deviation will be considerably higher for large drug-like molecules (and 

for ionic species) than for small neutral molecules. 

More recently the SAMPL5 blind data set has been published which contains the water-cyclohexane 

distribution coefficient for 53 small, drug-like molecules [114]. This is the first SAMPL set which 

replaced the hydration solvation free energy which was previously compared by distribution 

coefficients. It is claimed that the experimental determination of distribution coefficients allows the 
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inclusion of more special groups in the SAMPL database. The most recent data set is the SAMPL6 

which will be developed in two parts will include the comparison of estimated pKa values and includes 

new testing systems such as octa-acid, tetra-endo-methyl octa-acid, and a series of fragment-like small 

molecules [115]. This part has been released at the moment of writing, however the second part will 

contain octanol-water partition coefficients and will be released later this year. 

 Table 2-8: Performance of various methods on the SAMPL1 challenge set of 56 compounds [10]. 

Method RMS error [kJ mol-1] 

COSMO-RS 11.5 

Continuum model with Boundary Element Method 15.2 

Molecular Dynamics 14.8 

Poisson Boltzmann 10.2 

SMx 15.1 

MST IEF-PCM 10.0 

Absolv (Platts/Abraham) 19.0 

 

2.5.3. Experimental data set: Minnesota Solvation database 

Truhlar and coworkers [18] did not only develop several solvation models (SMx), they also performed 

experimental work to generate data to validate and fit parameters for their solvation models. The 

experimental values of the Gibbs free energy of solvation at 298 K for neutral species containing C, H 

and O have been published in the Minnesota solvation database, and can be obtained for free for non-

commercial applications [65]. Older versions with only a limited amount of data points are also freely 

available on the internet [116]. The resulting, most recent database set contains 3037 data points 

spanning 790 solutes and 92 solvents. The solutes in the test set comprise many different types of 

species, e.g. alkanes, alcohols, acids, esters, ethers as well as cyclic and aromatic species. In the 

database, the Abraham parameters are not listed, but experimental solvation energies as well as the 

parameters for the SMx are tabulated. When trying new methods for solvation energy estimation, the 

given database is an interesting starting point to benchmark newly developed solvation models. More 

specifically for this thesis, the mentioned database can be of interest to perform multi regression and 

obtain new values for the Platts fragmental contribution approach.  

2.5.4. Experimental data set: FreeSolv database 

An open-source published experimental data set with Gibbs free energies of solvation is provided by 

Mobley and co-workers [117], the so-called Free Solvation database or FreeSolv database. In this data 
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set, only the solvation with water as solvent is considered and therefore only Gibbs free energies of 

hydration are reported in the data set. The total number of molecules amounts to 643 solutes which are 

obtained from prior literature publications. The list includes a wide range of hetero-atoms and functional 

groups, e.g. sulfur, nitrogen and halogen containing species, amines, amides, thiols, cyanides, alcohols, 

ethers, etc. 
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2.6. Liquid-phase effects on kinetics 

Prediction of the chemical reaction rates for liquid-phase reactions, particularly in the absence of 

experimental data, is a very challenging task. Though, common families of reactions can occur in both 

the liquid phase and in the gas phase; for example, gas-phase combustion of hydrocarbon fuels are 

dominated by hydrogen abstraction reactions, which also counts for the low temperature, liquid-phase 

oxidation of fuels by exposure to air. Since this type of reactions also occurs in the gas phase and has 

been much more studied over the years, it can be advantageous to modify the known gas phase reaction 

rates accounting for the effect of the solvent rather than predicting the solution phase kinetics directly. 

As already discussed earlier, cf. Figure 2-1, the presence of a solvent or generally a liquid phase has an 

influence on the barrier height of the reaction, which is a crucial aspect to account for during kinetic 

modelling. Moreover, in the liquid phase it is not only these intrinsic kinetics which has to be accounted 

for, but also the presence of the solvent can modify the reaction rate due to the solvent’s physical 

diffusion limitation. However, these effects will be described by several examples and will not be 

discussed thoroughly, since the topic of liquid-phase kinetics is less covered in literature and there is a 

lack of general aspects.   

2.6.1. Diffusional limitations 

The consequence of the appearance of diffusional phenomena in the liquid phase can be that the intrinsic 

rate of reaction is not rate-determining since the reaction can be diffusion-limited. An effective reaction 

rate is then defined, Ὧ , which is generally written as in equation (2-33). 

1
Ὧ =

1
Ὧ +

1
Ὧ  (2-33) 

with Ὧ  the diffusion rate and Ὧ  the intrinsic reaction rate. For Ὧ ≫ Ὧ  , the diffusion 

limitations can be safely neglected and only the intrinsic reaction rate will determine the effective 

reaction rate. On the other hand, for Ὧ ≪ Ὧ , the reaction is completely determined by diffusion 

and the intrinsic reaction rate is not of importance. For this latter case, it is thus important to accurately 

describe the rate of diffusion, which is proportional to the sum of the radii R and the sum of the 

diffusivities D of the reacting species, cf. equation (2-34). 

Ὧ = 4“ὙὈ  (2-34) 

The diffusivity of a species A, i.e. Ὀ , can be estimated using the Stokes-Einstein relation, shown in 

equation (2-35). 
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Ὀ =
Ὧ Ὕ

6“–ὶ  (2-35) 

with Ὧ  the Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute temperature, – is the solvent dynamic viscosity, and 

ὶ  is the radius of chemical species A. 

The presence of diffusion limitations is a well-known phenomenon when studying heterogeneously 

catalyzed processes and polymerizations. For example, also the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane 

suffers from diffusion limitations. Hermans et al. [118] has performed research on this industrial project 

and discovered that under the experimental conditions (which resemble the industrial conditions) the 

oxygen addition is diffusion limited. Moreover, the cage-effect also affects several other reactions which 

lead in the end to by-product formation. More in detail discussion of the results of Hermans and co-

workers will be given in het chapter on the liquid-phase microkinetic model. 

2.6.2. Experimental determination of reaction rates 

Experimental determination of reaction rate for reactions involving radicals in solutions is rather 

difficult due to the short-lived nature of some radicals; however, some methods have been developed 

over the last century and are commonly used for measuring the corresponding intrinsic kinetics. For 

example, the intermittent-illumination method (IIM) [119, 120], also known as the rotating sector 

method, or laser flash photolysis [121], both these techniques require photochemical initiation of radical 

chain reactions, with initiation and propagation steps. In the IIM method, a sample is exposed to a 

constant intensity of light for intermittent periods of time, such that the amount of time spent in light 

and in the dark remains constant from which the average reaction rate of propagation can be determined. 

This method is applicable for reactions in the gas phase or solution phase, but is only applicable for 

specific types of radical chain reactions which can be photochemically initiated. Flash photolysis is a 

pump-probe technique, in which the reaction environment is firstly excited by a strong pulse of light for 

a short timespan (nanosecond, picosecond or femtosecond). This pulse then initiates a chemical reaction 

or chemical reaction chain. By inducing several pulses with a fixed timespan between them, it is possible 

to determine the reaction rate coefficient of reactions by measuring the concentration of radical species 

(obtained from spectral absorption analysis). The developer of the laser flash photolysis technique even 

gained the Nobel prize for chemistry in 1967 for this invention. Nowadays, flash photolysis facilities 

are mainly applied in the domain of light-induced processes, e.g. in organic chemistry, polymers and 

photosynthesis in plants. 

An indirect way of measuring the rate constants for radical-molecule reactions is the so-called radical 

clock method, which uses a known unimolecular reaction rate and a measured product distribution to 

determine an unknown radical-molecule reaction rate [122]. As an example, Roschek et al. developed 
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radical clocks for peroxyl radical reactions using the competition between a unimolecular rearrangement 

of a peroxyl radical (Ὑ ὕὕ ∙ → Ὑ ὕὕ ∙) and a bimolecular H-atom transfer (Ὑὕὕ ∙  +ὃὌ → ὙὕὕὌ +

ὃ ∙) [123]. This approach is more of interest for the studied process and is generally shown in Figure 

2-15. Note that the quasi steady-state assumption (QSSA) is made for the concentration of Ὑ ὕὕ 

radicals, i.e. the reaction rate of R-4 is equal to the reaction rate of R-5.  

 

Figure 2-15: Concept of peroxyl radical clock for predicting unknown ▓╗ from known ▓╡ [123]. 

As a drawback, persistency or highly stabilization of Ὑ ∙ will require a large concentration of substrate 

to make sure the reactions take place. Furthermore, Jha and Pratt point out that modification of the 

radical clock method using peroxyesters, would make it possible to study a wider range of reactions 

[124]. 

2.6.3. Theoretical determination of reaction rates 

An alternative approach for experiments to determine intrinsic kinetic solvent effects is computational 

chemistry. The reaction rate coefficient, i.e. Ὧ(Ὕ), can be calculated directly using classical transition 

state theory via equation (2-36). 

Ὧ(Ὕ) =
Ὧ Ὕ

ℎ exp −
∆Ὃ‡

ὙὝ  (2-36) 

with h Planck’s constant, R is the ideal gas constant and ∆Ὃ‡ is the difference in Gibbs free energy 

between the transition state and reactant. When the reaction is performed in the liquid phase, both 

reactant and transition state will experience an energetic change due to solvation. This differential 

solvation between reactants and transition states will change ∆Ὃ‡ and thus affect the reaction rate, which 

was indicated in Figure 2-1. For this, the previously discussed solvation models come in handy. 
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2.6.4. Example 1: Hydrogen abstraction reactions 

Most literature related to the effects of solvents on reaction rates is on bimolecular hydrogen abstraction 

reactions. Research by Das et al. [7] on the reaction of tert-butoxyl radicals with phenols in different 

solvents, proved that the rate decreased in polar solvents which is explained by the capability of the 

phenolic hydroxyl group to form hydrogen bonds with solvent molecules. Valgimigli et al. [6] found 

that the solvent effect on abstraction of the phenolic hydrogen from D-tocopherol by both tert-butoxy 

radical and 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH∙) does not influence the ratio of both reaction rates in 

almost every solvent that has been tested, which is depicted in Figure 2-16. This observation is especially 

surprising, since for the same radicals, the reaction rate in the same solvent differs by over a factor of 

106. The deviation in behavior is thought to be linked to diffusion limitations which are not negligible, 

as known for the reaction with tert-butyl alcohol. Furthermore, it was observed that a solvent with a 

more basicity character, i.e. higher   value, results in a decreased reaction rate of the hydrogen 

abstraction.  

 

Figure 2-16: The solvent effect on hydrogen abstraction from -tocopherol (TOH) by radical from 2,2-diphenyl-1-

picrylhydrazyl (DPPH, x-axis) or tert-butyl alcohol (BO, y-axis). Each point represents another solvent [6]. 

In solvents with both high dielectric constant and basicity, a different behavior is observed, which was 

discovered in a study of the reaction between trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-

carboxylic acid) and Cl3COO. In these solvents, a mechanistic shift from hydrogen abstraction to 

electron transfer takes place. This electron transfer mechanism can also be accompanied by a solvent-

assisted proton loss, which is also known as a sequential proton loss electron transfer (SPLET): 
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ὅὰ ὅὕὕ ∙  + ὃὙὕὌ → ὅὰ ὅὕὕ + ὃὙὕ ∙ +Ὄ  

ὅὰ ὅὕὕ ∙  + ὃὙὕὌ + Ὓ →  ὅὰ ὅὕ + ὃὙὕ ∙  +ὛὌ  

Thus, the electron transfer mechanism can account for rates which are higher than the rate one might 

expect by simply correlating rate with one solvent property. This same mechanism of fast electron 

transfer was also discovered between phenols and DPPH. While hydrogen atom transfer was dominant 

in nonpolar solvents most of the time, electron transfer still occurred if the radical was strongly 

oxidizing, as is the case for the Cl3COO-radical. Reactions proceeding via the electron transfer 

mechanism should in general be faster in polar solvents. Another mechanism which has been observed 

in liquid-phase systems is proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET), where an electron and proton are 

transferred simultaneously but between different sets of orbitals. This mechanism differs from SPLET, 

as the electron and proton are transferred in a single elementary step rather than sequentially.  

 

Figure 2-17: Example of the PCET mechanism for the hydrogen abstraction reaction between ascorbate and TEMPO 

radical [125]. 

From previous research results, it has generally been understood that solvent effects on hydrogen 

abstraction reactions are significant when looking at O-H bond abstraction, primarily because of the O-

H bond’s ability to participate in hydrogen bonding networks, but that the effect on C-H bond abstraction 

is less pronounced. Thus, the nature of the abstracting species has a large effect on the reaction rate in 

solvents. Moreover, it is still hypothesized that the reaction of a non-polar hydrogen donor and a non-

polar abstracting radical will have little solvent effect. 

2.6.5. Example 2: E-scission 

Also, the E-scission, i.e. the reverse reaction of radical addition to multiple bond, has been studied in a 

solvent. The E-scission of tert-butoxyl radicals was investigated by Weber and Fischer [126] using spin 

resonance to measure the corresponding reaction rates. They found that at lower temperature, i.e. around 
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300 K, the rates in solution were at least ten times larger than in the gas phase. This observation is 

explained by the transition state effect, where the transition state is more polar than the radical and is 

thus stabilized by interactions with polar and polarizable solvents. Moreover, the reaction of cumyloxyl 

radicals using laser flash photolysis also showed a rate increase with increasing solvent polarity, which 

was generally observed for alkyloxyl radicals. The Dimroth-Reichardt parameter (ET) correlates well 

with the increase in rate. This parameter is a representation for the charge-transfer absorption of the 

solvent in pyridinium N-phenolbetaine and serves as a different measure for solvent polarity instead of 

the commonly used dielectric constant. For example, methyl formamide has an extremely high dielectric 

constant, but the polarity is similar to methanol which is characterized by its ET value. 

 

Figure 2-18: -scission rates correlate with the Dimroth-Reichardt parameter ET [127]. 

As general conclusion from the studies it follows that the rates of E-scission reactions increase with 

some measure of solvent polarity, e.g. ET. However, since only reactions with cumyloxyl and alkyloxyl 

radicals have been investigated, and mostly performed in water, acetonitrile or mixtures of both, it is 

perhaps dangerous to generalize the kinetic solvent effects for the entire reaction family. 

2.6.6.  Example 3: Hydrolysis of formamide 

The hydrolysis of formamide has been studied by Almerindo and Pliego [128] with ab initio calculations 

and with the PCM solvation model. In the quantum mechanical calculations, 1 to 4 explicit water 

molecules were considered, and both a stepwise with tetrahedral intermediate formation and a concerted 

mechanism was investigated, as indicated in Figure 2-19. Additionally, the level of theory used for the 

calculations had a large effect on the barriers. 

For the stepwise mechanism with only one water molecule, the activation free energy barrier increased 

by 19.2 kJ mol-1 from 211.5 kJ mol-1 in the gas phase to 230.7 kJ mol-1 in the liquid phase. Calculations 

were performed at MP2 and CCSD(T) levels of theory with basis sets 6-31G(d) and 6-311+G(2df,2p). 

The stepwise mechanism with two water molecules, i.e. the catalyzed case, has in the gas phase an 

activation free energy of 177.7 kJ mol-1 and in the liquid phase, by taking the solvation into account, an 
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activation free energy of 223.6 kJ mol-1. However, differently than the first transition state, the level of 

theory does highly influence the calculated activation energy, i.e. differences of 33 kJ mol-1 were 

calculated (with 65.6 kJ mol-1 at MP2/6-31G(d) level compared to 99.5 kJ mol-1 at CCSD(T)/6- 

311+G(2df,2p) level). Adding additional water molecules to the transition state resulted in an increase 

of the activation energy due to the system which becomes entropically unfavorable.  

 

Figure 2-19: Figure 19: Mechanisms for the hydrolysis of formamide. (a) Stepwise, one water molecule; (b) Stepwise, 

two-water catalyzed; (c) Concerted, one water molecule, (d) Concerted, two-water catalyzed [128]. 

The study of the concerted case was limited to the case with two water molecules. For the catalyzed 

reaction, indicated in Figure 19 (d), in the gas phase the activation free energy amounted to 

216.9 kJ mol- 1 and in the liquid phase it amounted to 227.8 kJ mol-1. The activation energy for the 

concerted mechanism only increased by 26.8 kJ mol-1, indicating that the transition state is more 

stabilized by the solvent than in the stepwise mechanism. Also, in this case it was observed that the 

activation energy highly depends upon the level of theory considered, with values differing 45.6 kJ mol-
 

1
 

(94.9 kJ mol-1
 at MP2/6-31G(d) level and 140.4 kJ mol-1

 at CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,2p) level).  
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2.7. Conclusion 

The present literature study has focused on kinetic modelling of processes in the liquid phase. The 

presence of a liquid phase cannot simply be neglected for modelling purposes. First, the optimal 

configurational geometry of molecules is highly influenced by the presence of a solvent, especially the 

polarity of the solvent molecules is of importance. Moreover, several examples have proven that kinetics 

and thermochemistry can be drastically influenced by the presence of a liquid phase. Differences in 

reaction rates between gas and liquid phase with a factor thousand are not an exception. The reactants, 

transition states and products all have a change in Gibbs free energy due to solvation which directly 

reflects in the corresponding reaction rate coefficients and equilibrium coefficients. An appropriate 

determination of the Gibbs free energy of solvation is thus crucial. Therefore, several solvation models 

have been developed to be able to predict the effect of the liquid phase. 

Solvation models are classified in empirical methods and ab initio, i.e. first-principles, based methods. 

As empirical method the Abraham equation is well suited for potential extension of Genesys to account 

for the presence of a liquid phase. This linear free-energy relationship makes use of solvent and solute 

descriptors, which are related to physical properties of the species, e.g. the hydrogen bond donor and 

acceptor capacity. The corresponding descriptors are obtained by experimental data for a huge set of 

solvents and solutes, which have been regressed with the Abraham model. Temperature dependency of 

the Gibbs free energy of solvation can be taken into account be an extension of the model which allows 

prediction of the enthalpy of solvation by Mintz theory. Another extension is the use of Platts fragments 

for estimation of unknown solute descriptors for species based on the molecular structure, a 

methodology similar to group additivity theory. Drawback is the lack of data for radicals and also 

peroxide linkages are missing. This low computational cost method allows a fast estimation of the Gibbs 

free energy of solvation with a RMS of 10 to 20 kJ mol-1 (depending on the source and validation set 

used) which is still reasonable for the purpose of automatic microkinetic model generation. However, 

more computational expensive calculations are required to obtain more accurate results. 

A lot of theoretical, so-called ab initio or first principle, methods have been developed based on quantum 

mechanical theory, molecular mechanics theory or a combination of both theories. A first category 

which is extremely popular are the continuum solvation models, in which the solvent is represented by 

a continuum with given properties rather than individual molecules. Important solvation models which 

are well-known in literature are the solvation models (SMx) developed by Truhlar and Cramer and 

COSMO-RS developed by Klamt. Although that the SMx model is classified under the category of ab 

initio methods, it still required experimental input for regression of several model parameters, therefore 

the term semi-empirical quantum mechanical solvation model may be more correct. A second group of 

models are the so-called discrete solvation models in which all molecules are treated separately (both 
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solvent and solute) after which statistical averaging is applied, with for example Monte Carlo techniques, 

to obtain physical meaningful properties. Due to the increased molecular detail, these problems are 

mostly solved at a lower level of theory, i.e. solving force fields by using molecular mechanics instead 

of quantum mechanical theory. Moreover, there are also techniques which combine both quantum 

mechanical and molecular mechanics techniques, e.g. by solving the solute descriptors with high-level 

quantum mechanical theory and the solvent molecules with molecular mechanics. For the more sensitive 

reactions, i.e. reactions requiring a higher accuracy, it seems most interesting to use the continuum 

solvation models such as COSMO-RS for which the computational effort remains limited and higher 

accuracies are reached than the Abraham method. In addition, the laboratory has already gained 

experience with the COSMOtherm software, which is used for these calculations.  

Generally spoken, small and simple species with functionalities adequately represented in training sets, 

all solvation methods can predict the solvation free energy within about 4.2 kJ mol-1, and nowadays 

some within 2.1 kJ mol-1. Though, using inappropriate settings or estimating properties for larger 

molecules, these same methods can give quite poor results. The computational effort however, varies 

from milliseconds for e.g. the Platts and Abraham LSER, to hundreds of CPU-hours for e.g. the discrete 

solvent QM/MM. Typically the more expensive methods will give much more information as outcome 

than just solvation energies, such as activity coefficients, surface charge densities and optimized 

geometries. A quick method such as Platts may be a reasonable choice for applications like predictive 

kinetics where one needs to estimate free energies for hundreds or thousands of small species.  

For bigger molecules with multiple functional groups, such as pesticides, the method accuracy decreases 

to around 12-16 kJ mol-1 and the empirical methods start to fail. Accuracies get even worse for larger 

molecules. Ions are most difficult to estimate, and the errors are rarely below 16 kJ mol-1. As general 

remark stated in multiple publications found in the open literature, a plea for more, accurate, 

experimental data to test the theoretical methods is made. A lot of the data in the discussed blind 

challenges have estimation uncertainties of about 8 kJ mol-1, which is the same order of magnitude as 

the errors in the predicted solvation free energies. 

When considering processes in a liquid phase, new phenomena appear which can be safely neglected in 

the gas phase, but which have to be taken into account for kinetic modelling of liquid-phase systems. 

An important transport phenomenon is the appearance of diffusion limitations e.g. by the appearance of 

a solvent cage. When the reaction is diffusion-limited accurately knowing the intrinsic kinetics is of 

minor importance and the prediction of diffusion rates becomes more important. Extension of Genesys 

to account for diffusion limitations will thus also be necessary by e.g. the Stokes-Einstein equation, to 

model the apparent kinetics. 
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With the given time-frame of the thesis taken into account, the empirical method of Abraham seems the 

best option to make the transition from a gas-phase model to a liquid-phase model for the oxidation of 

cyclohexane. Experimental descriptors are available for the main components of interest, i.e. as solvent 

cyclohexane and as solutes cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone, and Platts fragments can be used for 

unknown species, although that an important functionality, i.e. the peroxide linkages, and data for 

radicals are missing. 
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3.1. Genesys: automatic microkinetic model generator 

Genesys is an automatic microkinetic model builder of which the development has started in 2012 in 

the Laboratory for Chemical Technology (LCT) at Ghent University. The code is developed to generate 

microkinetic models for important gas-phase free radical processes, covering the important pyrolysis 

and oxidation processes. Genesys is written in the programming language JAVA and is integrated with 

the open-source chemo-informatics library “Chemical Development Kit” (CDK) [1-4] for internal 

representation of the species by a weighted graph. The latter representation allows a general usage of 

Genesys regardless of the involved chemical elements and chemistry. Moreover, with CDK come a lot 

of different algorithms used in Genesys, e.g. the conversion of SMILES [5] and InChI [6] identifiers to 

the internal representation, graph isomorphism, subgraph recognition with SMARTS, etc. 

3.1.1. User-defined input 

Before generating a microkinetic model, the initial pool of reactants must be specified in an input file in 

either InChI or SMILES notation. Furthermore, a second file is required which defines all the reaction 

families which are to be considered in the reaction network. Many kinetic model generators rely on the 

concept of reaction families [7]. Each reaction family, either unimolecular or in the presence of another 

species, represents a particular type of elementary chemical reaction. Besides defining the structural 

requirements of the reactants and the reactive moiety, the reaction family also specifies the atom 

rearrangements occurring, by elementary transformations, when proceeding from the reactants to the 

products. To automatically generate the complete reaction network, a species must be checked whether 

the molecular structure of the species meets the requirements for a certain reaction family. Therefore, a 

subgraph recognition query is performed which checks if the molecular structure, defined by a SMARTS 

identifier, is present in a certain species. SMARTS form also an important instrument used for the 

thermodynamic properties calculation scheme discussed later. When a species is eligible for a certain 

reaction family, the reaction recipe, which defines the associated elementary transformations, is 

executed, e.g. bond formation and breakage. After the execution of the recipe, product species are 

formed, which can subsequently be subjected to a reaction family themselves giving birth to second-

generation, third-generation, and so on products. The kinetic model generation iteratively continues until 

the reaction network is considered complete by user-defined criteria.  

Reaction families are defined with an Extendable Markup Language (XML) input file. One reaction 

family starts with defining the name and mentioning whether or not the reaction family considers a 

unimolecular or bimolecular reaction. An example of the molecular rearrangements and the reaction 

family template is depicted in Figure 3-1 for the hydrogen abstraction reaction by molecular oxygen on 

a secondary carbon atom. Next follow three elements which have to be defined for every reaction family: 
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1. A recipe, which defines the molecular rearrangement which is to be carried out when the 

elementary reaction is executed with certain reactants. Examples of such transformations are 

breaking and forming of bonds (BREAK_BOND or FORM_BOND), losing or gaining a 

radical (LOSE_RADICAL or GAIN_RADICAL), etc. A series of elementary transformations 

that are representative for the hydrogen abstraction on a secondary carbon atom by molecular 

oxygen are visible in the global scheme in Figure 3-1, together with the associated code in 

frame number 1. 

2. A description of the reactant in SMARTS language, this defines the specific molecular 

structure in the reactants required to execute the reaction family. Thereafter follows the 

definition of the reactive centers in the reacting molecule which allows the code to apply the 

recipe to the defined atoms. Therefore, each reactive center, i.e. an atom, in the reactants 

related to the elementary transformation is given a symbol which is used in the recipe. Both 

unimolecular and bimolecular reactions are possible. In case of bimolecular reactions, two 

reactants have to be defined. Constraints can be defined on the reacting species to limit the 

reaction network e.g. only molecules with less than 2 oxygen atoms or with at most one single 

bond are allowed to react in the specified reaction family. It is also possible to set constraints 

in the SMARTS language on the atoms of the reactant. The latter is for example applied for 

reactions where the difference is made between primary, secondary and tertiary carbon atoms 

by putting constraints on the number of hydrogen atoms connected to an atom. With the code 

framed and indicated with number 2 in Figure 3-1, the two reacting molecules and the 

associated reactive centers are defined via SMARTS, i.e. both oxygen atoms from molecular 

oxygen, a secondary carbon atom and an attached hydrogen atom. One constraint is set on the 

carbon reactive center, that it should be a secondary carbon atom, i.e. having two hydrogen 

neighbors, and one constraint is set on the associated molecule that it cannot already contain 

a radical, i.e. the number of single electrons should equal zero to be eligible. 

3. A kinetic method and associated input parameters which must be used to calculate the kinetic 

parameters for all reactions of the reaction family. Several options are included in Genesys, 

for example a(n) (modified) Arrhenius relationship, rate rules, group additivity theory and 

on-the-fly ab initio calculations. Each option requires different input, e.g. the Arrhenius 

relationship requires the corresponding Arrhenius parameters and group additivity theory 

requires a reference to the database where the group additive values can be found. For 

example, the code in frame number 3 in Figure 3-1 indicates that the kinetics are calculated 

via a rate rule with specified modified Arrhenius parameters for all of the reactions generated 

by this reaction family. 
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Optionally, the reaction family file can be ended with constraints on the products formed. For 

example, a maximum amount of heavy atoms or double bonds, a minimal amount of carbon atoms, 

or limitations on the presence of certain molecular structures. 

 
 

  

Figure 3-1: Example of the structural rearrangements defined for the hydrogen abstraction by molecular oxygen on a 
secondary carbon atom and the associated reaction family template, (1) is the recipe, (2) the reactant specification and 

(3) the methodology to calculate the reaction rate, letters above the atoms refer to the recipe.  
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3.1.2. Termination criteria 

Automatically generated models can easily attain thousands of reactions by carrying out reaction 

families, it is therefore important to include termination criteria. These criteria or rules determine when 

to stop the generation of new reactants and thereby excludes species which do not significantly affect 

the kinetic model. The latter allows one to attain a manageable size of the microkinetic model to perform 

simulations which still contains the essential chemistry. The user-defined input of termination criteria 

remains a challenging and crucial task for automatic generated models which is highly influenced by 

the user’s experience [8]. Three types of termination criteria exist, these are the so-called rank-based, 

rule-based and rate-based criteria. The latter two termination criteria are implemented in Genesys.  

The rate-based approach requires no user-based knowledge or rules of the chemistry since on-the-fly 

reactor simulations are carried out to include the essential chemistry [9, 10], for example with the 

software package CHEMKIN. All possible products are generated originating from the initial pool of 

reactants. However, the products are only added to the reaction mechanism if the calculated rate of 

production is higher than a pre-defined threshold. The main drawback is that the generated kinetic model 

and the inclusion of species is highly dependent on the thermodynamic and kinetic properties. Inaccurate 

thermodynamics and kinetics result in the inclusion of different species and reactions in the kinetic 

model as the reactor simulations result in different rates of production. Other drawbacks are a higher 

computational cost and that the microkinetic model only applies for certain reactor conditions, e.g. steam 

cracking of ethane will not include isobutane, this model can hence not be applied for isobutane steam 

cracking purposes. 

The rule-based approach is the method of choice for model generation in this master dissertation. It 

requires chemical knowledge of the user to decide whether or not a certain reacting species can undergo 

the structural rearrangement defined by a reaction family. Constraints can be defined in multiple 

manners, i.e. on the reaction family, on the reactants of a reaction family and on the products formed 

during reaction network generation. The latter kind of constraint makes it possible to restrict product 

species which do not meet these constraints from the kinetic model. Examples of constraints are 

limitations on the number of heavy atoms, i.e. the number of atoms except hydrogen atoms in a 

molecule, the number of certain atoms, e.g. carbon or oxygen atoms, the number of double bonds, the 

presence or amount of certain molecular structures, e.g. hydroxyl or carbonyl groups, limitations on the 

smallest ring count, etc. Similarly, the same kind of constraints can be set on each individual reactant of 

a reaction family. Examples of both reaction family and product constraints, which can highly influence 

the generated reaction network, can be found in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2: Examples of a reaction family constraint and several product constraints. 

3.1.3. Reaction generation 

The reaction network is created by iterating over the available reactant species and the possible reaction 

families as defined in the input files. A schematic representation of the reaction network generation 

algorithm is depicted in Figure 3-3. 

 

Figure 3-3: Schematic representation of the reaction network generation algorithm. 
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The reaction network generation starts by reading all species defined with an InChI or SMILES molecule 

identifier from the input file. A molecule identifier is a textual identifier for chemical substances, 

designed to provide a standard way to encode molecular structural information and to facilitate the 

search for such information in databases and in the open literature. The initial species are added to the 

pool of source species, which are species which have not yet reacted. Subsequently one species is taken 

from this pool and it is checked whether the species is eligible to undergo one or multiple of the defined 

reaction families. Meanwhile the species is removed from the source species pool and placed in the core 

species pool, which contains the species which have already reacted. After all eligible reaction families 

have been carried out, newly formed species are checked whether they are already present in the source 

or core species pool. Newly formed species are added to the source species pool. For a bimolecular 

reaction, the second reacting species eligible to execute the reaction are searched for in the pool of core 

species. The listed procedure is iterated until the source pool is empty. 

3.1.4. Assigning thermodynamic properties 

When the reaction network generation has finished, it is important to assign accurate thermodynamic 

properties, i.e. the enthalpy of formation (∆ Ὄ(Ὕ)), the total entropy (Ὓ(Ὕ)) and heat capacities (ὅ (Ὕ) 

at constant pressure), to all species. The latter are important for amongst others calculation of 

equilibrium coefficients and the enthalpy of reaction. The assigned thermodynamic parameters are 

reported by Genesys in NASA polynomial format [11] which describes the temperature dependency of 

all parameters as a function of a 14 coefficient polynomial, cf. equations (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3). 

ὅ (Ὕ)
Ὑ

= ὥ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ  (3-1) 

∆ Ὄ(Ὕ)
Ὑ

= ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ ∙ Ὕ + ὥ  (3-2) 

Ὓ(Ὕ)
Ὑ

= ὥ ∙ ln(Ὕ) + ὥ ∙ Ὕ +
ὥ ∙ Ὕ

2
+

ὥ ∙ Ὕ
3

+
ὥ ∙ Ὕ

4
+ ὥ  (3-3) 

In which ὥ  (with ὼ a number) represents the NASA polynomial coefficient, Ὕ the absolute temperature 

and Ὑ the universal gas constant. Of the 14 coefficients, the first 7 are for the high-temperature range, 

i.e. typically above 1000 K, and the other 7 are for the low-temperature range. The boundary temperature 

to change from region is specified on the first line of the NASA polynomial definition. Care should be 

taken in this region since the polynomial does not always form a continuous function when the transition 

is made.  

A prescribed procedure is followed to assign thermodynamic properties to a species. First, the databases 

are checked whether the parameters are not available from high-level ab initio calculations. If accurate 
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thermodynamic data is lacking for a certain species, a calculation methodology is applied, i.e. Benson 

group additivity theory [12].  

3.1.4.1 Group additivity theory 

The Benson group additivity theory is a calculation scheme to calculate thermodynamic properties 

which assumes that every group from which a molecule is built contributes to the thermodynamic 

properties of that molecule. A group is defined as a polyvalent atom in the molecule together with its 

immediate neighbors. The corresponding contributions, i.e. group additivity values (GAVs), are 

regressed from a dataset of species (the training dataset) of which their thermochemistry is accurately 

known from experiments or high-level ab initio calculations. The in-house developed GAVs are 

regressed solely on ab initio calculations, more specifically on the CBS-QB3 or G4 level of theory. An 

example illustrating the principle of group additivity is depicted in Figure 3-4. The thermodynamic 

properties of 2-methylnonane are calculated based on the sum of the GAVs for a primary, secondary 

and tertiary carbon atom. In this work the GAVs generated by Sabbe et al. [13, 14] for hydrocarbons 

and Paraskevas et al. [15] for oxygenates are used. For alkanes, GAVs agree well with experimental 

values within 2 kJ mol-1 for the enthalpy of formation, with the deviation increasing with increasing size 

of the molecule. The GAVs regressed by Paraskevas predict standard enthalpies of formation, entropies 

and heat capacities with a chemical accuracy of , respectively, 4 kJ mol-1 and 4 J mol-1 K-1 compared to 

ab initio calculations. 

 
Figure 3-4: Principle of group additivity theory, an important calculation method for gas-phase thermochemistry. 

Benson group additivity theory does not only account for the latter introduced GAVs which are the 

primary contributions. Three additional corrections are considered. Ring strain corrections (RSC) 

account for the presence of a ring structure creating strain which is not present in the acyclic 

counterparts. Non-neighbor interactions (NNI) consider interactions, which can appear between 

intermolecular fragments which are not directly bonded to each other, an example are gauche and eclipse 

interactions. And finally, resonance corrections (RES) account for the stabilization resulting from 

electron interactions in a molecule. The thermodynamic properties are accordingly calculated from 

equation (3-4). 
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ὅ (Ὕ)
∆ Ὄ(Ὕ)
Ὓ (Ὕ)

= Ὃὃὠ(ὢ ) + ὙὛὅ + ὔὔὍ + ὙὉὛ  (3-4) 

The heat capacity is calculated at seven different temperatures (300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000 and 

1500 K) and the enthalpy of formation and entropy are both calculated at 298 K. Moreover, the entropy 

calculated with GAVs still has to be corrected for the molecular symmetry in the molecule by 

equation (3-5). 

Ὓ(Ὕ) = Ὓ (Ὕ) − Ὑ ∙ ὰὲ
„

ὲ
 (3-5) 

In which „ resembles the total symmetry number and ὲ  the number of optical isomers. The total 

symmetry number is the number of identical configurations obtained by rotating the molecule around 

internal symmetry axes as well as rotations around internal bonds. Optical isomers are defined as species 

with the same molecular structure but being non-superimposable, e.g. by the presence of a chiral center 

Both „ and ὲ  can be calculated automatically by Genesys using the concept of graph automorphism 

and stereoisomer enumeration and do not require a three-dimensional representation of the molecule. 

Automatically calculated symmetry numbers comply with the expected value in almost 90 % of the 

time, in 96 % of the time the symmetry number deviates from the expected value with only a factor of 

2 or less [16]. The Benson group additivity scheme applies well for implementation in computer codes 

and is therefore an excellent approach to quickly calculate thermodynamic properties in case of lacking 

data. However, the accuracy and applicability of Benson group additivity theory is dependent on the 

availability of GAVs, which are for acyclic hydrocarbons readily available. If it is not possible to assign 

a value to every non-hydrogen atom, no thermodynamic properties are calculated and another approach 

should be applied, e.g. high-level ab initio calculations. 

 For the calculation of thermodynamic properties for radicals, other GAVs have been regressed which 

contain contributions for radical centered atoms. An alternative approach that can be used is introduced 

by Lay et al. [17] , i.e. the hydrogen bond increment (HBI) method. The latter calculates the 

thermochemistry of a radicular species Ὑ• as the sum of the GAVs of the associated species Ὑ − Ὄ to 

which a contribution is added for the missing hydrogen atom. 

3.1.4.2 Group additivity algorithm 

The structural fragments of the different groups in SMARTS with the associated GAVs are stored in 

databases. To calculate thermodynamic properties via the algorithm, it starts with the input of a species 

in InChI or SMILES format, as indicated in Figure 3-5. Before calculating the thermodynamic properties 

with the group additivity scheme, it is first checked if the species is not yet available in the high-level 
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ab initio databases of Genesys. When present, the thermodynamic properties found in the database are 

assigned to the species. If the species are unavailable in the database, the thermodynamic properties are 

calculated via the GAV algorithm. To start the algorithm, the species is read and a check is made if 

every non-hydrogen atom has contributed to the thermodynamic property assignment or if the database 

has run through, since it is a new species none of the atoms has been visited yet and the database has 

not been run through. Subsequently, the SMARTS of one structural fragment is taken from the database. 

A matching SMARTS query is performed by CDK to check if the structural fragment is present in the 

molecule by subgraph recognition. When present, the corresponding atom(s) of the molecule are 

indicated as ‘visited’ and the thermodynamic properties of the species is updated with the values of the 

matched group. This procedure is iterated until all non-hydrogen atoms in the molecule have been visited 

or when the database with GAVs has been completely run through. The different GAVs are checked in 

the order as they are listed in the database. Once a certain molecular group has been matched with the 

SMARTS of a GAV, it is flagged and not searched anymore even if a more specific group can be 

matched. It is therefore important that GAVs are well-defined and that more general GAVs are listed 

last. For radical-centered groups, radical-centered GAVs exist, as well as for groups which have radical 

neighbors. Radicals are characterized by the valency of an atom, e.g. a radical carbon has valency 3, 

which can be indicated via the SMARTS identifier. After the assignment of primary contributions to all 

non-hydrogen atoms in a molecule, the three additional corrections are applied, i.e. RSCs, NNIs and 

RESs. Finally, the intrinsic entropy calculated by GAVs is corrected for symmetry and optical isomers  

 

Figure 3-5: Benson group additivity algorithm implemented in Genesys to assign primary group additivity values to 
candidate species. 
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to acquire a value for the total entropy. A NASA polynomial can be obtained by fitting a smooth curve 

with given format, cf. equations (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3), through the calculated thermodynamic values at 

different temperatures, i.e. 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000 and 1500 K. In case that not all non-hydrogen 

atoms have been visited, the thermodynamic properties cannot be calculated. 

3.1.5. Assigning kinetic parameters 

Besides obtaining thermodynamic properties for the species, it is also important to assign accurate 

kinetic parameters to all reactions present in the reaction network The temperature dependency of 

reaction rate coefficients is typically described by an Arrhenius equation or modified Arrhenius 

equation, written respectively in equations (3-6) and (3-7).  

Ὧ(Ὕ) = ὃ ∙ exp −
Ὁ
ὙὝ

 (3-6) 

Ὧ(Ὕ) = ὃ ∙
Ὕ

1 ὑ
∙ exp −

ὄ
ὙὝ

 (3-7) 

In which Ὧ(Ὕ) is the reaction rate coefficient, ὃ the pre-exponential factor and Ὁ  the activation energy. 

In the modified Arrhenius expression, B is representative for the activation energy, while the new 

constant A and ὲ, an exponent, account for the temperature dependency of  the pre-exponential factor 

from the simple Arrhenius expression. Genesys typically expresses reaction rate coefficients in the units 

(mol m-3)m s-1, with m depending on the reaction order and equal to 0 for unimolecular, -1 for bimolecular 

reactions, etc. 

Several options are available to assign values to the Arrhenius parameters for a certain elementary 

reaction, these include performing experiments or regression to experimental data, performing ab initio 

calculations or applying reactivity-based calculation methods. Ab initio determined parameters, mostly 

at the CBS-QB3 level of theory, are stored in databases and are searched before applying calculation 

methods. Similarly to the Benson method for calculation of thermodynamic data for unknown species, 

a group additivity method can be applied for the calculation of reaction rate coefficients as proposed by 

Saeys et al. [18]. The latter assumes that the reaction rate coefficient is determined by the moiety of the 

reactive center rather than the molecule in its entirety. A new formula for the Arrhenius expression was 

introduced by Saeys et al. which is used to calculate the reaction rate via GAVs, cf. equation (3-8) with 

ὃ and Ὁ  the single-event kinetic parameters calculated by GAVs.  

Ὧ(Ὕ) = ὲ ‖ὃ exp −
Ὁ
ὙὝ

 (3-8) 
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A reference reaction is considered with reference values for log ὃ and E  whereby GAVs are summed 

up to account for the different neighbors compared to the reference reaction, as written in equations 

(3-9) and (3-10).  

log ὃ = log ὃ + ∆Ὃὃὠ° (ὢ ) (3-9) 

Ὁ = Ὁ , + ∆Ὃὃὠ° (ὢ ) (3-10) 

With ∆Ὃὃὠ°  and ∆Ὃὃὠ°  the group additive values of a group within the reactive center for 

calculation of the pre-exponential factor and activation energy respectively. ‖ is the tunneling coefficient 

which accounts for quantum mechanical tunneling of atoms through the reaction barrier, typical values 

at pyrolysis temperatures are close to, but always higher than, 1. An empirical power law is used [19, 

20] which correlates the tunneling coefficient with the temperature and the activation energy in the 

exothermic direction which is a fast and accurate method to obtain adequate values for ‖. These power 

laws are determined from regression of the Eckart tunneling coefficient for several reactions that were 

calculated ab initio. ὲ  represents the number of single events of the reaction, which is often different 

from the number of single events of the reference reaction, and hence needs to be accounted for. Note 

that a variation of the simple Arrhenius expression is used rather than the modified Arrhenius expression. 

The temperature dependency of the pre-exponential is included by different GAVs which are valid in 

different temperature ranges.  

3.1.6. Output and post-processing 

The output of Genesys is written in several files which are human readable. One of the files contains the 

cooresponding microkinetic model which can be directly used for processing in reactor simulation 

software. The latter is written in the CHEMKIN format which is directly usable in the CHEMKIN 

software [21, 22], a commonly known reactor simulation software package. Cantera, other reactor 

simulation software, has a built-in option to convert the CHEMKIN format to a format usable for 

Cantera.  

3.1.6.1 CHEMKIN 

The CHEMKIN and CHEMKIN PRO software tools are used to process the generated microkinetic 

model and perform reactor simulations. CHEMKIN is typically used for gas-phase systems, but can also 

be applied to catalysis and solvation systems.  The main applications are within combustion, e.g. in a 

jet-stirred or tubular reactor, flames, shock tubes etc. The results of reactor simulations with the newly 

developed kinetic model allow comparison of experimental determined data with model predictions and 
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indicate if the model is able to describe experimental trends or not. Moreover, CHEMKIN PRO allows 

the user to visualize the chemical reaction networks and analyze reaction pathways as well as indicating 

the sensitivity of reaction rates on the product formation rates. Besides the kinetic model, also the reactor 

conditions (pressure and temperature), inlet flows and reactor configuration have to be specified. An 

alternative open-source reactor simulation package is Cantera, which has similar functionalities as 

CHEMKIN, but with the possibility to adjust the source code. 

3.1.6.2 The AramcoMech base mechanism 

Over the past years, Genesys has been applied for the construction of microkinetic models for several 

important processes including pyrolysis and oxidation of hydrocarbon and hetero-atomic species. A base 

mechanism for the pyrolysis of small compounds, containing C, H, N, S and O atoms, has thereby been 

constructed at the LCT and is included in Genesys. The usage of a base model is necessary since 

thermodynamic and kinetic data obtained from GAVs are not accurate enough for small species. For a 

lot of small species and reactions between these species in pyrolysis, the kinetic and thermodynamic 

data are included in the high-level ab initio databases of Genesys. In case of combustion, no base 

mechanism is available in Genesys. Moreover, for typical combustion conditions, kinetics of reactions 

between the smallest species are often pressure dependent. This feature is not yet implemented in 

Genesys and highlights the current need for a separate base mechanism when modelling combustion 

reactions.  

When a kinetic model is generated with Genesys, it can subsequently be merged with such a base 

mechanism to introduce the essential chemistry for smaller compounds. As a base mechanism, 

AramcoMech is used, as this is a well validated and updated kinetic model that uses universal species 

identifiers. Several other base mechanisms are available in literature, e.g. GRI [23] and JetSurf [24]. 

The model characterizes the kinetic and thermodynamic properties for a large set of hydrocarbons and 

oxygenates, validated over a wide set of experimental conditions including shock tubes, rapid 

compression machines, jet-stirred and tubular reactors. Three models are freely available: AramcoMech 

1.3 (2013) [25], AramcoMech 2.0 (2016) [26-29] and AramcoMech 3.0 (2018) [30]. The more recent 

models contain more species, up to 8 carbon atoms for AramcoMech 3.0, and associated more reactions. 

The most up-to-date version, AramcoMech 3.0, is only recently published and the required format for 

merging with a Genesys model is not yet available, whereby it will not be used in this work. The kinetic 

model generated by Genesys is in this master dissertation merged with AramcoMech 2.0 before carrying 

out reactor simulations. Future work could encompass merging the developed Genesys model with 

AramcoMech 1.3 and AramcoMech 3.0 to assess the performance of the different versions. Note that 

none of the base models contains cyclohexane or was validated for the oxidation of cyclohexane.  
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When merging, a master kinetic model is defined from which all species and reactions are taken as is; 

from the other mechanism, i.e. the slave mechanism, only the species and reactions which do not appear 

in the master kinetic model are added to the final merged model. AramcoMech is used as master kinetic 

model, as the thermodynamic properties and kinetics for small species and the reactions between these 

species specific to combustion are often not present in the Genesys high-level ab initio databases. 

Moreover, the AramcoMech mechanism is regressed against experiments based on the complete kinetic 

model.  
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3.2. Ab initio calculations 

Accurate thermodynamic and kinetic parameters are a main and essential constituent to obtain a good 

microkinetic model. To obtain these values for several possible reaction pathways, quantum mechanical 

calculations are carried out on the high-performance supercomputer at Ghent University at the CBS-

QB3 [31] level of theory as implemented in Gaussian 16 [32]. The outcome allows determination of 

heat capacities at different temperatures, the standard entropy and the standard enthalpy of formation 

for both reactants, products and transition states and the subsequent calculation of (modified) Arrhenius 

parameters.  

Geometry optimization of transition states and stable products and the search for the lowest energy 

conformer are performed on the B3LYP level of theory with the 3-21G basis set, extended to the 6-

31G(d,p) basis set if required to obtain convergence. Subsequently, the optimized geometry is used for 

calculations at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. For some transition states, intrinsic reaction coordinate 

(IRC) calculations have been carried out to identify the reactants and products when this was not clear 

from the imaginary frequency. For the calculation of thermodynamic properties, most internal modes 

are treated as harmonic oscillators. Modes resembling rotations around a single bond are treated as one-

dimensional internal rotors, as long as the rotational barrier does not exceed 50 kJ mol-1, for reactants, 

products and transition states. When the energy exceeds the latter boundary value, the corresponding 

mode is also represented by a harmonic oscillator. The hindered rotor profiles are scanned in steps of 

10 degrees at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory with relaxed surface scans in which all coordinates, 

except for the dihedral angle which is varied, are re-optimized at each scanned angle. These hindered 

rotor profiles additionally served as an indication that the lowest energy conformer was found.  

The Fourier series expansion of the hindered rotor profile together with the reduced moment of inertia 

calculated at the I(2,3) level, as defined by East and Radom [33], are used to construct the time-

independent Schrödinger equation for the one-dimensional internal rotation. The eigenvalues of the 

solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation are used to determine the partition function as a 

function of temperature. The total partition function describes the statistical properties of the 

thermodynamic system in equilibrium and consists out of contributions for the translational, rotational, 

vibrational and electronic partition function, cf. equation (3-11). 

ή = ή ή ή ή  (3-11) 

The standard thermodynamic formulas from statistical physics are then applied to obtain enthalpies, 

intrinsic entropies and heat capacities as a function of temperature, cf. equations (3-12), (3-13) and 

(3-14). To calculate the enthalpy of formation at standard conditions, i.e. ∆ Ὄ°, the atomization method 

is applied. 
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Ὄ(Ὕ) = ὙὝ
ὰὲ ή (Ὕ) 

Ὕ
+ ὙὝ (3-12) 

Ὓ(Ὕ) = Ὑ 1 + ln
ή (Ὕ)

ὔ
+ Ὕ

ὰὲ ή (Ὕ) 
Ὕ

 (3-13) 

ὅ (Ὕ) = Ὑ 1 + 2Ὕ
ὰὲ ή (Ὕ) 

Ὕ
+ Ὕ

 ὰὲ ή (Ὕ) 
Ὕ

 (3-14) 

Calculated enthalpies of formation at the CBS-QB3 level of theory are corrected with spin-orbit 

corrections (SOC) and with empirically determined bond additive corrections (BACs) before usage in 

the microkinetic model. The latter corrections result from a systematic error introduced by ab initio 

calculations when these are compared to experimentally obtained enthalpies of formation. BACs employ 

the underlying assumption that the errors in calculated bond energies are constant for each type of bond 

and that these errors are additive. Isodesmic bond additive corrections were introduced by Petersson et 

al. [34] for accurate calculation of thermodynamic parameters by comparing reactants and products from 

isodesmic reactions. An isodesmic reaction conserves the number of bonds of each order between each 

pair of atom types. If the error in the calculated bond energy is constant for each type of bond and is 

additive, then the calculated enthalpy change for an isodesmic reaction would be exact. The latter allows 

the accurate calculation of thermodynamic parameters for one species of an isodesmic reaction if the 

thermodynamics of the other species are known. This concept has been replaced by BACs for which the 

corrections are determined by regression based on comparison of ab initio results with experimental 

data. The uncertainty on the bond energy is therefore replaced by the concept of BACs. Sabbe et al. 

observed a mean absolute deviation (MAD) from experiments of 8.2 kJ mol-1 and 1.3 kJ mol-1 for 

respectively calculations without and with BACs for a set of hydrocarbon species [14]. For transition 

states BACs are not defined, as no experimental data is available, and thus the enthalpies of formation 

for stable species and transition states, used for construction of the potential energy surface, are not 

corrected with SOCs or BACs. The same is valid for the determination of kinetic parameters. The used 

BAC corrections for the structural bonds in this master dissertation are not those as implemented in 

Genesys, as these are not yet optimized, but those listed in Table 3-1. 

After determination of the partition functions to determine thermodynamic properties, the reaction rate 

coefficients for elementary reactions are calculated via the transition state theory (TST) [35]. The 

transition state theory assumes that there exists a first order saddle point, i.e. the transition state, which 

divides the phase space in a reactant and product region. To carry out a reaction, the reactants have to 

follow a trajectory along the reaction coordinate which passes via the transition state to the products 

over the PES. The transition state is identified as the point with the highest energy on the minimum 

energy path and is characterized by one imaginary frequency. TST assumes a chemical equilibrium 
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Table 3-1: Structural bonds and corresponding BAC values. 

Structural bond BAC Value 

C − H -0.188 

C − C -0.003  

C = C -0.476  

C ≡ C -0.558  

c − c -0.045 (aromatic) 

C − O 1.178 

C = O 0.099 

O − H -0.180 

O − O 1.003 

between the reactants and the transition state. The latter allows the calculation of the reaction rate 

coefficients with information of only two points on the PES, i.e. of the stable reactant species and the 

transition state. Equation (3-15) can be used for calculation of the reaction rate coefficient. 

Ὧ(Ὕ) =
Ὧ Ὕ

ℎ
ὙὝ
ὖ

∆‡

exp −
∆‡Ὄ − Ὕ∆‡Ὓ

Ὧ Ὕ
  (3-15) 

In which Ὧ  is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, ℎ Planck’s constant, R the gas 

constant, P the pressure, ∆‡ὲ the change in number of molecules upon formation of the transition state, 

∆‡Ὄ the standard enthalpy of activation and ∆‡Ὓ the standard activation entropy. Both the energy and 

partition function of the transition state are obtained by computational chemistry methods. 

To end the part on ab initio calculations a remark is made concerning the different configurations 

possible when working with substituted cyclic species. Considering cyclohexane, two orientations are 

possible of the hydrogen atoms or substituents on the cyclohexane ring, i.e. equatorial and axial, as 

indicated in Figure 3-6.  

 

Figure 3-6: Equatorial (blue) and Axial (red) positioned hydrogen atoms for the chair conformer of cyclohexane. 
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Different energies and accompanied different reactivities are expected for equatorial and axial 

substituents due to steric hindrance. These differences are not accounted for in a similar manner as open-

chain molecules, where the different conformers are accounted for by a one-dimensional hindered rotor 

approximation. A similar approach would require accounting for flipping of the cyclic structure from 

the chair conformer, to the boat conformer and back to the chair conformer. However, as this approach 

is very complex, no algorithm is available and the difference in energy between axial and equatorial 

substituents are often omitted in literature. In this master disstertation, in most cases the energy and 

reactivity of both the axial and equatorial conformer are accounted for and compared. For example, 

hydrogen abstraction reactions from cyclohexane are calculated for an axial and equatorial hydrogen 

atom. Also for the case of substituted cyclohexane present during the low temperature oxidation 

channels of cyclohexane, both conformers are accounted for. The differences in energy are discussed in 

the following chapter.  

In the final kinetic model however, both conformers are lumped and the respective entropy is the one 

calculated for the lowest energy conformer, corrected by Rln(2), cf. equation (3-5), to account for the 

lumping of both conformers. Similar, for reactions, both transition states are lumped and the fastest 

reaction is multiplied by a factor of 2. 
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3.3. Conclusions 

In this methodology Chapter, the automatic kinetic model generator developed at the Laboratory for 

Chemical Technology, i.e. Genesys, has been introduced. A second part covered the procedures 

followed to carry out and post-process the results of high-level ab initio calculations. 

Genesys requires as input the initial pool of reactants and a reaction family file which contains all the 

elementary reactions which are considered in the generated reaction network. Termination criteria are 

applied to limit the size of the reaction network while maintaining the essential chemistry. Another 

crucial aspect is the assignment of accurate thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, which can be 

searched in a database or can be calculated via calculations schemes such as the Benson group additivity 

theory. Ab initio calculations can be performed if the latter methods are not sufficient. To obtain the 

final developed model, it is first merged with a base mechanism before reactor simulations are done to 

include the detailed chemical reactivity of small compounds which are not present in Genesys. 

In order to obtain accurate values for the thermodynamic properties of species and (modified) Arrhenius 

parameters for chemical reactions, ab initio calculations have been carried out. Therefore, first a 

geometry optimization is performed on the CBS-QB3 level of theory followed by hindered internal rotor 

calculations. Conformational search is employed to obtain the lowest energy conformer of species and 

transition states. Post-processing of these results is performed automatically by Genesys via the 

conventional theories derived in statistical physics, e.g. transition state theory. Care should be taken with 

the outcome, i.e. symmetry numbers, number of single events, etc. should be verified as these are not 

always correctly calculated via the computer algorithms. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Cyclic components, so-called naphthenes, form a significant fraction of energy fuels, up to 3-10% of 

gasoline and up to 35% of diesel fuels [1, 2]. Since it is impossible to study the chemical reactivity of 

all compounds present in energy fuels, it is more typical to use a reference component to represent a 

certain mixture, e.g. iso-octane and n-dodecane for diesel fuels and typically cyclohexane for naphthenes 

[3]. Moreover, cycloalkanes are key components for the formation of unwanted aromatic species. 

Therefore, knowledge about the fundamental chemistry of the cyclohexane oxidation with a detailed 

microkinetic model allows optimization of the oxidation conditions, e.g. maximal heat production with 

minimal carbon monoxide and other byproducts formation. In this master dissertation, the microkinetic 

model will be used for other purposes, namely to gather insight concerning the elementary chemistry 

between cyclohexane and molecular oxygen. In addition, several elements of the gas-phase model will 

be reused for the development of a liquid-phase model, especially since literature indicates that in the 

low temperature gas-phase oxidation zone similar reactions occur as during the liquid-phase oxidation. 

In this chapter, a microkinetic model is developed which gathers insight in the product formation 

pathways and the rate in which products are formed. The latter allows prediction of conversion rates and 

product yields for a variety of reaction conditions, e.g. temperature, pressure, reactor length for tubular 

reactors, residence time for CSTRs, etc. Detailed kinetic models however require the inclusion of a lot 

of compounds and associated a lot of possible reactions which makes the manual construction of it 

sometimes impossible and certainly error-prone. Genesys will be used to construct the microkinetic 

model solely based on elementary reactions taking place during the gas-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. 

As described in literature, the elementary steps included in models for the oxidation of cyclic alkanes 

are similar to those describing the oxidation of acyclic alkanes [4], which are used as inspiration source. 

The model will eventually be validated which will confirm the well-functioning of the automatic kinetic 

model generation framework for the gas phase.  

First, in the literature it is searched which experimental and modelling work has already been performed 

concerning the gas-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. The developed kinetic model can be compared with 

other models proposed to investigate the performance. Moreover, experimental data obtained from 

literature is used to validate the model. 

Kinetic model development via Genesys requires defining the different elementary reactions which are 

considered in the reaction network via a reaction family input file. Furthermore, assignment of kinetic 

and thermodynamic parameters for the species and reactions is required via group additivity calculation 

schemes or ab initio calculations. A potential energy surface is made for the important reaction 

intermediates. 
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The final model is compared with the models described in literature and the agreement of model 

predictions with experimental measurements is used to validate the performance. Moreover, the most 

important reaction pathways can be tracked associated with the main product formation rates. 

During this chapter a convention is adapted to indicate the position of radicals and substituents on the 

six-ring. The main functional group, which will be clear from the context, is attached to the 0-labelled 

carbon-atom and counting is started there. The neighbor carbon-atoms are labelled 1, their neighbors 

are labelled 2 and the final carbon atom is labelled 3, as indicated in Figure 4-1. Molecules containing 

double bonds are labelled with the two numbers of the carbon atoms between which the double bond is 

formed. Molecules with three or more substituents are not covered in this chapter. 

 

Figure 4-1: Labelling convention of the carbon atoms with X the main functional group where counting is started. 
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4.2. Published experimental and kinetic modelling studies 

Cyclohexane is an important model compound for naphthenes and is due to its high symmetry easier to 

model than for example cyclopentane or methylcyclohexane. A lot of research has already been 

published in the open literature concerning the oxidation (and pyrolysis) of cyclohexane which is 

covered in this section.  

A low-temperature mechanism to reproduce oxidation experiments with cyclohexane performed in a 

static reactor at 635 K and low pressure, i.e. 6 kPa, with an equivalence ratio of 9 is proposed by Klai 

and Baronnet [5, 6]. However, the latter conditions are rather far off from those observed in actual 

combustion engines. The research group from Orléans developed a high-temperature mechanism to 

model experimental results in a jet-stirred reactor with temperatures ranging from 750K to 1200K, 

pressures from 1 to 10 atm. and equivalence ratios between 0.5 and 1.5 [7, 8]. Moreover, the model was 

validated at higher temperatures, but it is not able to predict the cyclohexane conversion in the negative 

temperature coefficient (NTC) zone at lower temperatures. The latter indicates that important 

elementary reactions are missing to describe the lower temperature chemistry. Combustion chemistry is 

commonly divided in three temperature regimes: the low temperature region with temperatures 

approximately between 300 – 550 K, the NTC region between 550 - 700 K and the high temperature 

typically above 1000 K. In each region different reaction pathways dominate. To obtain a detailed 

kinetic mechanism it is important that reaction pathways for all three regimes are included [9]. The 

initial increase in reactivity in the NTC zone is owing to chain reactions increasing the number of 

radicals. With increasing temperature other reactions take over which do consume radicals and as a 

result no conversion is observed between the NTC zone and the high temperature region. 

More recently Buda et al. [1] have presented a modelling study concerning the oxidation of cyclohexane 

covering the low to intermediate temperature region (650 to 1050 K), including prediction of the 

negative temperature coefficient zone. The model was a reinvestigation of an earlier model developed 

by Granata et al. [10]. EXGAS, an alternative automatic kinetic model generator for Genesys, was used 

to construct the model. EXGAS provides a reaction base for C0-C2 including all reactions for radicals 

and molecules containing less than three carbon atoms as well as a coupled reaction base for C3-C4 

unsaturated hydrocarbons, including formation of benzene. The model was updated by Sirjean and 

coworkers who did modelling work concerning cyclic alkanes [11].  

Silke et al. proposed a detailed mechanism validated against data from Lille [12] and Orléans [7, 8]. A 

potential energy diagram was made based on the thermodynamic properties of the species involved 

which can be used as comparison with the developed energy diagram in this work.  
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The same group of the model of Buda et al., published a newer model which now allows model 

predictions for a temperature range between 500 K and 1100 K also generated with EXGAS [13]. The 

model was validated with experiments performed on a jet-stirred reactor (JSR). The same experimental 

data will be used to validate the model generated with Genesys. The experiments were performed at a 

constant pressure of 1.07 bar, with a residence time of 2 (r 0.04) s, temperatures in the range 500 to 

1100 K, an inlet mole fraction of cyclohexane equal to 0.0067 and equivalence ratios from 0.5, 1 and 2. 

Experimental data is available for multiple reactor configurations including static vessel, shock tube, 

rapid compression machine, jet-stirred reactor and flame reactor (laminar burning, premixed laminar 

flat flame, …) covering a wide range of oxidation conditions. An overview of several experimental 

works is given in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Overview of available research concerning cyclohexane oxidation experiments. 

Reactor  
configuration 

Temperature  
[K] Pressure  

Equivalence 
Ratio [-] Reference 

Static vessel 533-673 0.067-0.13 bar 
Cyclohexane/air  

(1:2 – 2:1) 
Zeelenberg et al. [14] 

Static vessel 503-623 0.027-0.27 bar 
Cyclohexane/O2  

(1:1) 
Bonner et al. [15] 

Static vessel 635 0.047 bar ‰=9.0 Klai et al. [5, 6] 

Static vessel 673-773 0.02 bar 0.9<‰<5.1 Handford et al. [16] 

Shock tube 1300-1500 1.5-5.0 atm ‰=0.5, 1.0 Hong et al. [17] 

Shock tube 850-1380 15-50 atm ‰=0.25, 0.5, 1.0 Daley et al. [18] 

Shock tube 1300-1500 7.3-9.5 atm ‰=0.25, 0.5, 1.0 Sierjean et al. [19] 

Rapid compression machine 600-900 7-14 bar ‰=1.0 Lemaire et al. [12] 

Rapid compression machine 680-910 12-40 bar ‰=0.25, 0.5, 1.0 Vranckx et al. [20] 

Jet-stirred reactor 750-1100 10 atm 0.5<‰<1.5 Voisin et al. [7] 

Jet-stirred reactor 850-1100 1, 2 and 10 atm 0.5<‰<1.5 El Bakali et al. [8] 

Jet-stirred reactor 500-1100 1.07 bar ‰=0.5, 1.0, 2.0 Serinyel et al. [13] 

Laminar burning velocity 353 1, 2, 5 and 10 atm 0.6<‰<1.6 Wu et al. [21] 
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Since cyclohexane is frequently used as surrogate, it has also been introduced in several combustion 

mechanisms for gasoline, diesel and jet fuels. Such models can also be used to compare the developed 

model although they are not specifically made to predict the oxidation of cyclohexane and may thereby 

lack (important) reactions. Especially reactions which form cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol are 

missing since these are of lesser importance during gas-phase oxidation. The models used in this work 

are JetSurf [22], the model developed by the CRECK modelling group under supervision of Ranzi [23] 

and the combustion model developed by the group of Westbrook [24].  
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4.3. Kinetic model construction 

The kinetic model for cyclohexane is developed based on reactions important for the oxidation of acyclic 

alkanes. The latter are defined as elementary reaction families accompanied with kinetic parameters 

from literature (rate rules, Arrhenius parameters, GAVs) and supplemented with data from self-

performed ab initio calculations for the important reaction pathways. Thermodynamic properties are 

assigned via group additivity schemes or self-performed ab initio calculations for the important species. 

The ab initio results are covered in the next section. 

4.3.1. Kinetic model generation with Genesys 

The reaction families used to construct the reaction network are listed up in Table 4-2 including the 

references for kinetic parameters. For the reaction pathways which are considered as important, ab initio 

calculations have been carried out from which the modified Arrhenius parameters have been calculated. 

For the other reactions, rate rules, GAVs or literature data is taken. 

Table 4-2: Overview of the general oxidation reaction families included in the cyclohexane oxidation model including 

references, grouped in bimolecular and unimolecular reactions. 

 

BIMOLECULAR REACTION FAMILIES 

Hydrogen abstraction by oxygen - Initiation reaction 

 
[25, 26] 

Oxygen addition 

 

[25] 

Hydrogen abstraction by •H, HO2•, •OH, RO•, RO2•, alkyl radicals, … 

 

[25, 27-31] 

Hydrogen abstraction next to radical by O2 with alkene formation 

 

[1] 

Addition of O by HO2• 

 
[25] 

H• addition  

 
[32, 33] 
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Several hydrogen abstraction reactions are included with oxygen, hydroxyl, hydroperoxyl, alkyl and 

other radicals. For the kinetics, a distinction is made for abstraction from a primary, secondary or tertiary 

carbon atom. For several cases, the rate rule is available for hydrogen abstraction next to a double bond, 

i.e. an allylic structure is formed, which results in a resonance stabilized structure. The latter is included 

for abstraction with oxygen and the hydroxyl, hydroperoxyl and hydrogen radical. For hydrogen 

UNIMOLECULAR REACTION FAMILIES 

ROOH scission to RO• and •OH 

 
[4] 

HOOH scission to •OH 

 
[34] 

Cyclohexane ring-opening and isomerization 

 

[35] 

Alkene formation from ROO• 

 

[36] 

Intramolecular hydrogen abstractions by ROO• 

 

[36] 

Isomerization of R-O• to R=O 

 

[1] 

Formation of cyclic ether and •OH from QOOH 

 

[36] 

Carbon-centered β-scission  

 
[27, 33] 

CO alpha-scission  

 

[1] 

Chain branching •OOQOOH to carbonyl hydroperoxide and •OH 

 

[36] 
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abstraction with oxygen on tertiary carbon atoms the rate rule is missing. The kinetic parameters are 

therefore calculated by extrapolation of the value from primary and secondary carbon atoms. 

For isomerization reactions which invoke an internal hydrogen abstraction, different reaction families 

are defined to allow usage of different kinetic parameters depending on the number of atoms which form 

a cyclic ring in the transition state and the type of carbon atom, i.e. primary, secondary or tertiary. 

Similarly, different kinetic parameters are defined for formation of a cyclic ether with a 3-ring, a 4-ring 

and a 5-ring. 

Reactions to form cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol are in general not important in the gas phase and 

most of them are therefore neglected. However, this are the main components of interest in this work 

and thus the most important reactions are defined which form cyclohexanone, cyclohexanol and derived 

species. For the gas phase, it will have only minor influence on the performance of the global model, 

but it can result in new insight on the production of these compounds on the molecular level and even 

new production routes for the future. Moreover, the availability of data for these reactions will facilitate 

the transition from gas phase to liquid phase since kinetic data is already available for the gas-phase 

reactions. Note that only some of the cyclohexanone or cyclohexanol formation reactions are calculated 

ab initio due to the lesser importance for the gas-phase oxidation. 

An important reaction in the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane is the combination of two cyclohexyl 

peroxide radicals with formation of cyclohexanol, cyclohexanone and molecular oxygen as depicted in 

Figure 4-2. The reaction is included in the model with kinetic parameters which have been taken over 

from Buda et al. [1] for the gas phase. 

 

Figure 4-2: Cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol formation reaction important in the liquid phase. 

Though, the importance of the latter reaction is questioned since two cyclohexyl peroxide radicals have 

to find each other, which is a rather rare event. Other ketone formation reactions include all kinds of 

abstractions or shifts of the hydrogen atom, connected to the carbon atom on which the hydroperoxide 

group is substituted. An example is depicted in Figure 4-3 where the 1,3-hydrogen shift takes place to 

the peroxide radical. For the liquid phase, hydrogen abstraction from the cyclohexyl peroxide radical , 

e.g. by molecular oxygen, leading to ketone formation is in our mindset more important for 

cyclohexanone formation, since molecular oxygen is readily available in the reaction mixture. Further 

research is necessary to investigate this theory. 
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Figure 4-3: Cyclohexanone formation by a 1,3-hydrogen shift to form cyclohexanone and a hydroxyl radical. 

To limit the size of the generated reaction network, severe conditions are implemented of which only 

the most prominent ones are stated. For the products, only molecules with maximum 8 heavy atoms are 

allowed in the reaction pool and the maximum amount of oxygen atoms in a molecule amounts to 2. 

The latter constraint prohibits propagation of the chain branching reactions which are therefore 

separately included in the final model. The maximal amount of double carbon-carbon bonds amounts to 

1 which does not allow benzene formation. Future work encompasses addition of benzene formation 

pathways since these are important for the high-temperature oxidation region. As discussed in the 

methodology chapter, section 3.1.6.2, the generated Genesys model is merged with the AramcoMech 2.0 

base model to obtain the final model which is validated.  

4.3.2. New introduced GAVs for -OOH and -OO• 

Group additive values for the Benson calculation scheme are calculated for the hydroperoxide and 

peroxide radical group, i.e. -OOH and -OO•, based on the thermodynamic properties of the cyclohexyl 

hydroperoxide and the cyclohexyl peroxide radical, the most stable geometry, i.e. the equatorial 

positioned groups, are taken (see section 4.4.1). The values are calculated considering the GAVs which 

are already available for the carbon atoms and with the ring strain corrections tabulated for a six ring, 

the outcome is tabulated in Table 4-3. Though, this approach is not optimal since GAVs should consider 

a broad set of training data from which the GAV values for a functional group is regressed. Future work 

encompasses a regression based on more molecules with the named functionalities for which accurate 

thermodynamic data is available. 

Table 4-3: Calculated GAV values for the hydrogen peroxide functional group and the cyclohexyl peroxide radical. 

STRUCTURE fH° 
(298 K) 

S° 
(298 K) 

Cp 

(300 K) 
Cp 

(400 K) 
Cp 

(500 K) 
Cp 

(600 K) 
Cp 

(800 K) 
Cp 

(1000 K) 
Cp 

(1500 K) 

-OOH -82.03 142.21 38.53 43.75 47.38 49.83 53.11 55.22 58.25 

-OO• 56.58 138.18 29.13 32.5 34.55 35.83 37.59 38.74 40.20 

The newly regressed GAVs are implemented in the Benson GAV database of Paraskevas. These are 

now used to calculate the thermodynamic properties of molecules containing a hydroperoxide or 

peroxide radical group when the species thermodynamic parameters are not available in the ab initio 

database. Several other non-hydrogen atoms could also not be assigned a GAV due to missing groups 
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in the database. The latter was resolved by approximating the contributions for these groups by similar 

groups. For example, the group with a carbon atom connected to two oxygen atoms with valence two, 

another carbon atom with valence four and a hydrogen atom is missing, which is approximated with the 

GAVs of the group with one oxygen atom with valence two, two carbon atoms with valence four and a 

hydrogen atom, as depicted in . A total of 19 “new” GAVs were necessary to allow proper calculation 

of thermodynamic parameters for all species. These approximations will introduce an error in the 

thermodynamic parameter calculation for the associated species, but since thermodynamic parameters 

are determined via ab initio calculations for most important species, it is considered to be of lesser 

importance for the performance of the final model. 

 

Figure 4-4: Missing GAVs for the structural group left replaced with GAVs for the structural group right.  
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4.4. Ab initio calculations results 

Ab initio calculations have been performed at the CBS-QB3 level of theory to determine both 

thermodynamic and kinetic parameters. The results obtained from these calculations are discussed in 

this section. 

4.4.1. Thermodynamic parameters 

For cyclohexane both axial and equatorial positions are possible for hydrogen atoms and for single-

bonded substituents. In case of double bonded substituents, the carbon atom is sp2-hybridized causing 

the spatial arrangement to be planar which makes axial and equatorial position occupation impossible. 

Triple bonded substituents are impossible for cyclic compounds. Only the cyclic compounds with axial 

and equatorial positions are discussed in this section. 

Several important species important during the oxidation of cyclohexane, all possible positions are 

optimized, and thermodynamic parameters have been calculated by Genesys. These are discussed next. 

All ab initio calculated thermodynamic parameters, i.e. ∆ Ὄ  , Ὓ  , ὅ  at 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 

1000 and 1500 K, are tabulated in Appendix B. Conformers with equatorial and axial positioned 

substituents are tabulated as different molecules. For all cases, the thermodynamic parameters of the 

most stable geometry have been considered for the microkinetic model with correction of the entropy to 

account for the presence of the other geometries. 

4.4.1.1 Single substituted six-membered ring structures 

Several single substituted six-membered ring structures have been optimized, e.g. cyclohexanone, 

cyclohexanol, etc. Only when it concerns a single-bonded constituent, it is possible to have both axial 

and equatorial positions, consider for example cyclohexyl hydroperoxide depicted in Table 4-4. 

Table 4-4: Enthalpy of formation and entropy at 298K for cyclohexyl hydroperoxide and cyclohexanol 

 Cyclohexyl hydroperoxide Cyclohexanol 
 

    

∆█╗  ╚ [kJ mol-1] -212.83 -213.12 -267.58 -268.72 

╢  ╚ [J mol-1 K-1] 373.53 378.41 345.08 347.99 

For both molecules, the equatorial position has a slightly more negative ∆ Ὄ  , respectively 

0.29 kJ mol-1 and 1.14 kJ mol-1 for cyclohexyl hydroperoxide and cyclohexanol. The equatorial position 

is enthalpically more favorable due to less interactions with surrounding hydrogen atoms. Entropically, 
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also the equatorial positions are preferred for the same spatial reason. In the equatorial position the 

hydroperoxide and hydroxyl groups have more possibilities to position themselves, i.e. more 

randomness, without hindrance from the hydrogen atoms compared to the axial position. 

The latter observation is generally valid for all single substituted six-ring species which have been 

optimized. The equatorial position is enthalpically and entropically more favorable compared to the 

axial position for a six-membered ring which does not contain double bonds and radical positions. The 

equatorial position results in less steric hindrance with the neighboring hydrogen atoms. However, the 

difference for ∆ Ὄ   is limited to only 0 - 2 kJ mol-1. The difference in entropy can reach up to 

5 J mol-1 K-1 for the calculated species and for the heat capacities almost identical values are observed. 

In the future, for this case the need to calculate both species can be omitted and only the equatorial 

positioned geometry should be considered for the single substituted species without radicals and double 

bonds in the ring structure. Since the difference in thermodynamic parameters remains within a margin 

of 4 kJ mol-
 
1 for the enthalpy of formation, and the entropy and heat capacities do not deviate much 

neither it would not lead to big errors if the value of the axial positioned geometry is used for kinetic 

model construction.  

When double bonds or radical species are present in the six-membered ring, the previous described trend 

is not valid anymore. For example, consider the different isomers of the cyclohexyl peroxide radical 

listed in Table 4-5. For CHHP_RAD1, it is calculated that the enthalpy of formation of the axial position 

is 2.52 kJ mol-1 more favorable compared to the equatorial position. The hydroperoxide group is 

positioned in a way such that the hydrogen atom and oxygen atoms of the group do have as less influence 

of the radical and neighboring hydrogen atoms as possible. For the CHHP_RAD1 isomer, it is the axial 

position which is most suited to position the hydroperoxide group in such a way. When the 

CHHP_RAD2 isomer is considered, it is observed that the equatorial position is enthalpically the most 

favorable one. For the CHHP_RAD3 isomer, the influence of the radical on the difference in enthalpy 

of both geometries is less pronounced since the radical is positioned further away of the substituent. A 

difference in enthalpy of 0.53 kJ mol-1 is obtained compared to 2.52 kJ mol-1 and 1.98 kJ mol-1 for the 

other isomers, while the difference amounts to 0.31 kJ mol-1 for the non-radical species, i.e. cyclohexyl 

hydroperoxide. The relative energy difference between the different isomers is again limited within 4 kJ 

mol-1 in this case. Entropically it turns out that for all isomers the equatorial position is still most 

favorable. Entropy and enthalpy thus do not always favor the same geometry. 
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Table 4-5: Enthalpy of formation at 298K for several isomers of the cyclohexyl peroxide radical. 

 CHHP_RAD1 CHHP_RAD2 CHHP_RAD3 

 

      

∆█╗  ╚ 

[kJ mol-1] -10.34 -7.82 -12.90 -14.88 -13.63 -13.10 

Though, the observations described for the cyclohexyl peroxide isomers are not generally valid. If the 

isomers of the cyclohexyl oxy radical are considered, it is always the equatorial position which is 

enthalpically most stable, but the enthalpy differences are much less pronounced, i.e. only 0.02 kJ mol-
 

1, 

0.88 kJ mol-1 and 0.17 kJ mol-1 for position of the radical on the first, second and third labelled carbon 

atim. Enthalpically there is no trend visible in which position is most favorable, but the equatorial 

position has always the largest value for the entropy. The enthalpy difference of both axial and equatorial 

positioned geometries remains within 4 kJ mol-1. Note that the amount of species with radicals in the 

six-membered ring for which thermodynamic parameters have been calculated is limited and thus 

general conclusions would be unreliable. 

The presence of double bonds in the six-ring is also considered, e.g. the cyclohexene molecules 

substituted with a hydroperoxide group listed in Table 4-6. The first isomer where the double bond is 

present between the carbon atoms labelled with 0 and 1, is the most stable of the considered isomers. 

For the 12 position, the axial geometry is 4.49 kJ mol-1 more stable enthalpically than the equatorial, 

which is a significant difference in energy compared to the previous cases. For the 23 position, it is 

observed that the enthalpy difference is again less pronounced since the double bond is positioned 

further off and the equatorial position is enthalpically more stable. Entropically it turns out that again 

the equatorial position is always favorable. 

Table 4-6: Enthalpy of formation at 298 K for different isomers of cyclohexene molecules substituted with a 

hydroperoxide group. 

 01 Position 12 Position 23 Position 

 
     

∆█╗  ╚ 

[kJ mol-1] 
-95.08 -89.51 -85.02 -91.43 -91.87 

A general trend in the enthalpically most favorable position of single substituted six ring molecules is 

not observed. However, when a six-membered ring is considered with no radical carbon atoms and only 

single carbon-carbon bonds in the ring, the equatorial position is enthalpically most favorable due to 

less interaction with neighboring hydrogen atoms. The energy difference in this case remains limited 
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for the axial and equatorial position within 1 to 2 kJ mol-1. When radicals or double bonds are present 

in the six ring this trend is not valid anymore and there is also no trend visible that a certain position of 

the radical/double bond is always the most stable one. Most of the time the difference in energy between 

the equatorial and axial position is limited, but several exceptions exist where it can reach beyond the 

boundary limit of accuracy, i.e. 4 kJ mol-1. Entropically the equatorial position is in almost all cases the 

most favorable position. 

4.4.1.2 Double substituted six-membered ring structures 

Thermodynamic parameters have been calculated for double substituted six-membered ring structures, 

which are for example important for the chain branching reactions in the low temperature oxidation 

zone. Examples of such molecules are cyclohexyl hydroperoxide molecules with an extra substituted 

peroxide radical group, only the results of these isomers are discussed although several others are listed 

in Appendix B. When multiple single-bonded functional groups are present, these can both be positioned 

equatorial and axial, which makes that the number of possible geometries increases. Note that for these 

molecules, enantiomers originate when a chiral carbon atom is present in the molecule. 

In Table 4-7, the different isomers of the cyclohexyl peroxide molecule with a substituted peroxide 

radical group are listed with the corresponding enthalpy of formation and entropy at 298 K. For this 

group of species, it is possible to have interactions between the functional groups which makes that 

positioning the groups most far away from each other does not automatically result in the most stable 

geometry.  

Table 4-7: Enthalpy of formation and entropy at 298 K for different geometries of cyclohexyl peroxide with a substituted 

peroxide radical group (chemical formula: C6H11O4) on the 1, 2 and 3 labelled carbon position. 

 RAD1_AX_AX RAD1_AX_EQ RAD1_EQ_AX RAD1_EQ_EQ 

 

    

∆█╗  ╚ [kJ mol-1] -157.74 -155.36 -155.92 -155.82 

╢  ╚ [J mol-1 K-1] 436.79 422.64 422.19 429.41 

 RAD2_AX_AX RAD2_AX_EQ RAD2_EQ_AX RAD2_EQ_EQ 

 

    

∆█╗  ╚ [kJ mol-1] -170.79 -164.48 -164.01 -161.85 

╢  ╚ [J mol-1 K-1] 437.59 455.09 454.76 448.83 
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 RAD3_AX_AX RAD3_AX_EQ RAD3_EQ_AX RAD3_EQ_EQ 

 

    

∆█╗  ╚ [kJ mol-1] - -165.01 -163.29 -160.81 

╢  ╚ [J mol-1 K-1] - 434.95 439.30 443.30 

For the first isomer with two functional groups, the geometry with both groups positioned axial is 

enthalpically and entropically the most favorable, but the difference in enthalpy of formation with the 

other geometries is limited within 2.38 kJ mol-1. The maximal difference in entropy amounts to 

14.60 J mol-1 K-1. The spatial arrangements of the different geometries are depicted in Figure 4-5. For 

RAD1_AX_AX, the hydrogen atom of the hydroperoxide group is positioned away from the oxygen 

radical, while the radical oxygen atom is positioned in such a way to interact with the oxygen atom of 

the hydroperoxide group and the neighboring hydrogen atoms. Although, RAD1_AX_EQ and 

RAD1_EQ_AX or not equal geometries, the thermodynamic properties are very similar. The difference 

in geometry is visible in the spatial arrangement where for the RAD1_AX_EQ geometry the hydrogen 

atom interacts with the non-radical oxygen atom and in the RAD1_EQ_AX case it interacts with the 

radical oxygen atom. Due to the chiral center two enantiomers are present for this isomer. This makes 

that RAD1_AX_AX and RAD1_EQ_EQ can go over in each other when the six-ring flips, similar for 

RAD1_AX_EQ and RAD1_EQ_AX, but e.g. RAD1_AX_AX cannot flip into RAD1_AX_EQ or the 

other way around.  

RAD1_AX_AX RAD1_AX_EQ RAD1_EQ_AX RAD1_EQ_EQ 

    

RAD2_AX_AX RAD2_AX_EQ RAD2_EQ_AX RAD2_EQ_EQ 
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RAD3_AX_AX RAD3_AX_EQ RAD3_EQ_AX RAD3_EQ_EQ 

 
  

 

Figure 4-5: Spatial arrangement of the different geometries of the isomers of C6H11O4. 

For the fourth geometry, i.e. RAD1_EQ_EQ, the hydrogen atom forms again a hydrogen bond with the 

non-radical oxygen atom and the radical oxygen atom is positioned away. For the second isomer, i.e. 

the RAD2 geometries, the difference in the enthalpy of formation is maximal between the 

RAD2_AX_AX, i.e. the most stable geometry, and RAD2_EQ_EQ which amounts to 8.94 kJ mol-1. 

This is already a significant difference, which can already result to inaccuracy if only the RAD2_EQ_EQ 

geometry would be considered since it reaches above the accuracy limit of 4 kJ mol-1. Entropically the 

combination of an equatorial and axial positioned group is most favorable. From the spatial 

rearrangement it is observed that both groups do still influence each other. For both groups positioned 

axial or equatorial, the hydrogen atom is positioned away from the peroxide group, while for the other 

two geometries the hydrogen atom is positioned towards the peroxide group. 

For the final isomer, with groups positioned on the carbon atoms labelled 0 and 3, it was not possible to 

gain convergence of the RAD3_AX_AX geometry on the CBS-QB3 level of theory, but it converges on 

the B3LYP level of theory with the 6-31G(d) basis set from which the spatial arrangement is shown. 

Due to missing data it is difficult to state which geometry is most stable, but for the known data it is the 

AX_EX geometry. Entropically the EQ_EQ geometry is most favorable, although it can be expected 

that the AX_AX will have a higher entropy since the groups have for this case more options to move 

due to less interaction with neighbor atoms. 

In Appendix B several cases are observed for which the difference in enthalpy of formation reaches 

beyond 10 kJ mol-1, however these are characterized by attractive or repulsive interactions which appear 

between the substituted groups. For example, consider the different axial and equatorial positioned 

geometries of  2-oxycyclohexan-1-olate in Table 4-8 for which a significant difference of 18.9 kJ mol-1 

is detected. The axial position is favored since it creates less repulsive interactions between the carbonyl 

and radical oxy group. Similarly, the equatorial or axial position of a group can favor the formation of 

attractive interactions such as hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonds decrease the enthalpy of formation, but 

in addition the entropy also decreases due to more order. The latter is for example observed for the axial 
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and equatorial geometry of 2-hydroperoxycyclohexan-1-one which forms a hydrogen bond in the axial 

position. 

Table 4-8: Enthalpy of formation at 298 K for an axial and equatorial positioned oxy radical group with significant 

energy differences. 

 Axial Equatorial 

 

  

∆█╗  ╚ [kJ mol-1] -164.74 -145.87 

 The thermodynamic parameters calculated for the different geometries of double substituted do not 

show systematic trends to predict beforehand which geometry is enthalpically most favorable. In 

addition, the difference in energy can be quite big, which requires that all geometries are optimized to 

secure determination of the lowest energy conformer essential for thermodynamic parameter 

assignment. 

4.4.2. Hydrogen abstractions 

In Table 4-9, the modified Arrhenius parameters are listed for the hydrogen abstraction by several 

species, i.e. molecular oxygen and the hydrogen, hydroperoxyl, formyl and methyl radical, on both the 

axial and equatorial position of cyclohexane. All rates are listed as if it is the only hydrogen abstraction 

which could occur, i.e. the number of single events amounts to 12 (except for the case with oxygen and 

the methyl radical where it amounts to 24). These are compared with the hydrogen abstraction rate as if 

the abstraction would be modelled with the reaction rate obtained from rate rules, numeric values 

obtained from the references in Table 4-1. This way it is possible to investigate the influence of the ring 

structure on the kinetics. The number of single events is thus also taken to be 12 to allow a good 

comparison. No transition state was found for hydrogen abstraction by a hydroxyl radical, unfortunately, 

since it forms an important reaction pathway, especially in the low-temperature region. Note that several 

other hydrogen abstraction reactions have been tried, e.g. hydrogen abstraction by the cyclohexyl 

peroxide radical which is thought to be important in the liquid phase. However, the latter transition state 

contains 14 heavy atoms and does not convergence at the CBS-QB3 level of theory within the maximal 

possible wall time of the Ghent University high-performance computing infrastructure. The reaction rate 

for the initiation reaction, i.e. hydrogen abstraction by molecular oxygen, is currently still calculated 

with kinetic parameters from a rate rule since the acquired ab initio reaction rate parameters are wrongly 

calculated with a singlet state instead of a triplet. 
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Table 4-9: Modified Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen abstractions from cyclohexane and propane. 

Reacting species Log A n B 
 reaction rate coefficient 

(1000 K) [m3 mol-1 s -1] 

O2 Rate Rule - - - 1.87 10-4 
H Cyclohexane Axial -1.346 3.017 17.661 6.69 106 

 Cyclohexane Equatorial -1.478 3.065 19.128 5.82 106 

 Rate Rule - - - 7.53 107 

HO2 Cyclohexane Axial -14.097 6.490 26.681 1.32 104 

 Cyclohexane Equatorial -13.631 6.554 28.841 4.67 104 

 Rate Rule - - - 6.82 103 

CHO Cyclohexane Axial -9.572 5.388 52.265 5.91 103 
 Cyclohexane Equatorial -9.189 5.412 53.456 2.23 104 
 Rate Rule - - - 1.29 103 

CH3 Cyclohexane Axial -10.914 5.765 16.950 4.17 105 

 Cyclohexane Equatorial -12.096 5.803 17.690 3.27 104 

 Rate Rule - - - 4.95 105 

A general trend which favors the abstraction from the axial or equatorial position is not observed. 

However, steric hindrance is expected for axial abstraction which is therefore less favorable for bigger 

molecules, e.g. the formyl radical and the hydroperoxyl radical. For smaller molecules where steric 

hindrance is less important, abstraction from the axial position is faster and thus more favorable since 

the planar structure of the cyclohexyl radical is immediately formed, e.g. visible for the hydrogen and 

methyl radical. Comparing reaction rates from ab initio results with the ones obtained via rate rules 

indicates that the magnitude is well, but deviations even with a factor 10 are observed for the abstraction 

by a hydrogen radical. For Genesys, the modified Arrhenius parameters of the fastest reaction is always 

included.  

4.4.3. Energy scans 

For several reactions it is not possible to obtain convergence of the transition state, typically for 

transition states characterized with none or a very small activation energy. For this reason, an energy 

scan is carried out in which the bond between two atoms is systematically broken by increasing the 

interatomic distance in small steps. Moreover, an energy profile is constructed for cyclohexane which 

shows the difference in energy when the six-membered ring variates between the different conformers. 

4.4.3.1 Addition of molecular oxygen to the cyclohexyl radical 

Calculations for the transition state of the addition of molecular oxygen to the cyclohexyl radical do not 

converge. This is a common problem for several oxygen addition reactions since it has no barrier and as 

such there exists no transition state. Therefore, a scan has been performed at the B3LYP level of theory 

with the 6-31G(D) basis set, depicted in Figure 4-6, which systematically increases the bond length 
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between the carbon and oxygen atom both for axial and equatorial cyclohexyl peroxide. The axial and 

equatorial high-level optimized geometry have initially a bond length of respectively 1.48 Å and 1.47 

Å with the equatorial species being 0.7 kJ mol-1 more stable. When the length is increased it is observed 

that the species with equatorial substituent increases faster in comparison with the axial substituent. 

When the C-O length of the axial substituent increases, the planar structure of the cyclohexyl radical is 

already formed which makes it more favorable. Also notice the drop in energy around 1.88 Å which is 

due to rotation of the oxygen molecule. In the end both evolve to the same energy state with two species, 

i.e. the cyclohexyl radical and molecular oxygen. It is thus clear that there is no energy barrier during 

the addition and a transition state thus cannot be found.  

  

Figure 4-6: Energy profile at the B3LYP level of theory with the 6-31G(d) basis set for the reverse reaction of addition 

of molecular oxygen to the cyclohexyl radical with an axial (blue) and equatorial (orange) positioned peroxide group, 

values are relative to the enthalpy of formation at 0 K of the equatorial positioned cyclohexyl peroxide. 

4.4.3.2 Cyclohexyl hydroperoxide oxygen-oxygen scission 

Similar to the addition of molecular oxygen on the cyclohexyl radical, the cyclohexyl hydroperoxide 

decomposition is difficult to calculate due to lack of a transition state. An energy scan is carried out with 

both an axial and equatorial positioned hydroperoxide group which decomposes from which no 

activation energy is observed. The difference in energy of the optimized axial and equatorial cyclohexyl 

hydroperoxide only amounts 0.3 kJ mol-1 in which the equatorial is more stable due to less steric 

hindrance. Similar for the decomposed products, the equatorial positioned group is 2.75 kJ mol-1 more 

stable. The total energy difference between cyclohexyl peroxide and the decomposed products, i.e. the 

cyclohexyloxy and hydroxyl radical, amounts to respectively 190 kJ mol-1 and 193 kJ mol-1 for the axial 

and equatorial geometry. 
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When no restrictions are performed, the just released hydroxyl radical immediately reacts further and 

abstracts a hydrogen atom of the neighbor carbon atom and simultaneously the six-membered ring 

breaks open and forms a five-membered ring with an attached carbonyl group. The final products formed 

are water and cyclopentane carboxaldehyde as depicted in Figure 4-7 and the corresponding heat release 

amounts to -214.2 kJ mol-1. Currently this reaction is not further investigated, but when experiments 

would indicate the presence of five-membered ring structures this could be the origin. 

 

Figure 4-7: Rearrangement of the six ring to form a five ring starting from scission of the cyclohexyl hydroperoxide 

species. 

4.4.3.3 Cyclohexane conformer search 

Cyclohexane is known to have different conformers of which the boat and chair conformer are the most-

known. An energy profile, at B3LYP level of theory with basis set 6-31G(D) in which the dihedral angle 

between the carbon atoms is changed, is constructed to investigate the difference in energy between the 

different conformers, cf. Figure 4-8. The chair conformer is the most stable conformer and by default 

most cyclohexane species with substituents are present in this state, however in transition states it 

happens that the boat conformer is more stable, e.g. for the formation of a 5-ring cyclic ether. A 

difference in energy of 30.6 kJ mol-1 is calculated boat versus chair. In this work the interchange between 

boat and chair conformers is not considered for the thermodynamic properties for any species. Observe 

that the chair conformer is a kind of transition state situated between two twisted boat conformers which 

are 3.5 kJ mol-1 more stable. Thence, it is better to state that the most-common conformers of 

cyclohexane are the chair and twisted-boat conformer rather than the chair and boat. When evolving 

from chair to twisted boat or vice versa the half chair has to be passed which has an energy of 

47.8 kJ mol-1. Calculation of the energy of the twisted boat structure at the CBS-QB3 level of theory 

confirms the energy difference of 27.1 kJ mol-1, which is also reported by Sirjean et al. [35].  
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Figure 4-8: Energy profile with the different conformers of cyclohexane from left to right: chair, half chair, twisted 

boat, boat and twisted boat, values are enthalpies of formation at 0 K at the B3LYP level of theory with the 6-31G(d) 

basis set relative to the cyclohexane chair conformer. 

4.4.4. Potential energy surface 

The oxidation of cyclohexane is initiated by the hydrogen abstraction by molecular oxygen forming a 

cyclohexyl radical and a hydroperoxyl radical. Subsequently, molecular oxygen adds to the cyclohexyl 

radical to form the cyclohexyl peroxide radical associated with a heat of reaction equal to 156 kJ mol-1. 

Several decomposition reactions are investigated for this radical, but especially the isomerization 

reactions by hydrogen shifts are of interest for this radical. Three radicals can be formed depending on 

the number of atoms in the transition state, CHHP_RAD1, CHHP_RAD2 and CHHP_RAD3 are formed 

for respectively the 1,4-hydrogen shift, the 1,5-hydrogen shift and the 1,6-hydrogen shift, nomenclature 

indicated in . The consecutive chemistry is investigated for each of these radicals by construction of a 

potential energy surface (PES) relative to the enthalpy of formation of the cyclohexyl peroxide radical 

at 0 K. For CHHP_RAD1 this is depicted in Figure 4-9. Colors give a quantitative indication on the 

reaction rate based on the activation energy. 

Table 4-10: Nomenclature used for the different isomers of the cyclohexyl peroxide radical. 

CHHP_RAD1 CHHP_RAD2 CHHP_RAD3 
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Figure 4-9: Potential energy surface for unimolecular decomposition reactions of CHHP_RAD1. The values are 

enthalpies of formation calculated at the CBS-QB3 level of theory at 0 K relative to the cyclohexyl peroxide radical. 

Colors give a quantitative indication of the reaction rate based on the activation energy. 
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As observed from the PES the 1,4-hydrogen shift to form the CHHP_RAD1 has an activation energy of 

7 kJ mol-1 above the reverse addition reaction of molecular oxygen which makes the formation of 

CHHP_RAD1 unfavorable and unlikely in the low-temperature oxidation region. However, when the 

CHHP_RAD1 species would be formed, unimolecular decomposition is considered by carbon-carbon 

-scission, hydrogen-carbon -scission, several hydrogen shifts, cyclic ether formation and by 

dissociation of the hydroperoxyl radical for formation of cyclohexene. These transition states are always 

treated for the axial positioned and equatorial positioned geometry, but these are only discussed if the 

reaction rate are remarkably different.  

Cyclic ether formation with formation of an extra three-membered ring can proceed with the formation 

of the cis and trans isomer. The transition state of the cis form amounts to 51 kJ mol-1 and results in a 

decrease of enthalpy of 70 kJ mol-1 compared to the CHHP_RAD1 species. Compared with the 

dissociation reaction to oxygen and the cyclohexyl radical, this pathway is favorable and can be expected 

to be dominant for decomposition of the CHHP_RAD1. The formation of a three-membered ring for the 

trans form however requires a significant higher activation energy, i.e. 156 kJ mol-1 instead of 

51 kJ mol-
 

1. In addition, the formed trans geometry is enthalpically less favorable compared to the 

starting products, which makes this reaction pathway unlikely to proceed.  

A second reaction pathway for decomposition is the scission of the carbon-oxygen bond to form the 

cyclohexene and hydroperoxyl radical with an activation energy of 65 kJ mol-1 which is limited. The 

products formed are more stable compared to the cyclohexyl and molecular oxygen, for which an 

enthalpy of reaction at 0 K equal to 66 kJ mol-1 is calculated.  

Hydrogen shifts were expected to be of lesser importance which is partly confirmed. Hydrogen shift 

from the carbon atom labelled with number 2 leads to the formation of the CHHP_RAD2 species, which 

is enthalpically slightly favorable, i.e. 4 kJ mol-1, but the activation energy is too high to be considered 

as an important reaction path. On the other hand, hydrogen shift with the 0 labelled carbon atom is 

immediately followed by the rearrangement to cyclohexanone and the hydroxyl radical due to scission 

of the oxygen-oxygen bond. The low enthalpy of formation of cyclohexanone makes this reaction path 

the most favorable on the PES what concerns the enthalpy of reaction. However, the reaction barrier is 

quite large with 122 kJ mol-1 making this reaction less likely to proceed. 

Moreover, two extra pathways are considered for decomposition which are carbon-carbon and 

hydrogen-carbon -scission with the formation of a double carbon-carbon bond. Different products are 

obtained depending on the bond which is broken, but none of these is substantially favored by a lower 

activation energy or a higher enthalpy difference between products and reactants. Due to the minimal 

activation energy of 140 kJ mol-1 for hydrogen-carbon -scission these reaction pathways are unlikely 

to proceed, especially since the formed products are only slightly more favorable than the corresponding 
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transition states which are positioned higher than the starting products. The dissociation reaction is thus 

expected to proceed faster than the -scissions. In case of carbon-carbon -scission, the ring is broken 

and acyclic oxygenated hydrocarbons are formed which increases the entropy. Although they are 

enthalpically unfavorable these could still proceed due to entropic reasons. Because of the high 

activation barrier, i.e. at least 120 kJ mol-1, and the high energy of the formed products these reactions 

are considered to be of minor importance in the low-temperature oxidation zone for the CHHP_RAD1 

species. 

Comparing the rate of the corresponding equations for all considered reactions indicates that the 

positioning of the hydroperoxide group does have an influence on the stability of the transition state and 

therefore influences the reaction rate. For example, the hydrogen shift for formation of the 

CHHP_RAD2 for which the axial positioned hydroperoxide group is 15 kJ mol-1 more stable compared 

to the equatorial positioned group.  In the low temperature region these differences make that the 

coefficients can differ to a factor ten.  

Similarly, potential energy surfaces have been constructed for the CHHP_RAD2 and CHHP_RAD3 

which consider the same unimolecular decomposition reactions. However, several differences are 

observed when the different surfaces are compared. In Figure 4-10 the relevant part of the potential 

energy surface is constructed for unimolecular decomposition of the cyclohexyl peroxide radical which 

merges all reaction pathways with an activation energy below 180 kJ mol-1 relative to the cyclohexyl 

peroxide radical. In addition, several other reactions are included by which the formed cyclohexyl 

peroxide radical can decompose.  

The cyclohexyl peroxide radical can decompose with formation of cyclohexene and the hydroperoxyl 

radical with an activation energy of 134 kJ mol-1. In the transition state simultaneously the carbon-

oxygen and carbon-hydrogen bond is broken. This reaction is energetically more favorable compared to 

the dissociation reaction forming molecular oxygen and cyclohexane.  

A 1,3-hydrogen shift leads to the formation of stable cyclohexanone and the hydroxyl radical 

accompanied with a heat of reaction of -113 kJ mol-1 starting from the cyclohexyl peroxide radical. The 

high energy barrier of 165 kJ mol-1 makes this reaction path less favorable. 

It is clear that the peroxide radical can be converted to a hydroperoxide by a hydrogen shift reaction. 

The difference in activation energy between these different transition states is remarkably. The energy 

of the formed peroxides, i.e. of CHHP_RAD1, CHHP_RAD2 and CHHP_RAD3, is similar but the 

barrier for the 1,4-shift, 1,5-shift and 1-6 shift amount to 156 kJ mol-1, 108 kJ mol-1 and 129 kJ mol-1 

respectively at 0 K. For the 1,4-shift and 1,5-shift this is below the reverse dissociation to molecular 

oxygen and the cyclohexyl radical for which an enthalpy difference between reactants and products of 

156 kJ mol-1 is calculated. It can be expected that the 1,5-shift will also occur because it is entropically 
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favored. It is thus the CHHP_RAD2 which will be preferentially formed and reactor further by -

scission or chain branching, discussed next. The favored -scission of CHHP_RAD2 leads to the 

formation of 5-hexenal and the hydroxyl radical with an activation energy of 162 kJ mol-1. Another 

remarkable difference is the formation of the cyclic ether from the CHHP_RD3 radical which has an 

activation energy of only 71 kJ mol-1 starting from CHHP_RAD3 and an accompanied reaction heat of 

123 kJ mol-1, this makes it the most favorable reaction path for the CHHP_RAD3 radical. 

 

Figure 4-10: Potential energy surface for unimolecular decomposition of cyclohexyl peroxide radical.  

Once the hydrogen-shift has proceed to form CHHP_RAD1, CHHP_RAD2 or CHHP_RAD3 there is 

the possibility of molecular oxygen to add to these molecules which have an enthalpy of reaction of 

respectively -148 kJ mol-1, -146 kJ mol-1 and -156 kJ mol-1. The resulting molecules can chain branch, 

this forms an important reaction pathway to have an increase of radicals in the low-temperature 

oxidation zone which results in significant conversion at these temperatures. Due to the importance of 

these reactions, these were also considered for ab initio calculations. The results are shown in the 

reaction scheme in Figure 4-11 for the CHHP_RAD1 species with indication of the most stable position 

of each substituent (Ax. or Eq.). Since it concerns a sequence of non-unimolecular reactions, these 

cannot be depicted on a PES.  

After the addition of molecular oxygen, the formed species has a peroxide and hydroperoxide 

functionality. The peroxide group will proceed via a hydrogen shift to the associated ketone 

hydroperoxide with release of a hydroxyl radical. An activation energy of 118 kJ mol-1 and a heat of 

reaction of -186 kJ mol-1 is obtained from ab initio calculations. Via an oxygen-oxygen scission reaction 
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the ketone oxy species is formed, again with release of a hydroxyl radical. This final species is expected 

to decompose via a -scission. Both -scission have a similar activation energy of 24 kJ mol-1, but the 

product with a radical on the carbonyl group is preferred due to stabilization. The latter can react further 

by an -scission with formation of carbon monoxide and hydroxypentyl. 

 

Figure 4-11: Reaction scheme for chain branching of the CHHP_RAD1 species with activation barrier and associated 

enthalpy of reaction, data obtained from ab initio calculations at the CBS-QB3 level of theory.  

When these chain branching reactions proceed, three radicals are formed for every hydroperoxide 

radical. This indicates the acceleration effect which can be induced by these reactions. Moreover, in 

literature it is indicated that these reaction are important for low-temperature oxidation, which is 

confirmed from the model validation in the next section.   
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4.5. Performance of the developed kinetic model 

Validation of the microkinetic model is performed with experiments published in literature which are 

originally used to assess the microkinetic model developed by Serinyel et al. [13]. The experimental 

conditions are a pressure of 1.07 atm, a reactor volume of 85 cm3, an equivalence ratio of 1.0 and a 

molar inlet flow of cyclohexane equal to 0.667 diluted with helium. Reactor simulations are performed 

with ANSYS chemkin V17.0. When the initial microkinetic model is compared with the experimental 

trends, these are not well predicted with even no reaction in the low-temperature oxidation zone. 

However, it was observed that Genesys had difficulties with the regression of modified Arrhenius 

parameters and the performance of the model was significantly enhanced by using the modified 

Arrhenius parameters regressed in a temperature region around 700 K. The latter model showed 

reactivity in the low temperature region but the significant drop in conversion around 650 K is not 

predicted. 

The formation of the CHHP_RAD2 species is most dominant starting from cyclohexyl peroxide due to 

the lower activation energy and the influence of the entropy. This is also observed from the 

corresponding reaction rates, but the formed hydroperoxide species did not react further. The most 

favorable reaction pathway which leads to decomposition of the CHHP_RAD2 species is the -scission 

to 5-hexenal and a hydroxyl radical. The initial modified Arrhenius parameters from ab initio 

calculations amounted to 1.38 109 s-1, 1.98 and 24.2 kJ mol-1 for respectively the pre-exponential factor, 

the temperature exponent and the alternative activation energy. Adaptation of the alternative activation 

energy to 12.2 kJ mol-1 was necessary to obtain the expected drop in conversion as observed by 

experimental measurements. The experimental measurements and several models are plotted in Figure 

4-12. 

 

Figure 4-12: Comparison of several different models for the experimental conditions as used for model validation at 

Nancy: red line Serinyel et al. [13], purple line Ranzi et al. [23], green line JetSurf [21], light blue line Westbrook et al. 

[25] and dark blue the microkinetic model developed in this master dissertation. Black dots represent the experimental 

measurements. 
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From the plot comparing the different models with experimental measurements in Figure 4-12, it can be 

observed that the initial on-set temperature of the Genesys model developed in this master dissertation 

does predict the experimental measurements rather good, this is the region where no fitting has 

performed. The maximal conversion around 610 K and the steep drop in conversion between 650 and 

750 K is the result of the adapted alternative activation energy. A conversion of 50 % should be obtained  

around 610 K which is currently calculated to be 40%. The model as it is thus able to predict the 

experimental measurements in the low-temperature oxidation zone with only one fitted parameter, 

which is rather good. Especially, since the other model performing good is the one from Serinyel et al. 

[13] which uses several lumped reactions. When the reactions important in the low-temperature 

oxidation region are investigated it turns out that the expected chain branching reactions are responsible 

for the major radical production and do create conversion in the region around 600 K. Around 610 K, 

other reactions start to become dominant, for example the -scission with a fitted parameter, which 

reduces the generation of radicals and thus decreases the conversion. With higher temperature, these 

reactions becomes more dominant and the shift is made from chain branching to -scissions, cyclic ether 

formations and other reactions which are favorable according to the potential energy surface. 

The high-temperature region which was of lesser interest in this master dissertation since other chemistry 

proceeds in this region which is not observed during the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. 

However, also in this region the on-set temperature is well-predicted and in addition only a slight delay 

is observed in the steepness of the model curve. 

 

Figure 4-13: Left: carbon monoxide (blue) and carbon dioxide (red) production rate in function of the temperature. 

Right: ethylene (red) and propylene (blue) production rate in function of the temperature. Lines represent the model 

predictions and dots represent experimental measurements. 

The production rate of several important products from cyclohexane oxidation are depicted in Figure 

4-13. It is observed that the low-temperature oxidation zone does fit rather well which is in agreement 

with the conversion which is due to adaptation of a parameter also well. Especially the formation of 

carbon dioxide and ethylene is well predicted in the range between 550 and 650 K. However,  for the 

high-temperature region the model predictions are not good which could be expected since the 

conversion is not good predicted. Future improvements should focus on the high-temperature regime 
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for which ab initio calculations should be carried out, in addition the other versions of the AramcoMech 

base mechanism should be investigated if this leads to better performance. Especially since the 

production of ethylene, propylene, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide is mainly influenced from the 

reaction rates of this base mechanism. An in-depth sensitivity analysis and product analysis is not yet 

performed since the model is not considered as finished but requires some extra work to get a good fit 

over the whole temperature region. Also the low-temperature oxidation region should be investigated in 

closer detail to look if several reaction pathways are not overlooked. A better performing model would 

be one in which no fitting of kinetic parameters is required. 
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4.6. Conclusions 

Before development of a microkinetic model for the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane, a gas-phase 

model is constructed with Genesys to prove the performance of the developed automatic kinetic model 

generation framework. The focus is on the low-temperature oxidation region since literature indicates 

that the chemical reactions important in this temperature range are also important during liquid-phase 

oxidation of cyclohexane.  

The chapter is started with covering the experimental and modelling research which has already been 

performed on the cyclohexane oxidation. Cyclic compounds, so-called naphthenes, can make up a 

significant fraction of energy fuels and for combustion optimization it is necessary to have a reliable 

model describing the oxidation chemistry of naphthenes. Cyclohexane is therefore frequently used as 

surrogate, due to its high symmetry number, which explains the numerous amounts of published works. 

A microkinetic model is constructed with Genesys by using reaction families which are the same for 

oxidation of acyclic compounds, e.g. hydrogen abstraction by molecular oxygen, molecular oxygen 

addition, hydrogen shifts, cyclic ether formation, chain branching and -scission reactions. In addition 

new GAVs have been calculated for the hydroperoxide and peroxide radical group which were missing 

in Genesys.  

To obtain accurate thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, ab initio calculations have been performed 

at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. It was started with optimization of several species important in the low-

temperature oxidation region for thermodynamic parameter calculation with Genesys. For single 

substituted functionalities on the six-membered ring structures all possible spatial arrangements are 

treated, i.e. an axial position and an equatorial position is considered, in order to find the most stable 

geometry. It turns out that for single substituted six-membered ring structures, without radicals and 

double bonds in the six ring, the equatorial position is always favored both for the entropy and the 

enthalpy of formation. The difference in enthalpy of formation remains in the latter case limited within 

1 to 2 kJ mol-1. For double substituted six-membered ring structures, no trend is observed in the stability 

of the different geometries. For these molecules, differences in enthalpy of formation can reach beyond 

15 kJ mol-1 since repulsive and attractive interactions can be present for one specific geometry which 

are not present for the other geometry, e.g. a hydrogen bond between the substituents. The latter makes 

that each geometry should be optimized to obtain accurate thermodynamic data of the lowest energy 

geometry which is not required in case of single substituted species because the error remains much 

more limited. 

The potential energy surface (PES) for the addition of molecular oxygen to the cyclohexyl radical has 

been constructed by high-level ab initio calculations at the CBS-QB3 level of theory to study the low-
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temperature oxidation reactivity. From the PES, it is clear that the peroxide radical can be converted to 

a hydroperoxide by several hydrogen shift reactions, i.e. a 1,4-shift, 1,5-shift or 1,6-shift. The associated 

activation barrier is below the reverse dissociation to molecular oxygen and the cyclohexyl radical 

except for the 1,4-shift which is therefore less likely. It can be expected that the 1,5-shift will occur 

faster because it is entropically favored. These formed hydroperoxide radicals can react further mainly 

through cyclic ether formation and β-scission reactions. Alternatively, oxygen addition on the 

hydroperoxide radicals leads to chain branching which accelerates the reaction since three radicals are 

formed starting from only one radical.  

Besides the hydrogen shifts, also hydroperoxide elimination can take place with formation of 

cyclohexene which stays under the reaction enthalpy of dissociation to molecular oxygen and the 

cyclohexyl radical. The unimolecular decomposition reaction with the lowest reaction enthalpy is a 1,3-

shift for which 113 kJ mol-1 is released due to the formation of the energetically favorable cyclohexanone 

and a hydroxyl radical. However, the activation energy of 165 kJ mol-1 makes proceeding of this reaction 

unlikely. Other hydrogen shifts, carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen β-scissions do not play an 

important role except for one β-scission possible after the 1,5-shift which forms the hex-5-enal and 

hydroxyl radical. This reaction has an energy barrier equal to 162 kJ mol-1 with an enthalpy change 

of  - 14 kJ mol-1 which is in addition more favorable due to ring-opening. 

Before reactor simulations, the developed microkinetic model of Genesys is merged with AramcoMech 

2.0 to include the chemistry of small (oxygenated) hydrocarbons. The final model is fitted with 

experiments performed in a jet-stirred reactor at l’Université de Lorraine by the group of Prof. Battin-

Leclerc. The model predicts well the experimental trends of the conversion of cyclohexane in the low-

temperature oxidation region when the alternative activation energy of the modified Arrhenius equation 

for the mentioned β-scission is lowered from 24.2 kJ mol-1 to 12.2 kJ mol-1. In addition, the formation 

rate of major products such as ethylene and carbon dioxide in the low-temperature region does also 

match with experimental measurements. In the high-temperature region the on-set temperature is 

correct, but the increase in conversion is not fast enough. Extra ab initio calculations for the high-

temperature chemistry should be performed in order to match with experimental observations in this 

region. The rather good match between experiments and the microkinetic model with only one fitted 

parameter confirms the power of the first principles based automatic kinetic model generation 

framework encoded in Genesys for the gas phase, which can now be extended to allow liquid-phase 

process modelling.  
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5.1. Introduction 

An extension of Genesys is required before the automatic generation of a microkinetic model for the 

liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane becomes possible. Currently the computer-aided framework is 

tailored to the gas phase, in which it is necessary to implement liquid-phase effects. The latter would 

allow model generation for liquid-phase processes as is envisioned in the longer term of this project. 

The presence of a liquid has an effect on all three main pillars of automatic kinetic model generation, 

i.e. molecules, the reaction family definition and reaction rules, which form the fundamentals for 

reaction network generation. By extension, the fast assignment of thermodynamic properties to all 

molecules and kinetic parameters to all reactions in the kinetic model needs to be extended with 

fundamental knowledge of the liquid phase. In this master dissertation, the first step is taken by 

introducing a calculation algorithm for the fast assignment of the Gibbs free energy of solvation to 

species via the empirical Abraham equation, see section 2.4. The latter will be assessed for its 

performance in general and more specifically for the application to the liquid-phase oxidation of 

cyclohexane. 

First, an overview is given on the kinetic modelling, ab initio and experimental studies that have already 

been performed concerning the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. This is followed by an overview 

of the three pillars of automatic kinetic model generation and how these should be redefined for the 

implementation of liquid-phase chemistry. Next, the newly implemented algorithm in Genesys for the 

calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation is discussed in more detail. Similar to the gas-phase 

algorithm, a roadmap is followed for the assignment of the Gibbs free energy of solvation depending on 

the availability of data in several databases. 

Finally, the procedure to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation is validated with ab initio 

determined values obtained from COSMOtherm [1, 2] and the FreeSolv database [3] found in  literature 

which contains experimental determined values for the Gibbs free energy of hydration. A more detailed 

discussion is made on the validation of species important for the oxidation of cyclohexane. Some 

improvements to the scheme are made and suggested for a better performance. 
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5.2. State of the art for the liquid-phase oxidation of 

cyclohexane 

A lot of research has already been performed in the past concerning the liquid-phase oxidation of 

cyclohexane since it is an important industrial process for the production of cyclohexanone and 

cyclohexanol, building blocks for the production of adipic acid and ε-caprolactam. Several groups 

(Steeman et al. [4], Lipes and Furman [5], Balcerzak et al. [6]) indicated the importance of the residence 

time on the selectivity, since the desired products are intermediates in a sequence of reactions, and over-

oxidation results easily in a number of useless byproducts. Still, the industrial conversion of the process 

is kept low, around 5 %, to avoid the formation of ring-opened products. However, the goal should be 

to develop an accurate kinetic model with elementary reactions which allows an increase in selectivity 

and/or conversion with as outcome a higher production yield.  

5.2.1. Literature modelling and experimental work 

In the literature several simplified models are proposed to describe the reaction kinetics of the liquid-

phase oxidation of cyclohexane. Spielman et al. [7] presented one of the earliest models with only a 

limited amount of lumped reactions as presented in the reaction scheme in Figure 5-1.  

 

Figure 5-1: Liquid-phase oxidation scheme of the reactions as presented by Spielman et al. [7]; CyH, CyOOH, CyOH 

and Cy=O stand respectively for cyclohexane, cyclohexyl hydroperoxide, cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone. 

Alagy et al. [8], proposed a more extensive kinetic model, but this neglected the formation of the 

hydroperoxide which is both an important intermediate and end-product of the liquid-phase oxidation. 

A more detailed model for the non-catalytic oxidation, i.e. the autoxidation, was presented by Khar’kova 

et al. [9] which also performed experiments for validation. However, this model still only contained 19 

reactions which makes it impossible to accurately predict byproduct formation. 

Pohorecki et al. [10] proposed a complete process model for the cyclohexane oxidation in the liquid 

phase, combining both a kinetic reaction model and a mass transfer model. The latter is necessary since 

the process is affected both by chemical kinetics and by mass transfer limitations especially for the 

presence of molecular oxygen in liquid cyclohexane. Earlier experimental work by Balcerzak et al. [6] 

at a temperature of 160 °C and a pressure of 9.0 bara were used to regress the kinetics of the model. 
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5.3. Extending Genesys to a liquid-phase environment 

The generation of a microkinetic model by an automatic kinetic model generator is based upon three 

pillars. These are the molecules, the reaction families and the reaction rules, as indicated in Figure 5-4. 

Extending the gas-phase framework will require adaptations for all three pillars to include the presence 

of the liquid phase. 

 

Figure 5-4: Schematic overview of the three pillars required for automatic kinetic model generators. 

5.3.1. Molecules 

The first pillar concerns the molecules which are basically a collection of atoms each bonded to one or 

more atoms. To construct a detailed predictive microkinetic model, it is necessary to represent these 

species unambiguously, i.e. represent each species in a unique manner. Most often, the molecule 

identifier, either via a SMILES or a unique InChI identifier, of the species is converted into a weighted 

graph structure. A molecule identifier is a textual identifier for chemical substances, designed to provide 

a standard way to encode molecular structural information and to facilitate the search for such 

information in databases and in the open literature. This representation comprises nodes, representing 

the atoms, and edges, representing the chemical bonds. Additional information such as chemical 

elements, charges, lone electron pairs, unpaired electrons, bonds orders, is given to these nodes and 

edges.  

Currently in Genesys no information about the liquid phase or a solvent is available. The species 

representation through graph will need to be extended to entail solvent information. Therefore, a new 

concept will have to be introduced in Genesys for interactions between molecules: solute molecules are 

surrounded with solvent molecules, this is not equal to a chemical bond, which is currently the only 

possibility to link atoms/molecules. This information is needed during the model generation to allow the 

calculation of thermochemistry and kinetics, and also to decide whether certain reactions are probable 
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for a species in a solvent. The presence of a solvent will influence which reactions are kinetically 

significant depending on the given operating conditions.  

Besides the molecular representation, it is also important to obtain thermodynamic properties for each 

species. For the gas phase a large database is available with ab initio calculated values at the CBS-QB3 

level of theory. A similar database can be constructed with ab initio results and experimental values for 

the thermodynamic properties of species in different solvents. When database information lacks for a 

species, the GAV scheme of Benson is applied which allows an accurate thermodynamic property 

calculation for the gas phase, as extensively discussed in section 3.1.4.1. It will be investigated if a 

similar approach can be used for the prediction of thermodynamic properties of solutes and solvents. 

Empirical correlations are available in literature, e.g. the Abrahams equation, which allows calculation 

of the Gibbs free energy of solvation at standard conditions that can be used to determine thermodynamic 

properties in the liquid phase. The Abrahams equation is extended with the Platts fragment scheme that 

can be used for fast assignment of thermodynamic properties for the liquid phase, see literature study 

section 2.4. This method is implemented in Genesys and validated against experimental and ab initio 

obtained data. In case this method does not yield results for the thermodynamic properties of a solute, 

on-the-fly ab initio calculations can be carried out for which best practices have to be determined. 

5.3.2. Reaction families 

A kinetic model can contain from tens up to tens of thousands of reactions, c.f. Figure 1-1, but most of 

these reactions can be categorized in just a few reaction families. It is thus sufficient for automatic kinetic 

model generation software to contain information about a limited number of reaction families. Each 

reaction family is defined by the structural features (i.e. functional groups) of the reactant(s), a recipe 

on how to convert the reactant(s) in the product(s) and information on how to calculate the rate 

coefficients for each reaction. Similar to gas-phase reactions, reactions that occur in the liquid phase, 

especially for the radical oxidation of cyclohexane, the thousands of reactions can be classified in 

reaction families. Moreover, literature indicates that these reactions are similar to the reactions that occur 

in the low temperature gas-phase oxidation region. This makes that the knowledge obtained from the 

gas-phase oxidation model, developed in chapter 4, can be reused for the construction of a model for the 

liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. 

The reaction network requires assignment of kinetic parameters to the chemical reactions to calculate 

the reaction rate. In the liquid phase, a distinction is made between the apparent and intrinsic reaction 

rate due to mass transfer or diffusion limitations. The intrinsic rate coefficients can be either originating 

from direct measurements under well-chosen conditions or calculation of the liquid-phase reaction rate 

coefficient considering the diffusional effect, another option that is worth exploring is to start from the 

gas-phase reaction rate coefficients for which an additional correction is necessary to describe the effect 
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of the solvent. Databases will have to be constructed with available intrinsic kinetic data in liquids found 

in the open literature or from new ab initio calculations. Similar to the thermodynamic properties the 

current group-additivity scheme for reaction rates is tailored to the gas phase which has to be extended. 

Typically, for the calculation of rate coefficients in a liquid or solvent, a contribution of the diffusion is 

added to the intrinsic reaction rate coefficient which requires knowledge of the radius, viscosity and 

diffusivity of species. The intrinsic reaction rate and the diffusion rate are calculated separately and 

processed to obtain an outcome for the true or apparent rate coefficient in the liquid phase.  

5.3.3. Reaction rules 

The third pillar involves the applicability of so-called reaction rules. To automatically generate all the 

possible reactions that a species can undergo, elementary transformations are defined to execute a 

reaction specifying the molecular structure rearrangements. After the execution of these transformations, 

product species are formed which can subsequently be subjected to reactions themselves resulting in 

new products. The network generation iteratively continues until the reaction network is considered 

complete by user-defined criteria. The latter is included by so-called reaction rules which puts criteria 

on the reactions which are allowed to be executed and the products allowed to be formed. Limitations 

can be imposed for each reaction family, e.g. only react atoms with less than one oxygen atom, as to 

limit the size of the generated reaction network to the essential chemistry. 

Experience in termination criteria has been gained for the construction of gas-phase models, but for 

liquid-phase models this experience will have to be gained via literature reviewing, e.g. simulation of 

the results of Pohorecki et al. [10, 11] and Hermans et al. [12, 13] and the study of experimental data.  
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5.4. Fast assignment of thermodynamic data: Algorithm 

to assign the Gibbs free energy of solvation 

The first implementation of a liquid phase in Genesys concerns the extension of the scheme for fast 

assignment of thermodynamic properties. An algorithm is introduced to calculate the Gibbs free energy 

of solvation at standard conditions of 1 bara pressure of solute in the gas phase and a solvent 

concentration of 1 mol l-1 at 298 K, i.e. ∆Ὃ° (298ὑ), via the empirical Abraham equation. The latter 

requires the availability of solute and solvent descriptors. The popularity of the Abraham equation is 

indicated by the amount of recent publications which determine solute descriptors for a wide range of 

drug-like species [14-18]. When solute descriptors are missing in the database, it can be tried to calculate 

these with the Platts fragments method. In Figure 5-5 the algorithm implemented in Genesys to calculate 

∆Ὃ° (298ὑ) is visualized. The algorithm starts with the definition of a solute and solvent, which have 

to be specified as input via either SMILES or InChI identifiers, and subsequently generates as output 

the Gibbs free energy of solvation if enough data is available. 

The algorithm requires reading and storing of all liquid-phase databases including ab initio data, but also 

Abraham solute and solvent descriptors and the Platts fragments with associated contributions. First, the 

databases with experimental and ab initio data are read which contain values for ∆Ὃ° (298ὑ) for a 

specific combination of solute and solvent. The latter databases are discussed in more detail in section 

5.5.1, as they are used in this master dissertation for validation of the Abraham equation and the Platts 

fragment method. Second, the databases with solute and solvent Abraham descriptors are read. Third, 

the database with Platts fragments and accompanying values for the solute descriptors is read.  

When all data is read, a first query is performed to check if the combination of solvent and solute appears 

in the database with experimental or ab initio data. If so, the value of ∆Ὃ° (298ὑ) of the database is 

assigned. If not, the next query is performed to check if the combination of solvent and solute molecules 

appears in the database with respectively Abraham solvent descriptors and solute descriptors. When the 

solvent descriptors are missing, it is not possible to determine ∆Ὃ° (298ὑ). If the solute descriptors 

are missing, these can be predicted via the Platts fragments method. The latter method is similar to 

Benson’s group additivity theory and requires that all non-hydrogen atoms can be matched with Platts 

fragments. In the latter case it is also impossible to calculate a value for ∆Ὃ° (298ὑ). 

The calculated value for each solute descriptor by Platts fragments is obtained by a very similar 

procedure as the GAVs algorithm implemented in Genesys which was discussed in the methodology 

chapter, section 3.1.4.2. Due to the similarity of the algorithm for GAV assignment, the latter is reused 

for the assignment of Platts fragments to a molecule. Differences between the GAV and Platts scheme 

is that there is an interception value, i.e. a fixed contribution which has to be added to the different solute 
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descriptors independent of the molecular structure, and that the groups in both schemes are sometimes 

differently defined. For example, a carbonyl group is one group in the GAV scheme, while it is 

composed out of two groups, i.e. a double bonded oxygen atom and a carbon atom with a double bond, 

for the Platts fragments method. When both the solute and solvent descriptors are available from a 

database or by calculation, the Abraham equation is utilized to calculate a value for ∆Ὃ° (298ὑ), 

which is eventually assigned. 

In appendix C section C.1 and section C.2, the descriptor values stored in respectively the solvent and 

solute database can be found which are obtained from the RMG database [19]. This includes solvent 

descriptors for 25 frequently used solvents including water, cyclohexane, benzene and 1-octanol, and 

solute descriptors for 152 solutes. Moreover, the list with 28 Platts fragments and corresponding solute 

descriptor contributions are listed in appendix C section 3 as used in this master dissertation, these are 

obtained from the original paper published by Platts et al. [20]. 

 

Figure 5-5: Schematic representation of the algorithm implemented in Genesys to assign the Gibbs free energy of 

solvation at 298 K to a species. 
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The necessary framework to implement the Mintz equation in Genesys is similar to the previous 

described algorithm for the Abraham equation and is already partially encoded. The Mintz equation is 

used for calculation of the enthalpy of solvation at 298 K. Note that for the Mintz equation the same 

solute descriptors are used as for the Abraham equation, but the used solvent descriptors are different. 

The Mintz equation is however not covered in this chapter. With both the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy 

of solvation calculated, the entropy of solvation can be obtained. The latter allows to account for the 

temperature dependency of the Gibbs free energy of solvation by assuming that the entropy and enthalpy 

are temperature independent. It should also be noted that the application of the Mintz equation is often 

limited to a small temperature region around 298 K in literature, see section 2.4.6.  

The enthalpy of species in the liquid phase can be calculated from the enthalpy in the gas phase and the 

enthalpy of solvation, cf. equation (5-1), and similar for the entropy, cf. equation (5-2).  

Ὄ (Ὕ, ὖ) = Ὄ (Ὕ, ὖ) + ∆Ὄ (Ὕ, ὖ) (5-1) 

Ὓ (Ὕ, ὖ) = Ὓ (Ὕ, ὖ) + ∆Ὓ (Ὕ, ὖ) (5-2) 

The latter is valid since both thermodynamic properties are state functions. The gas-phase enthalpy and 

entropy can be obtained from the Benson group additivity scheme that is already implemented in 

Genesys for gas-phase species, as discussed in section 3.1.4. Note that the current gas-phase framework 

in Genesys and the group additive values are currently valid for a temperature range around 1000 K. 

Similar developed GAVs for the gas-phase are available in literature, valid around 300 K which are 

more interesting since liquid-phase processes are typically performed at low temperatures. The enthalpy 

of solvation and the entropy of solvation are obtained after application of the Abraham and Mintz 

equation.   
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5.5. Validation and results 

Validation of the above-mentioned algorithm is performed by comparing the Gibbs free energy of 

solvation calculated by Genesys with ab initio calculated and experimental tabulated values. Compared 

to the discussed algorithm, cf. Figure 5-5, all values from the experimental and ab initio database are 

compared to calculated values with the Abraham method and to calculated values using the Platts 

fragments method for validation of both methods. 

5.5.1. Available validation data 

In the literature not a lot of databases are reported with experimental determined values for the Gibbs 

free energy of solvation. Though, a well-known database is the Minnesota solvation database [21] from 

the group of Truhlar and Cramer with 3037 reported values for 92 solvents and 790 unique solutes. 

However, access was not granted in time. For the validation two other sets of data are used, i.e. one set 

obtained from a predictive property calculation tool (COSMOtherm) based on ab initio calculations and 

the set of Mobley et al. [3] found in literature with reported experimental values for the Gibbs free 

energy of hydration. 

The complete validation set contains 4565 entries of which several duplicates are present. Typical values 

for the Gibbs free energy of solvation are situated in the range between -30 and 0 kJ mol-1 with a minority 

of the values being positive. Results of the validation will be evaluated using the mean absolute error 

(MAE) as defined in equation (5-3) and the maximal error. 

ὓὃὉ =
1
ὲ ώὭ − ώὭ

ὲ

Ὥ=1

 (5-3) 

Note that radicals are not considered in the validation set as these are not available in any of the 

validation data sets. The latter is crucial to obtain thermodynamic parameters for the intermediate 

products formed during liquid-phase oxidation reactions. 

5.5.1.1 COSMOtherm 

Because of lack of experimental validation data available from literature, ab initio values for ∆Ὃ°  are 

determined using the commercial software package COSMOtherm and used as validation data. The aim 

of this software package is to post-process ab initio calculations carried out by other software packages, 

e.g. Gaussian or TurboMole, and determine thermodynamic properties, such as ∆Ὃ°  at standard 

conditions. In COSMOtherm, besides the ability to include new ab initio calculations for the 

determination of thermodynamic properties, a large database is present with ab initio calculations for 

the most commonly used solvents and solutes. This database includes ab initio calculations for 272 
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species at the BP-TZVPD-FINE level of theory, i.e. the latest developed level of theory included in 

COSMOtherm with the current highest accuracy. Out of the data set of 272 species, the solvents that are 

present in the Abraham solvent database are selected and combined with all C/H/N/S/O solutes present, 

excluding ions and polymers, to determine ∆Ὃ° . Although a lot of halogens are available in 

COSMOtherm, it was decided to not extract them and to not put them in the validation set, since 

halogens are not of interest for studying the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. A method is added 

to Genesys to automatically create input files, run these simulations and post-process the results to the 

required database format. This results in a final data set of 3922 entries for ∆Ὃ°  that can be used for 

validation of the Abraham and Platts method. Values are taken at. a solvent concentration of 1 mol l-1 

and a partial pressure of the solute of 1 bara and 298 K, i.e. standard conditions. 

5.5.1.1 FreeSolv database 

Mobley et al. [3] has constructed a database, the so-called Free Solvation database or FreeSolv database, 

which contains experimental determined values of the Gibbs free energy of hydration, i.e. for solvation 

in water, for 643 solutes. The validation set thus only contains experimental data with water as solvent. 

A wide range of hydrocarbons are covered in the database, including hydrocarbons with hetero-atoms, 

i.e. nitrogen, sulfur and halogens, and several functional groups such as the carbonyl, carboxyl, nitro, 

thiol, amine and amide groups. Data was obtained from prior literature publications. The database is 

constructed in an open format including SMILES for the molecules. Several common values present in 

both data sets were compared and matched within 1 kJ mol-1.  

5.5.2. Abraham solute descriptors validation 

For all combinations of solutes and solvents present in the validation set, i.e. the ab initio and 

experimental database, ∆Ὃ°  is calculated via the Abraham equation and the respective solute and 

solvent descriptors (see Appendix C Table C-1 and C-2). For 1438 of the 4565 combinations, entries for 

both solute and solvent descriptors are available. Note that data is available for 25 solvents in the solvent 

descriptor database, but only 20 of them are validated since several solvents are not represented in the 

validation set, the solvents not validated are carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, dichloroethane, undecane 

and iso-octane. The difference between the tabulated and calculated value of ∆Ὃ°  for each entry is 

depicted in Figure 5-6. The blue shaded area covers the data points with an absolute maximal error of 

4 kJ mol-1. Only 21 data points out of the 1438, i.e. 1.5%, are estimated with an absolute error above 

4 kJ mol-1. The MAE amounts to 1.1 kJ mol-1 and the maximal error amounts to 7.67 kJ mol-1 for the 

Gibbs free energy of solvation of water in 1-octanol. 

Large systematic deviations between calculated and tabulated values are not observed in Figure 5-6. 

Note that the largest part of the used validation set is based on ab initio calculated values which are 
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prone to errors. Similarly, experimental errors can be expected in the FreeSolv database. The points 

indicated by the blue circle in Figure 5-6 stand out. They have in common that the solvent is the same 

namely 1- octanol. The MAE within this reduced validation set containing only the data points with 

1- octanol as solvent amounts to 2.2 kJ mol-1, which is significantly higher than the MAE of the complete 

validation set. Except for the solvation of water in 1-octanol, the other points with outstanding errors 

are for solvation of n-nonane and n-decane in 1-octanol with an error of respectively 5.21 and 

5.00 kJ mol-1, and n-propyl formate and propylcyclopentane in water, respectively 5.27 and 

4.79 kJ mol- 1. 

 

Figure 5-6: Plot of tabulated minus calculated values for ∆╖▼▫■○
°  at 298 K using tabulated Abraham solvent and solute 

descriptors. 

5.5.3. Platts fragments validation 

When solute descriptors are lacking these can be calculated via the Platts fragments method [20]. For 

the solvent descriptors, the need for tabulated values remains since a group additive scheme is not yet 

available. Predictive schemes are available in the open literature, but the performance is not optimal 

[22]. In addition, most frequently used solvents are present in the database, which decreases the need 

for urgent implementation of such a scheme. The Platts fragments method is compared with the available 

validation set to gain maximal information concerning the performance of the method. The implemented 

Platts fragments for carbon, oxygen and some nitrogen groups can be found in Appendix C section C.3 

as these are published in the original paper of Platts [20]. The different hydrogen bond corrections which 

were also included in the original paper of Platts are not yet implemented in Genesys due to the rather 

rare molecular structure requirements which are seldom present during oxidation processes. For sulfur 
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and halogen functionalities, the Platts fragments are regressed but they are not yet implemented in the 

Genesys database since they are regressed on significantly less compounds and therefore considered 

less reliable. In addition, they are of minor importance for oxidation of hydrocarbons. The comparison 

between the Platts method and the validation data set is done, only in the case that (1) the solvent 

descriptors are available from the Abraham data set and (2) all non-hydrogen atoms in the solute must 

have been assigned a Platts fragment. Note that the presence of water in the validation set is more 

dominant and therefore influences the MAE more than any other solvent. 

5.5.3.1 Complete data set 

From the complete data set with 4565 entries, 3549 could be calculated with the Platts fragments method, 

i.e. 77.7 %. The sulfur and halogen containing species in the validation set cannot be calculated and 

several nitrogen functionalities are also not available as Platts fragment, e.g. the nitro-functionality 

which is frequently represented in the validation set. Of the 643 entries of the FreeSolv database only 

354, i.e. only 55.1 %, are calculated due to the high presence of missing nitrogen and sulfur 

functionalities and a lot of halogen containing components. 

The difference between tabulated and calculated values for ∆Ὃ°  are plotted in Figure 5-7 with a 

different color for each solvent. The acyclic hydrocarbon solvents are indicated in red shades, cyclic 

hydrocarbon solvents in orange shades, oxygenated solvents in blue shades and the nitrogen-containing 

solvents in green shades. The dark grey and light grey shaded area cover respectively the data points 

with an absolute maximal error of 4 kJ mol-1 and 10 kJ mol-1. The Platts method on the complete data 

set has a MAE of 2.5 kJ mol-1. As expected, the performance is less compared to the tabulated Abraham 

solute descriptors. On the other hand, the number of calculated values has been increased from 1438 to 

3549. Hence, the algorithm as implemented in Genesys is well structured, i.e. the Abraham method with 

tabulated solute descriptors is used for calculation of ∆Ὃ°  before the Platts fragments method is 

applied for the determination of solute descriptors. A maximal error of 34.5 kJ mol-1 is noticed for 

solvation of 1,4-diamino-9,10-anthracenedione in water and 82.6 % of the ∆Ὃ°  for solute-solvent 

combinations are calculated within 4.0 kJ mol-1. Even for compounds with exceptional low tabulated 

values for ∆Ὃ°  the calculated value with Platts fragments methodology matches very well, e.g. the 

experimental determined value for hydration of mannose, a sugar monomer, amounts to - 106.6 kJ mol-
 
1 

and the calculated value amounts to -107.7 kJ mol-1. 

From Figure 5-7, it is clear that the MAE is not the same for all solvents and that a different performance 

is observed for apolar and polar solvents. The acyclic and cyclic hydrocarbons perform best and only 

seldom data points are observed with an error above 10.0 kJ mol-1. For the oxygenated and nitrogen-

containg solvents, e.g. N,N-dimethyl formamide, dimethyl sulfoxide, ethyl acetate and acetonitrile, a 
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Figure 5-7: Plot of tabulated minus calculated values for ∆╖▼▫■○
°  using Platts fragments for solutes descriptors for 20 

different solvents. The different solvents are indicated in different colors, from left to right, red shades: n-pentane, n-

hexane, n-heptane, n-octane, n-nonane, n-decane, dodecane, hexadecane; orange shades: cyclohexane, benzene, toluene; 

blue shades: water, ethanol, 1-butanol, 1-octanol, di-n-butylether, ethyl acetate; green shades: N,N-dimethyl 

formamide, dimethyl sulfoxide, acetonitrile. 
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much broader spreading of the data points is observed, especially water stands out. All of these solvents 

have in common that they are polar solvents. Di-n-butylether which is not polar and 1-octanol which is 

less polar than water do perform better. Clearly for polar solvents it is more difficult to calculate the 

∆Ὃ° . 1-octanol has several outliers when calculated with tabulated Abraham solute descriptors, 

discussed in section 5.5.2, but this is not visible when calculating ∆Ὃ°  with Platts fragments. 

Several outliers are detected in Figure 5-7. When the combination of solute and solvent molecules for 

the outlying data points are checked, it turns out that this are not always the same solutes which have a 

higher error in different solvents and thus they cannot be considered as systematic deviations. The 

outliers comprise all kinds of solutes, i.e. normal acyclic hydrocarbons, (cyclic) oxygenated 

hydrocarbons, nitrous compounds, monofunctional as well as bifunctional, etc. One exception is carbon 

dioxide as a solute which has a tabulated value for ∆Ὃ°  in all solvents except water between -2.0 and 

- 5.5 kJ mol-1 while the calculations range from -9.0 to -19.9 kJ mol-1. In addition, the Gibbs free energy 

of solvation in water amounts to 2.3 kJ mol-1 which is calculated via the Abraham equation with Platts 

fragments descriptors to be - 29.9 kJ mol-1, an error of more than 30 kJ mol-1. Note that in the validation 

set only ab initio data is available for the solvation of carbon dioxide. Ab initio calculations are also 

prone to errors, but experimental data from literature matches well, e.g. the experimental versus ab initio 

calculated Gibbs free energy of hydration of carbon dioxide amounts to 0.8 kJ mol-1 [23] and 2.3 kJ mol-
 

1 

respectively. As an improvement, a regression will be performed in section 5.5.4. to obtain solute 

descriptors for the carbon dioxide molecule that can replace the calculation by Platts fragments and 

improve the accuracy. 

Finally, when the solvents n-pentane, n-hexane, n-heptane, n-octane, n-nonane, n-decane, dodecane and 

hexadecane are considered, i.e. points indicated with red shades in Figure 5-7, it is clear that the same 

trend appears for each of these solvents, including the outliers. The solvents have in common that they 

are all normal acyclic hydrocarbons with which it is not possible to have polar interactions nor hydrogen 

bonds, characterized by a value of zero for the solvent descriptors a, b and s. Also cyclohexane, a 

naphthene, behaves similarly. The observed outliers are identified as carbon dioxide, 1,3-diazine, 

thymine and salicylic acid, indicated in Figure 5-8. Except for carbon dioxide, these are rather rare 

substances which are not immediately expected during oxidation processes. Hence, for now, the focus 

for improvement will be on regression of solely the Abraham solute descriptors for CO2. 

 

Figure 5-8: Molecular structure of carbon dioxide, 1,3-diazine, thymine and salicilyc acid. 
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5.5.3.2 Validation for cyclohexane as solvent 

Cyclohexane is also considered separately as solvent, since it is the solvent of interest when performing 

research on the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane. A plot of the tabulated minus calculated values 

for ∆Ὃ°  is depicted in Figure 5-9 for this reduced set of data. When calculating ∆Ὃ°  with tabulated 

Abraham solute descriptors on a reduced data set with only cyclohexane as solvent, the MAE amounts 

to 0.9 kJ mol-1 with 64 of the 152 species calculated. The MAE for the same reduced data set with 152 

entries amounts to 1.3 kJ mol-1 when calculating the solute descriptors via the Platts fragments 

methodology, which is significantly lower than the MAE of the overall validation set. Moreover, only 

4% of the data points are not calculated within the boundary of 4 kJ mol-1 with as outliers water, carbon 

dioxide, acetic anhydride and glycerin as observed in Figure 5-9. Also, the solvation of cyclohexanone, 

important for the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane, is comprised in the validation set and has an 

error of only 0.5 kJ mol-1. The Gibbs free energy of solvation for cyclohexanol is not comprised in the 

validation set. 

Note that the peroxide group is missing as Platts fragment which is a crucial fragment for calculation of 

thermodynamic parameters of oxidation intermediates and products. In literature it is common to 

approximate the peroxide functionality by considering it as two ether functionalities. Platts fragments 

approach for the peroxide functional group is currently not validated since no peroxides are included in 

the validation set, but for the future it will be interesting to regress a value for this functional group in 

addition to new radical groups. Another important molecule for oxidation processes is molecular oxygen 

for which Abraham solute descriptors are available in the database but these cannot be validated at the 

moment since there is no experimental or ab initio data available in the validation set nor in the open 

literature. 

  

Figure 5-9: Plot of tabulated minus calculated values for ∆╖▼▫■○
°  using Platts fragments for solute descriptors and 

cyclohexane as solvent. 
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5.5.4. Improving the performance for carbon dioxide 

Carbon dioxide was detected as an outlier in all solvents with a mean absolute error of 10.0 kJ mol-1 and 

even a maximum error up to 31.8 kJ mol-1. Clearly the Platts fragments method fails here, which is not 

a surprise since the carbon dioxide molecule is composed out of a carbon atom with two neighbors and 

two double bonded oxygen atoms. Considering that CO2 is the only molecule for which two double 

bonded oxygen atoms are attached on one carbon atom, it can be expected that this molecular structure 

fails for Platts fragments. Solute descriptors for CO2 are not available in the solute database of RMG 

and are neither found in the open literature. However, carbon dioxide is an important product formed 

during oxidations and it is therefore important to have an accurate estimation for its solvation Gibbs free 

energy. Since 16 data points are available from the COSMOtherm validation set it is possible to regress 

solute descriptors for the CO2 molecule. 

From the 16 data points, 10 data points are considered in the training set for regression of five solute 

descriptors and the 6 others are taken as test set. A multi-linear least squares regression, cf. equation 

(5-4), is performed in order to obtain the solute descriptors A, B, E, L and S. 

ὙὛὛὗ ὦᴆ =  (ώ − ώ )
ᴆ

→ ὓὭὲ (5-4) 

With ὙὛὛὗ(ὦ) the residual sum of squares for a combination of solute descriptors, i.e. ὦᴆ, ώ  the observed 

value for data point Ὥ and ώ  the estimated value for data point Ὥ which depends on ὦᴆ. The regressed 

values for the solute descriptors are given in Table 5-1 together with the descriptors calculated by the 

Platts fragments method, which differ significantly. The R2 value amounts to 0.85 and from the 

corresponding correlation matrix it is detected that only the E and S descriptor are slightly correlated. 

The latter is acceptable due to the physical interpretation of the E and S descriptor. 

Table 5-1: Solute descriptors for carbon dioxide: calculated with the Platts fragments method and regressed values via 

least squares regression. 

 A B E L S 

Platts fragments method 0.003 0.767 0.206 1.452 1.051 

Regression 0.017 0.040 -1.133 0.480 1.101 

A comparison of both obtained solute descriptors by means of a parity graph as depicted in Figure 5-10, 

which plots the calculated values in function of the tabulated values for both the data points of the 

training set (dots) and the test set (triangles). For optimal results, all points should be located on the first 

bisector. The bad estimation of the Platts fragments method in this case is clearly visible. However, the 
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regressed set of solute descriptors performs rather well, even describing the positive Gibbs free energy 

of solvation of carbon dioxide in water. Both the training set and the test set are predicted within an 

accuracy of 4 kJ mol-1. The maximal error is observed for acetonitrile as solvent (part of the test set) 

with an error of 2.5 kJ mol-1. The MAE of all data points and of the test set amounts to 0.4 kJ mol-
 
1 and 

0.5 kJ mol-1 respectively. The calculated descriptors are now included in the solute descriptor database 

and will be used for calculation of ∆Ὃ°  when experimental values are missing rather than the Platts 

fragments method.  

When the physical meaning of the solute descriptors is linked back to the physical meaning, these are 

also well performing. Note that the A and B descriptor were respectively for the hydrogen bond donor 

and acceptor capacity. For carbon dioxide, no hydrogen atom is present which makes it impossible to 

have hydrogen bond donor capacities resulting in an A descriptor close to zero. The value of the B 

descriptor is slightly higher, since carbon dioxide has the possibility to accept hydrogen bonds.  

Moreover, the E and S descriptors are related to polarizability which is possible for carbon dioxide 

whereby these are significantly different from zero. 

 

Figure 5-10: Parity plot of the tabulated ∆╖▼▫■○
°  versus calculated ∆╖▼▫■○

°  with the solute descriptors using Platts 

fragments method (Left). Parity plot of the tabulated ∆╖▼▫■○
°  versus calculated ∆╖▼▫■○

°  with self-regressed solute 

descriptors, dots ( ) represent the training set, triangles ( ) the testing set (Right). 
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5.6. Conclusions 

Extension of the gas-phase tailored framework for automatic kinetic model generation is necessary to 

allow model generation for liquid-phase processes, such as the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane, 

with Genesys. All three pillars for kinetic model generation, i.e. molecules, reaction families and 

reaction rules, have to be redefined for liquid-phase chemistry. A lot of experimental and modelling 

research has already been performed concerning the industrial important liquid-phase oxidation of 

cyclohexane but modelling of the byproduct formation remains a challenging task.  

In this master dissertation the first step is taken to introduce the liquid phase in Genesys, by focusing on 

the first pillar, i.e. molecules. An algorithm to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation for species 

in a liquid phase is implemented which will allow assignment of thermodynamic parameters to species 

in a solvent. The algorithm first searches the database with experimental and ab initio data if the 

combination of solute and solvent is tabulated. If not, an empirical correlation, i.e. the Abraham 

equation, is used to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation at standard conditions and 298 K. The 

empirical correlation requires solute and solvent descriptors. Solvent descriptors are tabulated for most 

common solvents. If solvent descriptors are not available in the database, the correlation cannot be used. 

Solute descriptors are tabulated for solutes, but in addition these can be calculated from a group additive 

scheme, i.e. Platts fragments method. The latter calculates the solute descriptors by summing up the 

contribution of each fragment the molecule is built from. It is impossible to calculate ∆Ὃ°  if solute 

descriptors are not tabulated and if not all non-hydrogen atoms can be assigned a contribution via Platts 

fragments. 

After implementation, validation of both the Abraham equation with tabulated solute descriptors and 

calculated descriptors via Platts fragments method is performed. A validation set was used, composed 

out of COSMOtherm data, based on ab initio calculations, and the FreeSolv database which contains a 

set of experimental determined values for the Gibbs free energy of hydration.  

The mean absolute error (MAE) of the Gibbs free energy of solvation with tabulated solute descriptors 

amounts to 1.1 kJ mol-1 with 1438 of the 4565 data points calculated spread over the 20 solvents 

represented in the data set. With Platts fragments much more solvation energies, 3549 of the 4565 data 

points, are calculated with a MAE of 2.5 kJ mol-1 which is slightly higher than for the tabulated solute 

descriptors. Calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation with tabulated solute descriptors is thus 

preferred over calculated solute descriptors with the Platts fragment method. In addition, the polar 

solvents perform systematically worse than the apolar solvents. Except for carbon dioxide, the outlying 

data points, i.e. the solutes, over the different solvents are not the same.  
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Since cyclohexane is the solvent of interest in this master dissertation, the validation set was also limited 

to this solvent, which performs slightly better. A MAE of 0.9 and 1.3 kJ mol-1 is reported respectively 

for calculation of ∆Ὃ°  with tabulated solute descriptors and solute descriptors calculated via Platts 

fragments. Of the 786 entries with cyclohexane as solvent in the validation set, 591 entries are calculated 

via the Platts fragments and only 195 via tabulated solute descriptors, i.e. 75.2 % and 24.8 % 

respectively. For carbon dioxide, the main outlier, molecular solute descriptors were regressed which 

decrease the MEA of the entries with carbon dioxide as solute from 10.0 kJ mol-1 to 0.5 kJ mol-1. 

To enhance the performance, it is possible to regress values again for several solute and solvent 

descriptors and implement new Platts fragments, e.g. the missing peroxide functionality important for 

oxidation processes. Moreover, the Platts method has to be extended to allow calculation of the Gibbs 

free energy of solvation for radical species. Therefore, it will first be necessary to obtain accurate data 

for the solvation of radicals via ab initio calculations. Future work will then encompass regression to 

implement these new functionalities. Finally, it is of interest to enlarge the database with experimental 

data from literature, ab initio calculations, solute and solvent descriptors.  
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6.1. Conclusions 

Nowadays, there is a strong drive to design new and optimize existing large-scale chemical processes 

in the pursuit of sustainability and increased profitability. Currently these topics are on the mindset of 

many people, considering that process optimization can result in significant energy savings and 

associated reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, more specifically CO2 emissions, as well as reduction 

of waste streams. An accurate microkinetic model of the chemical process is therefore essential.  

Currently, the limited fundamental understanding of reactions important in many liquid-phase processes 

does not allow automatic kinetic model generation for liquid-phase processes. This is in sharp contrast 

to gas-phase models which can be developed from first principles due to theoretical and computational 

advancements the last decade. In this master dissertation, the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexane to 

cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol was investigated, since it is an important industrial process for the 

synthesis of nylon-6 and nylon-6,6 which is only partially understood. A gas-phase model was 

constructed to prove the power of the automatic kinetic model generation gas-phase framework and to 

gain insight in the molecular reactivity between cyclohexane and molecular oxygen. Elements from the 

gas-phase model can later be reused for the development of the liquid-phase model, especially since 

literature indicates that the low-temperature oxidation zone shows the same type of reactions as during 

liquid-phase oxidation. Afterwards, Genesys was extended with an algorithm to calculate the Gibbs free 

energy of solvation as first step to include the liquid-phase effect. The latter is validated with 

experimental and ab initio data, and will allow fast assignment of thermodynamic properties to solute 

species. 

6.1.1. Cyclohexane gas-phase oxidation model 

A microkinetic model for the gas-phase oxidation of cyclohexane is developed which is focused on the 

low-temperature oxidation region. The reaction families are defined based on similarities to acyclic 

hydrocarbon oxidation. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters are determined with ab initio 

calculations for the most important species and reaction pathways. For accurate thermodynamic 

parameter determination, it was observed that it is important to treat both axial and equatorial positioned 

substituents on the six-membered ring since the energy difference between the geometries can reach 

beyond 15 kJ mol-1. 

The potential energy surface (PES) for the addition of molecular oxygen to the cyclohexyl radical has 

been constructed by high-level ab initio calculations at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. From the PES, it 

is clear that the peroxide radical can be converted to a hydroperoxide by a hydrogen shift reaction with 

a barrier for the 1,5-shift and 1-6 shift of 108 kJ mol-1 and 129 kJ mol-1 respectively at 0 K. This barrier 

is below the reverse dissociation to molecular oxygen and the cyclohexyl radical for which an enthalpy 
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difference between reactants and products of 156 kJ mol-1 is calculated. The barrier for the 1,4-shift 

amounts to 164 kJ mol-1 which is slightly higher than the enthalpy of reaction of the dissociation 

reaction. It can be expected that the 1,5-shift will also occur because it is entropically favored. These 

formed hydroperoxide radicals can react further mainly through cyclic ether formation and β-scission 

reactions. Alternatively, oxygen addition on the hydroperoxide radicals leads to chain branching, which 

is not shown on the PES.  

Besides the hydrogen shifts, also hydroperoxide elimination can take place with formation of 

cyclohexene for which the activation barrier amounts to 134 kJ mol-1, which stays under the reaction 

enthalpy of dissociation to molecular oxygen and the cyclohexyl radical. The unimolecular 

decomposition reaction considered with the lowest enthalpy of formation is a 1,3-shift for which 

113 kJ mol-1 is released due to the formation of the energetically favorable cyclohexanone and a 

hydroxyl radical. However, the activation energy of 165 kJ mol-1 makes proceeding of this reaction 

unlikely. Other hydrogen shifts, carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen β-scissions do not play an 

important role except for one β-scission possible after the 1,5-shift which forms hex-5-enal and a 

hydroxyl radical. This reaction has an energy barrier equal to 162 kJ mol-1 with an enthalpy change of 

- 14 kJ mol-1 which is even more favorable due to ring-opening. 

The developed microkinetic model of Genesys is merged with AramcoMech 2.0 and validated with 

experiments performed in a jet-stirred reactor at l’Université de Lorraine by the group of Prof. Battin-

Leclerc. The model predicts well the experimental trends in the low-temperature oxidation region when 

the alternative activation energy of the modified Arrhenius equation for the mentioned β-scission is 

lowered from 24.2 kJ mol-1 to 12.2 kJ mol-1. The match between experiments and the microkinetic model 

confirms the power of the first principles based automatic kinetic model generation framework encoded 

in Genesys for the gas phase, which can now be extended to allow liquid-phase process modelling.  

6.1.2. Fast assignment of liquid-phase thermodynamic 

              parameters with Genesys 

Currently, the applications of the microkinetic model generation framework are limited to gas-phase 

processes. With this master dissertation the first step has been taken to introduce liquid-phase effects in 

Genesys by considering the fast assignment of thermodynamic properties to solutes, in order to extend 

the application domain to liquid-phase processes. 

A new algorithm is encoded which assigns the Gibbs free energy of solvation based on the available 

data in the database. The algorithm first searches the database with experimental and ab initio data if the 

combination of solute and solvent is tabulated. If not, an empirical correlation, i.e. the Abraham 

equation, has been implemented in Genesys to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation at 298 K and 
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standard conditions. The empirical correlation requires solute and solvent descriptors. Solvent 

descriptors are tabulated for most used solvents. Solute descriptors are tabulated for a lot of solutes, but 

in addition these can be calculated from a group additive scheme, i.e. Platts fragments method. It is 

impossible to calculate the Gibbs free energy of solvation if solute descriptors are not tabulated and if 

not all non-hydrogen atoms can be assigned a contribution via Platts fragments. 

Besides the implementation of an algorithm, both the Abraham equation and the Platts fragments method 

are validated with a data set containing Gibbs free energies of solvation from ab initio calculations, 

exported from COSMOtherm, and experiments from the FreeSolv database. The mean absolute error 

(MAE) of the Gibbs free energy of solvation calculated via the Abraham equation with tabulated solute 

descriptors amounts to 1.1 kJ mol-1 with 1438 of the 4565 data points calculated. With Platts fragments 

much more solvation energies, i.e. 3549 of the 4565 data points, are calculated with a MAE of 

2.5 kJ mol-1 which is slightly higher than for the tabulated solute descriptors. Calculation of the Gibbs 

free energy of solvation with tabulated solute descriptors is thus preferred over calculated solute 

descriptors with the Platts fragments method. A total of 20 solvents are considered in the validation set, 

whereby the polar solvents perform systematically worse than the apolar solvents for the Platts 

fragments method. Except for carbon dioxide, the discrepancies over the different solvents are not the 

same. Cyclohexane as solvent was also assessed with a MAE of 0.9 kJ mol-1 and 1.3 kJ mol-1 respectively 

for calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation with tabulated solute descriptors and solute 

descriptors calculated via Platts fragments. This outcome is a good basis for modelling of processes with 

cyclohexane as solvent. Due to the bad performance of Platts fragments for carbon dioxide, molecular 

solute descriptors were regressed which decrease the MAE of the entries with carbon dioxide as solute 

from 10.0 kJ mol-1 to 0.5 kJ mol-1. 
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6.2. Future outlook and perspectives 

The future work encompasses two parts. Further improvement of the gas-phase oxidation model for 

cyclohexane and extension of the gas-phase tailored framework of Genesys to the liquid phase.  

6.2.1. Cyclohexane gas-phase oxidation model 

The developed gas-phase microkinetic model can predict well the formation of most products, e.g. 

carbon monoxide and ethylene, in the low-temperature oxidation region which is of interest. Though, 

some species should be considered in more detail and to make the model also valid in the high-

temperature region extra ab initio calculations are required. For this improved model, a sensitivity and 

product formation analysis should be executed which will give a more quantitative overview of the 

importance of several reactions in the gas phase. However, it is confirmed that the gas-phase tailored 

framework of Genesys functions well after adaptation of only one single parameter, which can therefore 

be extended to the liquid phase. A lot of knowledge from the gas-phase model can be reused for 

construction of a liquid-phase model and in addition the focus will be on the formation of cyclohexanone 

and cyclohexanol which are currently not present in the gas-phase model.   

6.2.2. Extension of Genesys to the liquid phase 

The algorithm for calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation performs very well for the largest 

part of the validation set. To enhance the performance even more, it is possible to regress values again 

for several solute and solvent descriptors and implement new Platts fragments, e.g. the missing peroxide 

functionality important for oxidation processes. Currently, the Platts fragments method cannot calculate 

the solute descriptors for radicals due to missing fragments which should also be regressed since radicals 

are important reaction intermediates during oxidation. Therefore, it will first be necessary to obtain 

accurate data for the solvation of radicals via high-level ab initio calculations. Moreover, it is of interest 

to enlarge the Genesys liquid-phase database with experimental data from literature, e.g. the Minnesota 

database and SAMPL data set, in addition to ab initio calculated data, solute and solvent descriptors. 

Future work encompasses the integration of the Gibbs free energy of solvation in the overall 

thermodynamic calculation scheme, amongst others by implementation of the Mintz equation, to allow 

assignment of the enthalpy, entropy and heat capacities to solute and solvent species.  

Further research is still ongoing to extend Genesys to a broader application domain and improve the 

performance of the automatic kinetic model generation framework. In the end, fully automatic model 

generation for gas-phase, liquid-phase and catalyzed processes is envisioned. 
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An activity coefficient is a factor used in thermodynamics to describe the deviation from ideal behavior 

in a mixture of chemical substances. In an ideal mixture, the intermolecular interactions between each 

pair of chemical species are the same, and as a result the thermodynamic properties of the mixture can 

be described directly in terms of concentrations or the partial pressure, e.g. Henry’s or Raoult’s law [1]. 

Deviations from this ideal behaviour are accommodated by modifying the concentration by an activity 

coefficient. The chemical potential of a species A in an ideal mixture of liquids is given by equation  

(A-1). 

‘ = ‘° + ὙὝ ln (ὼ ) (A-1) 

where ‘°  is the chemical potential of the pure substance A, ὼ  is the mole fraction of species A in the 

mixture, R is the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. Non-ideal behavior is described in a very 

similar way, cf. equation (A-2), by introduction of the activity of a species A, i.e. ὥ . 

‘ = ‘° + ὙὝ ln (ὥ ) (A-2) 

with the activity, i.e. ὥ , defined as the product of the mole fraction and the activity coefficient, i.e.  , 

for a non-ideal mixture of liquids, cf. equation (A-3).  

ὥ = ὼ ∙   (A-3) 

The activity can be considered as a pseudo or effective mole fractions that carries the composition 

dependency of ‘ . Moreover, the activity is dimensionless and in general it also depends on the 

temperature and pressure. Similar to the activity, the fugacity can be used to calculate the chemical 

potential of a non-ideal liquid mixture according to equation (A-4) [2]. 

‘ = ‘° + ὙὝ ln
Ὢ
Ὢ°  (A-4) 

in which Ὢ  is the fugacity of species A and Ὢ° the reference fugacity of species A in the standard state 

(related to the standard conditions of ‘° ). From which directly the relation between activity and fugacity 

follows, cf. equation (A-5). 

ὥ =
Ὢ
Ὢ° (A-5) 

In solvation models, frequently the Gibbs free energy of solvation is estimated for the transition from 

an ideal gas to an ideal solvent. Application of an activity coefficient model can take into account the 

difference of the non-ideality and allows one to estimate more accurately the change in free energy. 

Several activity coefficient models have been published in literature and are frequently used in 

modelling software, some important ones are covered in this chapter. 
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A.1. Standard and reference states 

Several different standard and reference states are commonly used in the literature, so care be must be 

taken when comparing data from different sources. Moreover, standard state issues immediately appear 

when one attempts to compare computed dilute-limit pure-solvent solvation energies with experimental 

data or when attempting to use these solvation energies to make predictions for real solvent mixtures 

[3]. 

There are several different commonly used standard states for the solutions phase. For problems 

involving gas-liquid equilibria, all species are mostly referenced to by the gas phase standard state, i.e. 

a pressure of 1 atmosphere or thus C0 | 0.045 mol l-1 for ideal gases. In aqueous solutions, a 1 mol l-1 is 

often assumed for the solute molecules. For solutes that can exist also as a pure liquid, the pure standard 

state, cf. equation (A-6) with U the density of the fluid and MM the molar mass, is often used. 

ὅ =
U

ὓὓ (A-6) 

For non-ionic liquid systems, there are two frequently used reference states. The first one describes the 

limiting behavior as the mole fraction of the species approaches zero, the so-called infinite dilution state, 

which is referred to as Henry’s Law state frequently denoted with the ‘f’ symbol. The other reference 

state assumes an ideal-solution behavior and is known as Raoult’s Law. Henry’s law and the ideal-

solution reference fugacity are respectively given by equation (A-7) and equation (A-8).  

Ὢ (ὼ ) =
Ὢ
ὼ →

∙ ὼ = Ὢ ∙ ὼ  (A-7) 

Ὢ (ὼ ) = Ὢ ∙ ὼ  (A-8) 

The activity coefficients can be reported to either of these reference states, e.g. for the Henry’s Law 

reference state it is indicated in equation (A-9) with ὼ⋇  the mole fraction in the mixture of interest 

and  →⋇ the activity coefficient. 

 →⋇ =
Ὢ (ὼ⋇  Ὥὲ ὶὩὥὰ άὭὼὸόὶὩ)

Ὢ (ὼ⋇ ) =
Ὢ (ὼ⋇  Ὥὲ ὶὩὥὰ άὭὼὸόὶὩ)

Ὢ
ὼ →

∙ ὼ⋇
 

(A-9) 

The activity coefficient can be obtained from activity coefficient models, which can then be used with 

the previous formulas to calculate the chemical potential for the species in the mixture of interest. 
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A.2. UNIQUAC model 

UNIQUAC, originating from universal quasichemical, is an empirical-based model to estimate the 

activity coefficients of components related to their molar fraction for description of phase equilibria, i.e. 

liquid-solid, liquid-liquid or liquid-vapor equilibria [4]. The model is derived from a first order 

approximation of interacting molecules on a lattice witch statistical thermodynamics. In the derivation, 

it is assumed that the Wilson hypothesis is true, i.e. the concentration around a molecule is independent 

of the local concentration around another type of molecule. Formulated in another manner: the local 

concentration around a certain molecule is different than the bulk concentration. This difference 

originates from the difference in interaction energy of the central molecule with molecules of its own 

kind and that with the molecules of the other kind. The corresponding energy difference introduces a 

non-randomness at the molecular level, which is also referred to by the local composition theory. Due 

to this assumption, these models are not thermodynamically consistent for a real one-component fluid 

[5]. Moreover, the UNIQUAC model is based on quasi-chemical theory which calculates the 

configurational entropy change taking into account the non-random distribution of molecules and the 

distribution of molecules with different sizes. The UNIQUAC model is considered as a second-

generation activity coefficient model since the expression for the excess Gibbs free energy consists of 

an entropy and an enthalpy contribution, cf. equation (A-10). 

ln( ) = ln  + ln ( ) (A-10) 

The entropic term, i.e. ln  , describes the deviation from ideal solubility of the two-component 

mixture. Differences in the molecular shape of the components affect the entropy and the accompanying 

contribution is calculated via combinatorial techniques based on the lattice theory. In equation (A-11), 

the formula is given to determine the entropic contribution for a component Ὥ.  

ln  = (1 − ὠ + ln(ὠ ) −
ᾀ
2 ή 1 −

ὠ
Ὂ + ln

ὠ
Ὂ  (A-11) 

In which ὠ  represents the volume fraction per mixture mole fraction for component Ὥ, which is 

calculated by equation (A-12). 

ὠ =
ὼ ὶ

∑ ὼ ὶ  (A-12) 

And the surface area fraction per mixture mole fraction, i.e. Ὂ , for component Ὥ is given by equation 

(A-13). 

Ὂ =
ὼ ή

∑ ὼ ή  (A-13) 
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With ὶ  the relative Van der Waals volumes, ή  the surface area of the pure chemical component Ὥ and 

ᾀ the coordination number and ὼ  the mole fraction of component Ὥ. The residual or enthalpic 

contribution, i.e. ln ( ), accounts for the change in interacting forces between different molecules upon 

mixing and is calculated by equation (A-14). 

ln  = ή 1 − ln
∑ ὼ ή †

∑ ὼ ή −
ὼ ή †

∑ ὼ ή †   (A-14) 

With †  defined in equation (A-15) in which ∆ό  represents the binary interaction energy parameter 

[J mol-1] given in equation (A-16). 

† = exp −
∆ό
ὙὝ  (A-15) 

∆ό = ό − ό  (A-16) 

Where ό  represents the reaction energy between molecules Ὥ and Ὦ.  

The derived equations in the model rely upon two basic underlying parameters, i.e. the relative external 

surface area, i.e. ή , and a volume parameter, i.e. ὶ , as chemical constants which are to be obtained from 

binary mixture experiments and fitting of the model to the experimental data. An advantage is that for 

multicomponent mixtures, it suffices to dispose of all binary mixture parameters such that ternary (or 

higher) parameters are not required. The UNIQUAC model gives a good representation of vapor-liquid 

and liquid-liquid equilibria for binary and multicomponent mixtures containing a variety of 

nonelectrolyte components including azeotropes, e.g. alcohols, ketones, aldehydes and water. More 

recently COSMOSPACE [6] has been developed which is based on the same theoretical background of 

UNIQUAC, i.e. a lattice model, but takes more interactions into account and thereby outperforms the 

original model in the description of liquid-vapor and liquid-liquid equilibria.  
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A.3. NRTL model 

The non-random two-liquid model or short the NRTL, is another activity coefficient model that relates 

the activity coefficient to the molar fraction of a compound in the liquid phase of interest [7]. The NRTL 

method is the predecessor of the UNIQUAC model and in contrast to that model only consists of 

enthalpic contributions. Similar to UNIQUAC, the model parameters are obtained by fitting model 

parameters to experimentally obtained activity coefficients. In Figure 1, an example is given of the fit 

of the NRTL model to experimental data for an azeotropic mixture, as well as extrapolation to other 

pressures. Care has to be taken since for some binary mixtures, multiple sets of NRTL parameters have 

been published in literature. One should then have a look at the assumptions made for the parameter set, 

e.g. the saturated vapor pressure of pure compounds used and if the gas phase is treated as ideal or non-

ideal. When description of phase equilibria over a large temperature regime is necessary, it is important 

to take into account that the interactions between solute molecules mutually and between solute - solvent 

molecules are temperature dependent. This observation is not considered in the derivation and therefore, 

two formats are frequently applied to correct for it, i.e. the extended Antoine equation [8] or a second 

order polynomial format as shown in equation (A-17) and equation (A-18) respectively.  

Ὢ(Ὕ) = ὃ +
ὄ
Ὕ

+ ὅ ∙ ὰὲ(Ὕ) + Ὀ ∙ Ὕ (A-17) 

Ὢ(Ὕ) = ὃ + ὄ ∙ Ὕ + ὅ ∙ Ὕ  (A-18) 

 

 
Figure 1: Vapor-Liquid equilibrium of the mixture of chloroform and methanol, NRTL fit and experimental data, 

and extrapolation to different pressures [9]. 
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A.4. UNIFAC model 

The UNIFAC model, UNIQUAC Functional-group Activity Coefficients, is an extension of the 

UNIQUAC model to predict the activity coefficient of non-electrolyte compounds in non-ideal mixtures 

[10]. UNIFAC uses the functional groups in the components that make up the liquid mixture to estimate 

the two necessary parameters, i.e. the external surface area and the volume parameter, to calculate the 

activity coefficient. Using contributions to account for each of the functional groups as well as the 

interaction between each pair of functional groups present in the molecules, the activity of each of the 

components can be estimated. The functional group contributions are obtained by experiments after 

which regression has been performed. For new compounds and new mixtures, this approach of working 

is more interesting since it is not necessary to perform experiments. Currently, this method is still 

updated with the introduction of new functional groups and the accompanying interactions with other 

groups. The method has become really popular by its implementation in lot of process simulation 

software in combination with its simple usage, reliable outcomes and large range of applicability. 

Though, simultaneous estimation of vapor-liquid equilibrium data and excess enthalpies is not possible 

with the required accuracy which means that the temperature dependency, described by the Gibbs-

Helmholtz equation, is not described correctly. Moreover, poor results are obtained in the diluted regions 

as well for asymmetric systems, i.e. mixtures containing molecules of very different sizes and shapes. 

To solve these drawbacks, a new model was developed the so-called Modified UNIFAC (Dortmund) 

[11, 12]. By introduction of extra parameters to account for temperature dependency, adaptation of the 

underlying formulas and again perform regression with an extended set of data, the cons of the UNIFAC 

model form less of a problem. Despite the better results of the latter model, both models are next to each 

other further developed and each year new functional groups are introduced to both. 

Activity is a central quantity in thermodynamics since it unifies the description of several relevant 

functions and properties such as concentrations in the liquid and gas phase as well as it is directly related 

to the chemical potential. For real mixtures, the activity coefficient embodies a lot of information 

concerning the solute-solvent and solute-solute interactions. The activity coefficient is thereby directly 

linked to the solvation of a species in a solvent. An accurate estimation of the activity coefficient is thus 

an important step for correct description of the solvation for real non-ideal mixtures. The importance of 

an activity coefficient model has already been indicated in the thermochemical cycle in the literature 

survey chapter, where it plays an important role in the last step where the solution evolves from the 

infinite dilution state to the actual concentration in a non-ideal solvent. 

Models for activity coefficients are frequently used for prediction of simple phase equilibria or for 

estimation of related physical properties, e.g. the viscosity of mixtures. Process simulation programs, 

e.g. ASPEN PLUS [13], are commonly featured with activity coefficient models to calculate mass 
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balances in and around separation units like distillation columns and liquid-liquid extractions. For 

electrolyte systems, an adapted version of the NRTL mixture has been developed, i.e. Electrolyte NRTL 

[14]. 
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C.1 Abraham solvent descriptors 

Table C-1: Abraham solvent descriptors from the RMG database [1]. 

Solvent name SMILES c a b e s l 

water O -1.271 3.904 4.814 0.822 2.743 -0.213 

1-octanol CCCCCCCCO -0.12 3.56 0.702 -0.203 0.56 0.939 

benzene C1=CC=CC=C1 0.107 0.457 0.169 -0.313 1.053 1.02 

cyclohexane C1CCCCC1 0.163 0 0 -0.11 0 1.013 

dibutylether CCCCOCCCC 0.369 2.626 -0.499 -0.216 0.026 1.124 

octane CCCCCCCC 0.215 0 0 -0.049 0 0.967 

butanol CCCCO -0.039 3.781 0.995 -0.276 0.539 0.934 

carbon tetrachloride ClC(Cl)(Cl)Cl 0.282 0 0 -0.303 0.46 1.047 

chloroform ClC(Cl)Cl 0.168 0.28 1.37 -0.595 1.256 0.981 

decane CCCCCCCCCC 0.156 0 0 -0.143 0 0.989 

dichloroethane CC(Cl)Cl 0.011 0.649 0.736 -0.15 1.436 0.936 

dimethylformamide N(C)(C)C=O -0.174 4.112 0 -0.339 2.315 0.83 

dimethylsulfoxide CS(C)=O -0.59 5.46 0 -0.2 2.89 0.732 

dodecane CCCCCCCCCCCC 0.053 0 0 0 0 0.968 

ethanol CCO 0.012 3.635 1.311 -0.206 0.789 0.853 

heptane CCCCCCC 0.275 0 0 -0.162 0 0.983 

hexadecane CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 0 0 0 0 0 1 

hexane CCCCCC 0.292 0 0 -0.169 0 0.979 

iso-octane CC(C)CC(C)(C)C 0.275 0 0 -0.244 0 -6.708 

nonane CCCCCCCCC 0.2 0 0 -0.145 0 0.98 

pentane CCCCC 0.335 0 0 -0.276 0 0.968 

toluene CC1C=CC=CC=1 0.121 0.467 0.099 -0.222 0.938 1.012 

undecane CCCCCCCCCCC 0.113 0 0 0 0 0.971 

acetonitrile CC#N -0.007 2.085 0.418 -0.595 2.461 0.738 

ethyl acetate CCOC(C)=O 0.203 2.949 0 -0.335 1.251 0.917 
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C.2 Solute descriptors 

Table C-2: Solute descriptors from the RMG database [1]. 

Solute name SMILES A B E S L 

methane C 0 0 0 0 -0.323 

ethane CC 0 0 0 0 0.492 

propane CCC 0 0 0 0 1.05 

n-butane CCCC 0 0 0 0 1.615 

2-methylpropane CC(C)C 0 0 0 0 1.409 

n-pentane CCCCC 0 0 0 0 2.162 

2-methylbutane CCC(C)C 0 0 0 0 2.013 

2.2-dimethylpropane CC(C)(C)C 0 0 0 0 1.82 

n-hexane CCCCCC 0 0 0 0 2.668 

2-methylpentane CCCC(C)C 0 0 0 0 2.503 

3-methylpentane CCC(C)CC 0 0 0 0 2.581 

2.2-dimethylbutane CCC(C)(C)C 0 0 0 0 2.352 

2.3-dimethylbutane CC(C)C(C)C 0 0 0 0 2.495 

n-heptane CCCCCCC 0 0 0 0 3.173 

2-methylhexane CCCCC(C)C 0 0 0 0 3.001 

3-methylhexane CCCC(C)CC 0 0 0 0 3.044 

2.2-dimethylpentane CCCC(C)(C)C 0 0 0 0 2.796 

2.3-dimethylpentane CCC(C)C(C)C 0 0 0 0 3.016 

2.4-dimethylpentane CC(C)CC(C)C 0 0 0 0 2.809 

3.3-dimethylpentane CCC(C)(C)CC 0 0 0 0 2.809 

n-octane CCCCCCCC 0 0 0 0 3.677 

3-methylheptane CCCCC(C)CC 0 0 0 0 3.51 

2.2.4-trimethylpentane CC(C)CC(C)(C)C 0 0 0 0 3.106 

2.3.4-trimethylpentane CC(C)C(C)C(C)C 0 0 0 0 3.481 

n-nonane CCCCCCCCC 0 0 0 0 4.182 

2.2.5-trimethylhexane CC(C)CCC(C)(C)C 0 0 0 0 3.567 

n-decane CCCCCCCCCC 0 0 0 0 4.686 

cyclopropane C1CC1 0 0 0.18 0.15 1.314 

cyclopentane C1CCCC1 0 0 0.263 0.1 2.477 

methylcyclopentane CC1CCCC1 0 0 0.225 0.1 2.816 
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Solute name SMILES A B E S L 

n-propylcyclopentane CCCC1CCCC1 0 0.225 0 0.1 3.803 

cyclohexane C1CCCCC1 0 0 0.305 0.1 2.964 

methylcyclohexane CC1CCCCC1 0 0 0.244 0.1 3.323 

1.2-dimethylcyclohexane CC1CCCCC1C 0 0 0.236 0.1 3.6665 

ethene C=C 0 0.07 0.107 0.1 0.289 

propene C=CC 0 0.07 0.103 0.08 0.946 

1-butene C=CCC 0 0.07 0.1 0.08 1.491 

1-pentene C=CCCC 0 0.07 0.093 0.08 2.047 

2-pentene CC=CCC 0 0.07 0.141 0.08 2.211 

3-methylbut-1-ene C=CC(C)C 0 0.07 0.063 0.08 1.91 

2-methylbut-2-ene CC=C(C)C 0 0.07 0.159 0.08 2.226 

1-hexene C=CCCCC 0 0.07 0.078 0.08 2.572 

2-methylpent-1-ene C=C(C)CCC 0 0.07 0.09 0.08 2.588 

1-heptene C=CCCCCC 0 0.07 0.092 0.08 3.063 

1-octene C=CCCCCCC 0 0.07 0.094 0.08 3.568 

1-nonene C=CCCCCCCC 0 0.07 0.09 0.08 4.073 

13-butadiene C=CC=C 0 0.1 0.32 0.23 1.543 

2-methylbuta-1.3-diene C=CC(=C)C 0 0.1 0.313 0.23 2.101 

2.3-dimetyhlbuta-1.3-diene C=C(C)C(=C)C 0 0.14 0.352 0.23 2.69 

cyclopentene C1=CCCC1 0 0.1 0.335 0.2 2.402 

cyclohexene C1=CCCCC1 0 0.1 0.395 0.2 3.021 

1-methylcyclohexene CC1=CCCCC1 0 0.1 0.391 0.2 3.483 

cyclohepta-1.3.5-triene C1=CC=CCC=C1 0 0.18 0.764 0.46 3.442 

propyne C#CC 0.13 0.15 0.183 0.25 1.025 

but-1-yne C#CCC 0.13 0.15 0.178 0.23 1.52 

pent-1-yne C#CCCC 0.13 0.1 0.172 0.23 2.01 

hex-1-yne C#CCCCC 0.13 0.1 0.166 0.23 2.51 

hept-1-yne C#CCCCCC 0.13 0.1 0.16 0.23 3 

oct-1-yne C#CCCCCCC 0.13 0.1 0.155 0.23 3.521 

diethylether CCOCC 0 0.45 0.041 0.25 2.015 

di-n-propyl ether CCCOCCC 0 0.45 0.008 0.25 2.954 

diisopropyl ether CC(C)OC(C)C 0 0.45 0 0.19 2.482 
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Solute name SMILES A B E S L 

di-n-butyl ether CCCCOCCCC 0 0.45 0 0.25 3.924 

tetrahydrofuran C1CCOC1 0 0.48 0.289 0.52 2.636 

2-methyltetrahydrofuran CC1CCCO1 0 0.53 0.241 0.48 2.82 

2.5-dimethyltetrahydrofuran CC1CCC(C)O1 0 0.58 0.204 0.38 2.98 

tetrahydropyran C1CCOCC1 0 0.55 0.275 0.47 3.057 

14-dioxane CC1COCCO1 0 0.64 0.329 0.75 2.892 

formaldehyde C=O 0 0.33 0.22 0.7 0.73 

acetaldehyde CC=O 0 0.45 0.208 0.67 1.23 

propionaldehyde CCC=O 0 0.45 0.196 0.65 1.815 

butyraldehyde CCCC=O 0 0.45 0.187 0.65 2.27 

isobutyraldehyde CC(C)C=O 0 0.45 0.144 0.62 2.12 

pentanal CCCCC=O 0 0.45 0.163 0.65 2.851 

hexanal CCCCCC=O 0 0.45 0.146 0.65 3.357 

heptanal CCCCCCC=O 0 0.45 0.14 0.65 3.865 

octanal CCCCCCCC=O 0 0.45 0.16 0.65 4.361 

nonanal CCCCCCCCC=O 0 0.45 0.15 0.65 4.856 

but-2-enal CC=CC=O 0 0.49 0.387 0.8 2.57 

hex-2-enal CCCC=CC=O 0 0.45 0.404 0.8 3.4 

propanone CC(C)=O 0.04 0.51 0.179 0.7 1.696 

butanone CCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.166 0.7 2.287 

pentan-2-one CCCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.143 0.68 2.755 

pentan-3-one CCC(=O)CC 0 0.51 0.154 0.66 2.811 

3-methylbutan-2-one CC(=O)C(C)C 0 0.51 0.134 0.65 2.692 

hexan-2-one CCCCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.136 0.68 3.262 

4-methylpentan-2-one CC(=O)CC(C)C 0 0.51 0.111 0.65 3.089 

heptan-2-one CCCCCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.123 0.68 3.76 

heptan-4-one CCCC(=O)CCC 0 0.51 0.113 0.66 3.705 

octan-2-one CCCCCCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.108 0.68 4.257 

nonan-2-one CCCCCCCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.119 0.68 4.735 

nonan-5-one CCCCC(=O)CCCC 0 0.51 0.103 0.66 4.698 

decan-2-one CCCCCCCCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.108 0.68 5.245 

undecan-2-one CCCCCCCCCC(C)=O 0 0.51 0.101 0.68 5.732 
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Solute name SMILES A B E S L 

cyclopentanone O=C1CCCC1 0 0.52 0.373 0.86 3.221 

cyclohexanone O=C1CCCCC1 0 0.56 0.403 0.86 3.792 

methyl formate COC=O 0 0.38 0.192 0.68 1.285 

ethyl formate CCOC=O 0 0.38 0.146 0.66 1.845 

n-propyl formate CCCOC=O 0 0.56 0.132 0.63 2.433 

isopropyl formate CC(C)OC=O 0 0.4 0.091 0.6 2.23 

isobutyl formate CC(C)COC=O 0 0.4 0.095 0.6 2.789 

isoamyl formate CC(C)CCOC=O 0 0.4 0.092 0.6 3.306 

methyl acetate CCC(=O)OC 0 0.45 0.142 0.64 1.911 

ethyl acetate CCOC(C)=O 0 0.45 0.106 0.62 2.314 

n-propyl acetate CCCOC(C)=O 0 0.4 0.092 0.6 2.819 

isopropyl acetate CC(=O)OC(C)C 0 0.47 0.055 0.57 2.546 

n-butyl acetate CCCCOC(C)=O 0 0.45 0.071 0.6 3.353 

isobutyl acetate CC(=O)OCC(C)C 0 0.47 0.052 0.57 3.161 

n-pentyl acetate CCCCCOC(C)=O 0 0.45 0.067 0.6 3.844 

isoamyl acetate CC(=O)OCCC(C)C 0 0.47 0.051 0.57 3.74 

n-hexyl acetate CCCCCCOC(C)=O 0 0.45 0.056 0.6 4.351 

metyhl propanoate CCC(=O)OC 0 0.45 0.128 0.6 2.431 

ethyl propanoate CCOC(=O)CC 0 0.45 0.087 0.58 2.807 

n-propyl propanoate CCCOC(=O)CC 0 0.45 0.07 0.56 3.338 

n-pentyl propanoate CCCCCOC(=O)CC 0 0.45 0.05 0.56 4.331 

methyl butanoate CCCC(=O)OC 0 0.45 0.106 0.6 2.893 

ethyl butanoate CCCC(=O)OCC 0 0.45 0.068 0.58 3.271 

n-propyl butanoate CCCOC(=O)CCC 0 0.45 0.05 0.56 3.783 

methyl pentanoate CCCCC(=O)OC 0 0.45 0.108 0.6 3.392 

ethyl pentanoate CCCCC(=O)OCC 0 0.45 0.049 0.58 3.769 

methyl hexanoate CCCCCC(=O)OC 0 0.45 0.08 0.6 3.874 

ethyl hexanoate CCCCCC(=O)OCC 0 0.45 0.043 0.58 4.251 

isobutyl isobutanoate CC(C)COC(=O)C(C)C 0 0.47 0 0.5 3.885 

acetic acid CC(=O)O 0.61 0.45 0.265 0.65 1.75 

propanoic acid CCC(=O)O 0.6 0.45 0.233 0.65 2.29 

butanoic acid CCCC(=O)O 0.6 0.45 0.21 0.62 2.83 
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Solute name SMILES A B E S L 

pentanoic acid CCCCC(=O)O 0.6 0.45 0.205 0.6 3.38 

3-methylbutanoic acid CC(C)CC(=O)O 0.6 0.5 0.178 0.57 3.14 

hexanoic acid CCCCCC(=O)O 0.6 0.45 0.174 0.6 3.92 

water O 0.82 0.35 0 0.45 0.26 

methanol CO 0.43 0.47 0.278 0.44 0.97 

ethanol CCO 0.37 0.48 0.246 0.42 1.485 

propan-1-ol CCCO 0.37 0.48 0.236 0.42 2.031 

propan-2-ol CC(C)O 0.33 0.56 0.212 0.36 1.764 

butan-1-ol CCCCO 0.37 0.48 0.224 0.42 2.601 

2-methylpropan-1-ol CC(C)CO 0.37 0.48 0.217 0.39 2.413 

butan-2-ol CCC(C)O 0.33 0.56 0.217 0.36 2.338 

2-methylpropan-2-ol CC(C)(C)O 0.31 0.6 0.18 0.3 1.963 

pentan-1-ol CCCCCO 0.37 0.48 0.219 0.42 3.106 

petan-2-ol CCCC(C)O 0.33 0.56 0.195 0.36 3.106 

pentan-3-ol CCC(O)CC 0.33 0.56 0.218 0.36 2.84 

2-methylbutan-1-ol CCC(C)CO 0.37 0.48 0.219 0.39 3.011 

3-methylbutan-1-ol CC(C)CCO 0.37 0.48 0.192 0.39 2.86 

2-methylbutan-2-ol CCC(C)(C)O 0.31 0.6 0.194 0.3 2.63 

hexan-1-ol CCCCCCO 0.37 0.48 0.21 0.42 3.61 

hexan-3-ol CCCC(O)CC 0.33 0.56 0.2 0.36 3.343 

2-methylpentan-2-ol CCCC(C)(C)O 0.31 0.6 0.169 0.3 3.081 

Ar [Ar] 0 0 0 0 0 

Ne [Ne] 0 0 0 0 0 

He [He] 0 0 0 0 0 

N2 N#N 0 0 0 0 -0.978 

O2 [O][O] 0 0 0 0 -0.723 
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C.3 Platts fragments 

Table C-3: Platts fragments in SMARTS with contributions to the solute descriptors [2]. 

Platts fragment (SMARTS) A B E S L 

[$([C;X4H3])] 0.0 0.007 -0.104 -0.075 0.321 

[$([C;X4H2])] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.499 

[$([C;X4H1])] 0.0 0.011 0.089 0.036 0.499 

[$([C;X4H0])] 0.037 0.037 0.187 0.071 0.443 

[$([C;X3v4H2])] 0.0 0.019 0.045 -0.085 0.244 

[$([C;X3v4H1])] 0.0 0.011 0.068 0.05 0.469 

[$([c;v4H1])] 0.0 0.011 0.068 0.05 0.469 

[$([c;v4]-[*;!c])] 0.0 0.0 0.180 0.101 0.624 

[$([c;v4](-[c])(-[c])-[c])] 0.018 0.019 0.300 0.121 0.744 

[$([C;X3v4H0])] 0.0 0.0 0.180 0.101 0.624 

[$([C;X2v4H0])] 0.0 0.028 0.040 0.034 0.332 

[$([C;X2v4H1])] 0.082 0.028 0.040 0.034 0.332 

[$([O;X2](-[c;v4])-[#1])] 0.543 0.307 0.061 0.247 0.672 

[$([O;X2]-[#1])] 0.345 0.307 0.061 0.247 0.672 

[$([O;X2H0])] 0.0 0.211 0.014 0.185 0.360 

[$([O;X1H0])] 0.0 0.334 -0.041 0.370 0.495 

[$([N;X3H2]-[c;v4])] 0.247 0.275 0.163 0.383 0.949 

[$([N;X3H2]-[C;v4])] 0.177 0.481 0.085 0.175 0.781 

[$([N;X3H1](-[c;v4])-[c;v4])] 0.194 0.415 0.192 0.311 0.912 

[$([N;X3H1](-[C;v4])-[C;v4])] 0.087 0.541 0.138 0.265 0.568 

[$([N]#[c;v4])] 0.0 0.103 0.0 0.390 0.732 

[$([N]#[C;v4])] 0.0 0.242 0.0 0.694 0.757 

[$([n](:[c]):[c])] 0.300 0.321 0.460 0.223 0.574 

[$([O]=[C]-[O])] 0.0 0.134 -0.161 0.140 0.095 

[$([C;X3v4](=[O;X1])-[O;X2H1])] 0.243 -0.308 -0.012 -0.311 0.255 

[$([C;X4v4](-[O;v2]-[#1])-[C;X4v4](-[O;v2]-[#1]))] 0.0 0.0 -0.043 0.052 0.100 

[$([C;X3v4H0](=[O;X1])-[O;X2])] 0.0 -0.206 0.067 -0.124 0.234 

[$([C;X3v4H0](=[O;X1])(-[O;X2])-[O;X2])] 0.0 -0.267 0.0 -0.19 0.0 

Intercept 0.003 0.071 0.248 0.277 0.130 
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